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ABSTRACT 

A mathematical model is proposed for human 

calci um metabolism. The bodily calcium content is 

divided into one homogeneous compartment containing plasma 

calcium, three homogeneous compartments exchanging with 

it and representing a part of the tissue and bone calcium, 

a series of homogeneous compartments representing calcium 

in the gastro-intestinal tract, and an un-mixed compartment 

representing the remainder of body calcium. Expressions 

are given to represent the following: 

(a) The movement of ingested calcium through the gastro

intestinal tract. 

(b) The dependence of the rate of intestinal calcium 

absorption on position in the intestine, the calcium 

concentration in the lumen and the plasma concentrations 

of parathormone and 25-hydroxycholecalciferol. 

(c) ,The dependence of the rate of urinary calcium excretion 

on the plasma concentrations of calcium, parathormone 

and calcitonin. 

(d) The dependence of the rate of calcium flow from bone 

to plasma on the plasma concentrations of parathormone 

and calcitonin. 

(~) The dependence of the plasma concentrations ofparathorm

one and calcitonin on the calcaemia. 



The model describes events with durations of 

between about 5 :minutes and 3 weeks. Numerical values 

for many of the parameters of the model have been 

collected from the literature, but little quantitative 

data could be found for the actions of parathormone; 

calcitonin, and 25-hydroxycholecalciferol. 

A digital computer programme, (CAMET), based on 

the mathematical model, has been written to simulate 

calcium metabolism. CAMET is used to successfully 

simulate the absorption of ingested calcium and tracer 

calcium, and the resulting plasma concentrations and 

excretion rates. 

Conclusions are drawn as to what new experimental 

work is required in order to further test and extend 

the. model. 

Also described is some experimental work carried 

out on a method of directly comparing calcium concentrat

ions by alternating the sample feed to an atomic 

absorption spectrometer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Osteoporosis, or insufficient bone mass, is a 

common condition among aged persons in many parts of 

the world (Nordin 1966) and leads to fractures, particul

arly of the hip. The possible causes of osteoporosis 

and its treatment have been reviewed by Fourman et ale 

(1968) and Bollet' (1968). The condition appears to 

be the result of acceleration of the normal loss of 

bone mass after middle age. It should be noted that 

the skeleton is being continuously IIturned over" by 

the formation of new bone and the resorption of old; 

osteoporosis appears to be the result of an imbalance 

between these two processes. The causes are not clear. 

The two mechanisms most commonly suggested are the 

loss of e~trogenic stimulus to bone formation, and the 

depletion of calcium in the body due to a low dietary 

1 

calci um intake. The evidence for both views is equivQcal. 

Osteoporosis could also be caused by a lowered rate of 

bone matrix formation. Bone matrix consists largely 

of collagen. An insufficient output of calcitonin, 

which probably inhibits bone resorption, has also been 

suggested as a factor ~ontributing to osteoporosis. 
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'No treatment has yet been shown to be generally 

effective and evaluation of treatment is difficult 

(Rich et al. 1966). Therapy with estrogens, fluoride, 

oral calcium supplements and infusions of calcium (Pak 

et ala 1969) has been tried. 

It appeared that some further understanding of 

osteoporosis might be obtained by developing a simulation 

model of human calcium metabolism. In addition to its 

possible use in the diagnosis or treatmen,t of osteoporosis, 

such a model might assis t with other problems of calcium 

metabolism, such as the diagnosis of primary and 

secondary hyperparathyroidism, the prevention of renal 

stones, and the elucidation of the mechanism of uraemic 

osteodystrophy (Fourman et al. 1968). The present thesis 
\ 

an account of work done on the development of a 

computer simulation model of human calcium metabolism. 



CHAPTER 1. 

Review of Models Relating to Calcium Metabolism. 

1.1 A mathematical representation or "model" of the 

dynamics of a biological system serves (Berman 1963, 

Ackerman et al. 1967. Wagner 1967) to describe the data 

concerning it, to focus attention on the mechanisms 

involved and their relative importance, and to suggest 

new and critical experiments. Such a representation 

may serve to define disease states, and to diagnose 

them parametrically. It has predictive value for normal 

or other specified con9:~ tions such as treatment 

protocols. A successful model must accommodate the 

available data (Berman 1963) and correspond to 

anatomical and physiological reality (Evans et al. 

1967, George 1965, Bergner 1964). Published models 

relating to calcium metabolism, as will be shown, all 

fi t at least a limited range of "data, but generally 

contain one or more parameters of uncertain physiological 

or anatomical identity. 

To avoid obscurity due to the ambiguity in a 

number of commonly used terms, they are defined 

in Appendix I, as they are used in this thesis. 
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, 'Revi'ewof: r.10delsRelating to Calcium Metabolism. 

There are two sorts of models published: 

(1) Those which represent the kinetics of tracer calcium 

following its administration to an organism. 

(2) Those which represent the mechanisms for the regulation 

of the concentration of calcium in plasma. 

1. 2 '.r--10'del's' Re)?resenting the Kinetics of Calcium Tracers 

'i'n Man'an'dAnimals. 

It is most likely on theoretical grounds that 

discrimination between tracer and ordinary calcium is 

negligible in metabolism (Bigeleisen 1958) and this is con

firmed experimentally by the lack of discrimination in 

urinary excretion (Neer 1967). Calcium tracer is usually 

injected intravenously or ingested. 

Heaney (1963) has reviewed the fate of intravenously 

~njecte'd 'Calci'umtracer. The first model proposed (by 

Bauer et ale 1957) is shown in figure 1.1. The exchangeable 

calcium of quantity E, wpich includes plasma calcium, is 

represented by a homogeneous pool. This model predicts 

that the fractional rate of loss of tracer from the plasma, 

K, should be constant since K is given by the expression 

K = (A + U)/E (1.1) 



Exchangeable 

calcium (E) 

* 
Dose of tracer 

Accretion (A) 

Excretion (U) 

Figure 1.1. Model Bauer et a1. (1957) 

c 

dynamics of 

Non-exchangeable 
calcium 

intravenously inj tracer calcium. rc1es represent 

bodily pools of calcium. A and U are constant flows of calcium, 

E is a constant quantity of calcium. 

U1 
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Experimentally, however, the value of K decreases with 

time (Bauer et ale 1957, Marshall 1964). 

Aubert et ale (1960) allowed for the decreasing 

fractional rate of loss of calcium tracer from the plasma 

by incorporating three more homogeneous compartments 

(figure 1.2) with differing turnover times to represent 

the calcium exchanging with plasma calcium. Compartment 

1 contains plasma calcium. All the rate constants 

for the flows (except Vo_) are first order and the specific 

activity, S, of the calcium tracer in compartment 1 at a 

time t after tracer injection is given·by an equation of 

the form 

(1. 2) 

where a l to a 4 and Kl to K4 are functions of the flow 

rates and pool sizes. An equation of this form was shown 
I 

to fit the observed plasma tracer s~ecific activities in 

man for a period of between a few minutes and seven days 

after tracer injection, (Aubert et ale 1960). Other 

arrangements of flows between the four homogeneous com-

partments are possible (Neer 1967); and several different 

four compartment models have been fitt.ed to plasma 

specific activities in the period between a few minutes 

and twenty days following tracer injection (Neer1967) • 



Non-exchanging 
calcium 

Dose 

Decretion (V ) 
0-

Accretion (Vo +) 

Excretion 

Figure 1.2. Model of Aubert et ale (1960) for the 

dynamics of intravenously injected tracer calcium. 

Compartments 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent exchangeable 

calcium. Bracketed symbols are those of Aubert et al. 

V u and V f respectively represent the urinary excretion 

and endogenous faecal excretion of calcium. 

7 



Models with two or three homogeneous compartments have 

also been proposed to describe the kinetics of calcium 

tracer (Nordin 1964, Cohn et a1. 1965), but to the present 

author's knowledge none with more than four. 

Alternatives to classical compartmental analysis 

have also been suggested. A power function of the form 

b -b 
S = Soa (t + a) (1. 3) 

where a and b are constants and So is the plasma calcium 

specific activity at' time t = 0 , is a good fit to observed 

plasma calcium specific activities following an injection 

of calcium tracer (Marshall 1964). Equations of the form 

. -b -Kt 
S = at e (1. 4) 

where at band K are constants'have also been shown to 

be a good fit to observed plasma calcium specific 

activities (A.riderson et a1. 1967). A model has recently 

been described (Burkinshaw et a1. 1969) which is based on 

a single homogeneous calcium pool, the size of which, M, 

increases with time, t, following an intravenous injection 

of tracer according to the relation 

M,= atb (1.5) 

where a and b are constants. It has been suggested 

that the delays between the movement of calcium atoms 

into bone from plasma and their subsequent return to plasma 

might be analogous to the delays between the inflow and 

the outflow of material from a number of pipes (Heaney 1963).' 



Several models have been proposed in which the .return 

of calcium atoms to plasma from the rest of the body is 

governed by probability density functions (Ackerman 

eta1. 1967 1 Anderson et ale 1967). 

1.3~Corre'spo'n:den'ce· '0'£ Models of Intravenous Calcium Tracer 

Kin.etics'toCalCium Metabolism. 

Heaney (1963) reviewed the correspondence between 

:9 

ti1e parameters of compartmental models and the physiologic

al and anatomical features of calcium metabolism, and con

cluded that none of the homogeneous compartments 

identically represented any anatomical entitYI and each 

pool represented both some. osseous and some non-osseous 

calcium... In models with four homogeneous compartments. 

Neer et ale (1967) have shown that the more slowly ex

changing compartments tend to represent greater quantities 

of bone than do the more rapidly exchanging, but CQuld 

not further identify the pools. 

Heaney (1963) also reviewed the physiological 

significance of the accretion rate (see figures 1.1 and 

1. 2), concluding that at least 75% of accretion represen t'

ed the incorporation of ca tOO into bone by the formation 

of new bone, and that slow exchange of calcium between 

plasma and bone comprised not more than 25% of accretion. 



This conclusion is however doubtful (Rowland 1964). 

The mean values found for the accretion rate in normal 

persons using a variety of models and experimental 

durations, all lie within the range 0.18 - 0.35 m.moles/ 

Kg/day (Neer 1967, Bell 1967, Nordin 1964), but the 

studies of Kulp et a1. (1962) on skeletal Sr uptake; 

of Frost (1963) on bone formation using tetracyline 

markers and Rowland (1964) on the loss of radium from 

the 'skeleton, tend to indicate that the 'actual 

rate of incorporation of calcium into the skeleton by 

bone formation is one half to one tenth of this range. 

In any case, the conclusion of Heaney (1963) was 

based on ,a previous study of his (Heaney et al.1958) 

in which the accretion rate and the size of the exchange-

able pool were determined in only 15 persons; 9 normals, 

4 hypoparathyroid patients and 2 hypothyroid patients. 

The results are given in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Data of Heaney et a1. (1958) ~ 

Exchangeable calcium Accretion rate 

Patient State. pool size. (mg/Kg) (mg/Kg/day) 

E A ,+, ,s,.d •. , -
Normals 

(mean of 9) 86.2 9.1 + 3.9 

Hypoparathyroid 67 2.7 
" 68 6.3 
" 43 1.8 
" 118 31. 3 

Hypothyroid 69 1.93 
II 57 2.6 ' . , 

10 

'I 

I 
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He reasoned that since bone mass was unchanged 

in the hypothyroid and hypoparathyroid patients, slow 

exchange would also be unchanged, and thus the reduction 

in the accretion rate must represent a reduction in 

the rate of bone formation. His sample however is small 

and theresul ts are variable. Other workers (Milhaud 

and Bourichon 1964) find the accretion rate to be reduced 

in hypoparathyroidism by only about 30%. Further, in 

the same paper Heaney showed that the correlation 

between the accretion rate and the size of the exchange

able pool was +0.94 in a series of patients including 

those in Table l.~which suggests to the present' author 

that accretion is largely slow exchange. 

Also accretion rates are often high in osteomal

acia (Heaney 1963, Nordin 1964), whereas it is not 

generally thought that the rate Of bone formation is 

elevated in this disorder. Resorption of newly 

formed bone may further complicate the interpretation 

of accretion rates (Heaney 1963, Nordin 1964). 

The calcium accretion ~"i' ',J,80 includes the rate of 

the dermal excretion of calcium, which averp:ges about 

0.05 m.moles/Kg/day (Mitchell et al. 1949, Isaksson 

et al. 1967b), as well as the rates of calcium exchange 

with bone and calcium incorporation into bone by 

bone formation. 
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Burkinshaw et ale (1969) use their model to 

derive a parameter (lithe mineralization rate") which 

is the rate at which tracer appears to leave their 

expanding pool arid enter other parts of the body, but 

its value is usually similar to the accretion rate, and 

for this reason, quite likely represents mainly slow 

exchange rather than bone formation. The authors 

of the other models mentioned have not attempted to 

identify their parameters physiologically and anatomic-

ally. 

It thus appears that no model yet proposed for 

the kinetics of intraVenously injected calcium tracer 

is clearly superior on physiological and anatomical 

grounds to any other. 

1.4' Mode'ls: O:f :the 'Kinetics of Ingested Calcium Tracer 

Compartmental models with first order rate constants 

to describe the kinetics of the ingestion of calcium 

tracer have been proposed by Marshall and Nordin (1969) 

(Figure L 3), and by Birge et aL (1969) (Figure L 4) • 

For both models the rate constants are' calculated solely 

from plasma tracer specific activities sb that 
{ 

physiological identity of the constants is not entirely 

clear. Birge et ale were able to identify their first 

four compartments as shown in figure L 4. 



'*" Dose 

cr 
et 

2 

p 

Gut 

Figure 1.3. Model of Marshal et ale (1969) for the intestinal 

absorption of tracer calcium. Compartment 2 contains plasma 

and is assumed to belSOml/kg body wgt. at Band yare first 

order rate constants. 
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IS 

The dependence of the rate constants for absorption 

on such factors as the concentration of calcium in the 

intestine or the intestinal mobility has not been 

determined, nor have they been correlated with directly 

measured rates of intestinal absorption from different 

levels of the intestine. 

1. S' MCide'ls:Representi'ngthe Regulation of the Concentration 

of Calcium in Plasma. 

Roston (1959) has proposed a model for the regulation 

of calcaemia by the parathyroid gland in which the plasma 

content of parathormone, P, dissolved in a volume Vp 

is governed by the equation 

(1. 6) 

where x is the content of diffusible calcium in a 

volume Vx which includes plasma. xl is a physiological 

stand~rd value and Kl and K2 are constants. 

He further assumes that 

(1. 7) 

where K3 1 K4 and K5 are constant~ and which represents 

the mobilization of calcium from bone by parathormone 

and the excretion of calcium. 



Equations (1.6) and (1.7) define a feedback control 

system. 

Some of the more important approximations of this 

model are the neglect of the actions of calcitonin 

(section 3.3), the assumption that the calcium exchang

ing with plasma is distributed in a single homogeneous 

compartment, and the assumption that the biochemical 

mechanisms involved are instantaneous in action and 

near in response. Also various substances apart 

from parathormone and calcitonin, such as phosphate' 

-(Clark, 1969) may influence the calcaemia. 

Copp et ale (1960b) have published the circuit of 

an analogue computer model of the regulation of calcaemia 

(figure 1.5) which includes the distribution of plasma 

calci urn' in to two additional pools. The urinary excretion 

of calcium is more realistically represented as being 

.zero below a certain IIthreshold" of calcaemia, and 

the dependence of the rate of exchange of calcium 

between plasma and bone on bone blood flow is also 

represented. The independent variables are the bone 

blood flow and the size of the labile bone pool, and 

by varying these the model was successfully used to 

simulate the response of the calcaemia to calcium 

infusion in man. 



Regulation of Blood Calcium 

Analogue Computer Circuit 

IOO-v.Rr 

Timor 

VI RI 

r Injocllon 

Accrolion 

Cumulallvo Excrollon 

lTssuo Fluid 
Pool 

Recordino Vollrn~fcr 
=m9'% 

Co 

Labilo 
Bons 
Pool 

Pots 

Bono 
Blood 
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-t . i 

FIG. 4. Analogue computer circuit-for simplified caIciunl system. 

Figure 1. 5. Analogue computer model for the 

regulation of the plasma calcium concentration 

proposed by Copp et ale (1960b). 

1.1 



The model however ignores the hormonal regulation of 

calcaemia, the small urinary calcium excretion which 

occurs even below the IIthreshold" (Nordin 1967) ana 
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the decretion of calcium from bone. Other factors not· 

included are the intestinal dynamics of calcium and 

the influence of phosphate metabolism. (Clark 1969). 

The pools postulated by Copp et ale probably do not 

correspond closely to the entities stated in gure 1. 5, 

since pools postulated for tracer kinetics do not 

correspond simply to biological reality (section 1.3). 

Aubert and Bronner (1965) have proposed a model 

for the regulation of the calcaemia in rats (figure 1~6) 

which is similar to the model of Roston (1959), but 

includes representation of intestinal absorption. 

The pool si ze is ~ons tant) and V u is ignored on account 

of its smallness in rats, so that 

(1. 8) 

where [Ca] is the calcaemia and V is the volume of 

the pool P. It is assumed that 

(1. 9) 



Intestinal absorption 

(Va) 

De cre ti on from 
bone (V ) 

0-

. 
Urinary excretion (Vu ) 

Endogenous 
faecal 
excretion 
(V f) 

Accretion to 
bone (Vo+) 

19 

Figure 1. 6. Scheme of calcium metabolism assumed 

by Aubert et al. (1965). P is the pool of 

exchangeable calcium including plasma calcium. 
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and that 

(1.10 ) 

where [H] is the concentration of parathormone in 

plasma and Kl ,K2 ,K3 ,K4 , K5 and K6 are constants. 

It was shown that this model accounted qualitatively 

for the observations (a) that the variations in the 

calcaemia resulting from changes in the rate of absorpt-

ion of calcium were less in intact rats.than in para-

thyroidectomized ones, (b) that the calcaemia of para-

thyroidectomized rats is lower than that of intact rats, 

and (c) that V and V varied with the rate of 
·0+ 0-

. intestinal absorption. 

Riggs (1966) has proposed a model that is similar 

in principle to those of Roston (1959) and Aubert et 

al. (1965). The most significant departure from the 

model of the latter authors is that instead of using 

equations (1.9) and (1.10), he represents the action of 

parathormone by the following equation (using the terminol

ogy of Aubert et al. (1960) instead of that of Riggs), .. 

Vo+ - Vo = Ki[Ca] - K2 + K3/(~ + exp(-K 4 (KS -[Ca]» (l~ll) 

where Kl to KS are constants. 
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This representation avoids the unphysiological require-

ment of equation (1.10) that at sufficiently high 

values of [Ca],[H] be negative, but has the disadvantage 

that the plasma concentrated of parathormone is not 

represented. 

The approximations involved in the models of both 

Aubert et al. and Riggs are similar to those outlined 

above for the model by Roston, but with the addition that 

these two models assume the physiological activity 

of plasma calcium (or the concentration of "ionic" ca1-

cium in plasma as it is often called) is a fixed 
, 

proportion of the total plasma calcium concentration 

(c. f. section 3.2). 

1.6 Conclusion 

None of the models related to calcium metabolism 

previously proposed a comprehensive description of 

calcium metabolism, including for instance, the dynamics 

of both tracer and stable calcium, the hormones para-

thormone and calcitonin together, the factors which 

influence the intestinal absorption of calcium and 

factors which influence the urinary excretion of calcium. 

A number of different mathematical approaches to the 

problem of describing the kinetics of metabolic systems 

are possib le (Manougian 1968) besides those which have 

been applied to calcium metabolism. 



The following chapters describe work directed 

towards constructing a more comprehensive model 

of calcium metabolism than those previously 

exi$ting. 

22 



CHAPTER 2. 23 

The Scope and Limitations of the Model. 

2.1 As the initial impetus was given to the present 

work by the problem of finding an e ctive means of 

preventing or treating osteoporosis the first approach 

taken was to investigate the possibility of modelling 

the changes which occur in calcium metabolism over 

periods of many years or a lifetime. The construction 

of such a model was however found to present severe 

dif.ficulties on account of the lack of essential 

data on the long term changes in the calcium content 

of the body and more importantly, on the mechanisms 

controlling such changes. 

There is virtually no analytical data on the 

composition of the healthy human body between birth 

and adult life and in this century only seven 

complete adult bodies have been analysed for calcium 

(Widdowson 1965). The mean whole body calcium content 

of the six males was 28.2 + 3.8 moles or 0.43 + 0.05 moles; 

kg whole body wgt, and 97 - 98% of this was in the 

skeleton. 

A large number of whole skeletons have been 

weighed by several groups of workers (Merz et al. 

1956, Baker et al. 1957, Searle 1959, Trotter 1954, 
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Lowrance et ale 1957), but it is difficult to calculate 

the calcium contents of these skeletons, principally 

because the effectiveness of the defatting procedures 

is not clear in most cases. Merz et ale (1956) calculated 

the correlations of the weights of 204 White and Negro 
Ii 

male and female skeletons with their age at death i in 

each case ~~e correlation was negative, but only for the 

White female group was it significantly so. 

Calcium balance studies give retentions of calcium 

that are too variable and too 'high to be useful for estim-

ating changes in body calcium content (Holmes 1945), 

because of non-inclusion of dermal losses (Mitchell 

et ale 1947, Isaksson et ala 1967b)" variation in faecal 

output (Isaksson et al. 1967a) and collection losses. 

The biological mechanisms governing the growth and 

senescence of mammals and the consequent changes in 

their bodily calcium content, are poorly understood 

(see for instance Needham 1964). 

The modelling of calcium metabolism to simulate 

a period of months also appears to be difficult at 

the present time because the rate of intestinal 

calcium absorption adapts over a period of weeks or 
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months to meet variations in the rate of calcium 

intake (MaIm 1963) • The mechanism of this adaptation 

is vlholly conjectural (MaIm 1963). 

Accordingly, the model proposed in this thesis 

is only intended to represent the dynamics of calcium 

metabolism over periods ranging from a few minutes 

to several weeks. It will also be seen that the large 

majority of the data in the literature relating to 

calcium metabolism have been collected within this 

range of time. 

2. 2'General' Scheme' 'of 'the }1odel of Calcium Metabolism. 

For the purposes of modelling the human body 

is divided into compartments. In the present work 

the calc{um of the blood, bone and soft tissues except 

the intestine is modeled by four homogeneous 

compartments (numbered 1 to 4 in figure 2.1) and an 

" unmixed ll compartment; in a manner similar to the model 

of Aubert et al. (1960), (section 1.2) except that a 

catenary rather than a mamillary arrangement of flows 

between the compartments is used. By "unmixed" is 

meant a compartment that exchanges so slowly that 

a negligible proportion of the particles entering 

the compartment during the course of an experiment 

leave it during that time. ' 



R. 

R 

I 

6,1 11 

Un-mixed 
compartment 

R -acc 

Figure 2.1. Calcium compartment and flow scheme for model. 

R. = rate of ingestion of calcium. 
J. 

Rdec 
R acC 
Ru 

R. f J.n 

Rf 

R -acc 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

rate of decretion of calcium. 

rate of accretion of calcium. 

rate of ,urinary excretion of 

rate of intravenous infusion 

rate of excretion of calcium 

, endogenous) in the faeces. 

al ternati ve rate of accretion 

calcium. 

of calcium. 

(ingested + 

of calcium. 

Compartment 1 contains pl~smaCa, compartment 5 

repr~sents the stomach and compartments 6 to N represent 

the small intestine. 
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Since it has already been concluded (section 1.4) 

that no existing model of the kinetics of calcium 

exchanging with plasma is clearly better on biological 

grounds than any other yet proposed, the choice of this. 

model was made because it represents tracer data over 

the longest period commonly studied (20 days), (Neer 

1967) I and because it is mathematically convenient. 

The models reviewed in Chapter 1 which did not use 

constant size homogeneous compartments to represent 

tracer kinetics, have variable parameters (for instance 

the serum concentration of tracer) whose derivatives 

with respect to time can only be expressed as explicit 

functions of the time elapsed since the injection of 

tracer. Convolution integrals (Milsum 1966) must 

be evaluated to nd the response to an arbitrary 

input to such models, 'which complicates computer, programming· 

and requires considerable digital computer storage. 

The choice of a catenary rather than a mamillary 

or some other configuration is arbitrary (Neer 1967). 

The gastro-intestinal tract is modeled by a series 

of homogeneous compartments (labeled 5 to N in figure 2 .. 1) I 

again because the mathematical treatment is relatively 

simple and because compartmental models of intestinal 

absorption have been successfully used previously 



(Birge et ale 1969, Segre 1967) although in a somewhat 

different manner than will be ,used here. The number 

of compartments required to represent the intestine 

in the most physiological manner has not yet been 

defini ti vely i!lvestigated and is thus not speci fied 

in figure 2 .• 1. The hormones parathormone and 

calcitonin are each represented as being distributed 

in single compartments (figure 2.2) since the kinetics 

of their disappearance from plasma are approximately 

rst order, at least in animals (Melick 1965, West 

et a1. 1969). 

The biologically active form of vitamin D in 

plasma, 25-hydroxycholecalciferol, is assumed to be 

distributed in a single homogeneous compartment which 

includes plasma. The dynamics of vitamin D metabolism 

that determine the plasma concentration of 25-hydroxy

cholecalciferol have not been represented in the present 

model since they are only now being clarified 

(DeLuca 1969, Avioli 1969). 

The information flow. diagram, figure 2.3, shows 

the pathways represented in the model for the control 

of calcium metabolism by the calcaemia, parathorrrione, 

calcitonin, 25-hydroxycalciferol and dietary calcium. 



Calcitonin 

R sc 

Parathormone 

Figure 2.2. Hormone compartments and flows 

for model. The volumes of distribution of 

calcitonin and parathormone are Vc and Vp 

respectively. 

r 

R == rate of secretion of calcitonin into sc 
the plasma. 

Rsp == rate of secretion of parathormone into 

the plasma. 

Rdc == rate of disappearance of calcitonin 

from the plasma. 

Rdp = rate of disappearance of parathormone 

from .the plasma. 
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Rinf 

Rdc 

Cc 

C1 

Cp 

C,1 

Figure 2.3. Information flow diagram for model. 'Caption Over pa:je. 

~ 



Figure 2.3. Information flow diagram. 

R~S = net rate of sorption cal urn from the gastro-intestinal 

tract. into the circulation. 

Cl plasma concentration of calci urn. 

Chcc = plasma concentration of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol. 

Cp = plasma concentration of parathormone~ 

Cc = plasma concentration of calcitonin. 

R vi = rate of ingestion of fluid. 

Other symbols as for figure 2.1. 

w 
o 
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, R . and R. f are exogenous inputs to the model. 
Vl In 

The equations for the flows and control pathways 

of figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are given in detail in the 

next chapter. 

A number of substances which are known to influence 

calcium metabolism have not been represented in the present 

model for simplicity and because little quantitative 

data is available. The more important of these are as 

follows: 

, 'Pho'sphorU5 - high dietary phosphate intakes by 

animals appear to stimulate the secretion of parathormone 

and low intakes to increase the calcaemia, but the mechan-

isms involved are not clear (Clark 1969a, 1969b). 

Magnesium - several actions of·magnesium on calcium 

metabolism have been reported (Clark 1969a, 1969b, Jones 

et al. 1966, Gotoh et • 1966) but ef cts appear 

to be small and the mechanisms are poorly understood. 

, Sodium - the rate of the urinary excretion of calcium 

is positively and significantly correlated with that of 

sodium; the former appears to be dependentupon the latter 

(lVlodlin 1966). ' 



Thyroid hormone - excess of thyroid hormone 

has the effects (Nordin 1966) of increasing the rates 

of bone formation and resorption, raising the plasma 

and urinary calcium, diminishing parathyroid activity 

(as measured by phosphate clearance) and reducing 
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the intestin absorption of calcium. Hypothyroidism 

tends to have the oppostie effects (Fourman et a1. 1968). 

Corticos'te'roid hormones - these tend to inhibi t 

ca1ci urn absorption, inhibi t renal tubular reabsorption I 

depress plasma calcium and produce osteoporos (Nordin 

1966, Fourman et a1. 1968)~ The mechanisms are not 

clear. 

Growth hormone - this promotes bone growth 

and increases the rate of excretion of urinary calcium, 

,other effects on calcium metabolism are uncertain 

(Nordin 1966, Fourman et a1. 1968). Hypophysectomy 

of rats reduces the rate of calcium absorption from 

the intestine in vitro by over 50% (Kimberg et a1. 1961). 

Gona.dal ho',rmones - oestrogenic hormones appear 

to re,duce the rate of urinary ca1ci urn excretion, depress 

plasma calcium and inhibit bone resorption, but the 

actions of other gonadal hormones are uncertain 

(Nordin '1966) • 
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A decrease in plasma pH increases the rate of 

bone resorption and consequently urinary calcium 

excretion (Cuisinier-Gleizes et ale 1967). 

Certainth~azide diuretic drugs of which bendrofluazide 

is one, lower the rate of urinary calcium excretion and 

tend to induce positive calcium b ces (Harriso~ et 

ale 1968, Higgins et ale 1964). 

The'requirernentbf bone for calcium influences calcium 

metabolism. For instance, the rate urinary calcium 

excretion in man increases during prolonged bed rest 

(Issekutz et • 1966), and in growing rats the rate of 

intestinal calcium absorption appears to be dependent on 

II saturation" the skeleton with cal um (Nicolaysen 1943). 

This effect ,appears to be particularly difficult to 

quantify at the present time. 

In b~e next chapter b~e mathematical detail of the 

model is given, along with the physiological considerations 

on which it is based. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

Mathematical Detail and 1 

3.1 A complete list of the symbols to be used and their 

meanings are given in Appendix 2. The set of equations 

proposed as a simplified model of .calcium metabolism are 

given below and then their formulation is discussed. 

Differential eguations 

The rates of flow in these equations are those 

shown in figures 2.1, 2~,2 and 2.3. 

Plasma and exchangingca:1ci urn 

(3.1) 

* * * * * * * R2,l + Rabs + Rinf - Rl ,2 - Racc - Rsec - Ru 

N 
* 

N (3.2) 

* where Rabs = 1: RI,l Rabs = 1: RI,l 
1=6 1==6 

N N 

* * R = 1: RI,I R = E RI,l sec sec 
1=.5 I=S 
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· 
M2 = ,2 

+ R3 2 - R2 ,1 - R2 3 (3. 3) 
I I 

· * * * * * M2 = R1 ,2 + R3 2 - R2 ,1 - R2 ,3 (3. 4) , 

M3 = R2 3 + R4 3 R3 2 - R3 4 (3.5) , I , I 

· * * * * * M3 = R2 3 + R4 3 R3 2 R3 ,4 (3.6) , , I 

· M4 = R3 4 - R4 3 - R. (3. 7) , , -acc 

· * * * * M4 = R3 4 - R4 ,3 - R (3. 8) , -acc 

Stomach 

· M5 = R. + R1 ,5 - R5 6 (3.9) 
~ I 

· * * * * MS = R. + Rl 5 - RS ,6 (3.10) 
1. , 

· Vs = R . + Rv1 ,S - R ( 3. 11) 
V1. vS,6 

Intestine 

MI = R(I-l) ,I - RI I (I+l) + Rl I - RI,l' I = 6,7,···(N-: , 
(3.12) 

· * * * * * MI = R (I "!". -1) I RI , (I+l) + R1 ,I - R 
, . , , I,l, 

I = 6,7 •.• (N-1) 

(3. 13) 
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(3.14) 

* * * * R(N-l) ,N - Rf + R1 ,N ~,1 (3.15) 

Parathormone 

. 
Cp = (Rsp - Rdp)/Vp ( 3. 16 ) 

Calcitonin 

. 
C·= (R - Rd ) /V c sc c c (3.17) 

Ra te expres sions 

RI.,J= MIKI,J' 1 ~ J ~ 4, 1 ~ I ~ 4, J = I + 1 (3.18) -

* * R :::: MIKI,J' 1 .:E J .:E 4, 1 .:E I ~ 4, J = I + 1 (3.19) I,J -

Infusion 

* R. f ln and R. f ln are exogenous variables. 

Non-exchang:ing calcium 

R = K C (3.20) 
ace ace 1 

* * R = K C (3.21) 
ace ace 1 

R -ace = K M -ace 4 
(3.20a) 

* * R = K M (3.21a) 
-ace -ace 4 



where 

R v5,6 

* Ri , Ri , Rvi ' Rvl ,5 and Rl ,5 are exogenous variables 
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(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.24a) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28). 

(3.29) 
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Small 

RvI , (I+l) :::::: RV(I-l) ,I(l - AvI,l) + Rv1,I' 6 ~ I .~ (N-l) 

(3. 30 ) 

(3.31) 

VI = A15,IRvI,(I+l)/(A16,I + RVI; (1+1»' 6 ~ I ~ (N-l) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

RI(I+l) = R C vI, (I+l) I' 6 ~ I ~ (N-l) 

(3.34) 

* 
RI , (I+l). = (3.35) 

(3.36 ) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39 ) 

Rli I and Rvl,I are exogenous variables. 
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Hormon:es 

R = A22 (A23 - Cl ), Cl < A23 (3. 40 ) sp 

R sp 
;;;:: o I Cl >.- A 23 (3.41) 

Rdp == CpA24 (3.42) 

R ;;;:: o I Cl < A26 
(3.43) sc 

R ;;;:: A25 (CI - A26 ) , Cl ~ A26 (3.44) sc 

(3.45) 

3. 2 Modelli'ng of BIO'od,Bbne'andTissue Calcium. 

Equations (3.1) to (3.8) and (3.18) to (3.22). 

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are essentially the same 

as those proposed by Aubert et al. (1960) ,except that 

the intravenous infusion of calcium and tracer is also 

represented. They do not explici tly represent the dermal 

losses of calcium from the body or the loss in milk 

during lactation. The former losses are difficult to 

measure I but appear to vary widely between persons and 

to average about 0.05 m.moles/kg/day (Mitchell et al. 

1949, Isaksson et al. 1967b) (c. f. the nornfal urinary 

,excretion of calcium of about 0.08 m.moles/I{g/day). 
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Such losses could however be represented in practice 

by setting R. f equal in magnitude to them, but negative 
~n 

in sign. 

The "physiological a.ctivity" of plasma calcium 

is assumed to be proportional to the total concentration 

calcium in plasma, Cl (equations (3.20), (3.23), 

(3.24) 1 (3.40) and (3.44)). This is because it is not 

possible to define precisely what fraction of plasma 

calcium is physiologically active, with the consequence 

that the active or "ionic" fraction cannot be measured 

precisely (Walser 1964). There is no difficulty wi 

the meaning of the total concentration of calcium in 

plasma. However, McLean et al,(1935) have shown that a 

number consti tuents of plasma such as proteins I phosphate, 

bicarbonate and citrate reduce the physiological activity 

of calcium solutions as measured by the amp tude of 

the contractions of an isolated frog's heart. 

It is accordingly assumed in the present work that the 

concentrations of these substances in plasma are constant. 

It further assumed that the dynamics of the move-

ment of calcium between blood, bone and tissues can be 

represented by the same model with the same values of 

,the rate cons tan ts can the exchange of tracer,calcium 

(equations 3.18 and 3.19). 
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This assumption is approximately true at least for short 

periods of time, because the apparent pool zes calculated 

as follows from both calcium and tracer calcium measure-

ments are similar. 

Rich et al. (1961) infused tracer calcium intravenously 

at a constant rate into normal adults and found a 

constant rate of increase in plasma specific activity 

between half an hour and three hours after the beginning 

of tile infusion. The apparent quantity of calcium in which 

the tracer distributed was calculated from the rate of 
/ 

change of plasma specific acti vi ty between these times 

together with the rate of tracer infusion. The mean value 

(+ s.d.m.) found was 0.76 + 0.08 m.moles Ca/kg. 

Copp et ala (1960a) infused 10 normal adults intra-

venously with calcium gluconate at. a rate of 0.25 m.n1oles 

Ca/kg for one hour. The rise of plasma calcium concentration 

was virtually linear wiu1 time over this period. From 

the rate of the rise, the rate of infusion and the initial 

calcaemia, the mean apparent size of the calcium pool 

(+ s.d.m.) before the infusion is calculated to be 0.69 + 

0.02 m.moles Ca/kg. This is similar to the value of 

O. 76 + 0.08 m. moles Ca/kg found above from tracer infusion. 

It does not appear to be so easy to test whether the 

dynamics of the exchange of plasma calcium wi th extravas-

cular calcium are similar to those of tracer calcium 

over periods of time much greater than an hour. 
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.Much longer infusions of calcium would either raise 

the calcaemia dangerously or if slow enough not to do this, 

their rate would seem likely to be comparable to the 

rate of urinary calcium excretion. 

In figure 2.1 the loss of calcium from the exchange-

able pools by accretion is represented as occurring either 

from the plasma calcium containing compartment .(Racc in 

equation' (3.1» or from the most slowly exch anging pool 

(R in equation (3.7». The latter route is favoured -acc 

by Neer et aL (1967) 1 the former by Aubert et al (1960), 

but the choice is largely arbitrary (Neer 1967). In 

the present work R rather than R will be used. acc -acc 

3.3 Actions of Calcitonin on Bone and Soft Tissues. 

The physiological actions of calcitonin have been 

reviewed recently (Hirsch et ale 1969). The principal 

action of calcitonin is to lower the calcaemia by a net 

transfer of calcium from plasma to bone (Hirsch et ale 

1969). This net transfer, at least in rats, appears 

to be mainly caused by calcitonin inhibiting bone 

resorption and/or the long term exchange of calcium 

with plasma. This is because there is little or no 

effect of calcitonin on the rate of loss from plasma 

of injected tracer when the calcitonin is injected a 

,few hours later (Hirsch 1967 , Johnston et aL 1966, Mil-

haud et ale 1966, O'Riordan et ale 1968). 
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It has been shown for rats (Milhaud et ale 1965, O'Riordan 

et ale 1968, Milhaud et ale 1968) and man (Milhaud et ale 

1968) that the hypocalcaemic action of calcitonin injections 

can be simulated by compartmental models of the type 

proposed by Aubert et al. (1960), if it is assumed that 

the action of calcitonin is to reduce the rate of calcium 

decretion, Rd ,to zero. ec Thus it has been assumed in 

the present model that calcitonin inhibits Rd ec 

(equation (3.22)). 

The tetracyline labelling experiments of Wase (1966) 

~ith rats tend to suggest that calcitonin enhances 

the rate of bone formation, but certain tracer experiments 

(Milhaud et ale 1966, O'Riordan et ale 1968, Johnston 

et ale 1966) with rats indicate that such an effect is 

of subsidiary importance in causing the hypoc~lcaemic 

action of calcitonin. Hirsch and Munson (1969) have 

suggested that the enhancement of the hypocalcaemic, 
, 'J' 

action of calcitonin by phosphate (Hirsch 1968) is evidence 

for an effect of calcitonin on bone accretion. This is 

not the only reasonable interpretation however~ for 

instance, Talmage (1969) has proposed that calcitonin 

acts by releasing phosphate from organic components near bone. 

The released phosphate is then ,thought to inhibit the 

transport of calcium from bone to the extracellular fluid. 



On the bas of this hypothesis it is possible th 

exogenously adminis osphate ai the calcitonin 

induced suppression of the movement of calcium from bone 

to plasma. 1;'hosphate inhibition of bone resorption 
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has been demonstrated in tissue cultures (Raisz et al. 1969). 

In the present model calcitonin is assumed not to directly 

influence the accretion rate of calcium. 

3.4 Action of Parathormone on Bone. 

The physiological actions of parathormone have 

reviewed by Arnaud et (1967). Differential labelling 

of the dly and the slowly exchanging fractions of the. 

bones of rats indicates ti1at the hypercalcaemic action 

of parathormone is largely due to the augmentation of the 

transfer of calcium from slowly exchanging bone to plasma 

(Talmage e~ ale 1958, Je et ale 1964)~ Inman, the 

rate of bone resorption is increased in hyperparathyroidism 

and decreased in hypoparathyroidism by comparison with 

normals using quan ~ci tati ve mi;croradiography (Jowsey 1966). 

Rdec is also inc~eased in hyperparathyroidism and decreased 

in hypoparathyroidism, as is the quantity of exchangeab 

calcium (Milhaud et al. 1964). Accordingly it is 

assumed in present model that Rd is proportional 
ec . 

to the plasma concentration ·parathormone. 
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The effect of parathormone on bone :f;ormation is 

somewhat uncertain. Some in-vitro studies, for instance 

the careful one by Flanagan et ala (1969), suggest that 

parathormone inhibits bone formation, but in-vivo studies 

using quantitative microradiography (Jowsey 1966) or 

tetracyline labelling (Birkenhager et al. 1966) suggest 

that the rate of bone formation is slightly increased 

by parathormone. Flanaganet ala (1965) suggest that the 

primary effect of parathormone is to inhibit bone formation, 

but after a period of time, a secondary stimulation of 

bone formation predominates. 

The magnitude of the effects on formation were less 

than on resorption. It is assumed in the present model 

that Racc is not directly influenced by parathormone. 

However in cases of hyperparathyroidism and hypoparathyroid-

ism, the changes in Raec are paralleTIed by changes in Racc 

(Milhaud et al. 1964). Why this is so is not clear, 

but on the basis of the tracer experiments in rats referred 

to above I parathormone must act on Rdec more rapidly than 

on Racc. 

As R is likely to be l~r, gely composed of exchange acc 

processes I, it is reasonable on physiochemical grounds 

to assume that R is proportional to the plasma acc 

calcium concentration (equation (3.20)). 
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Thi s as s umption is in quali ve agreement with the 

observation that R is decre in cases of hypopara-acc 

thyroidism which the calc a is generally abnormally 

low I and ased in hyperparathyroidism when 

calcaemia is often high (Milhaud et ale 1964). 

There a delay of about three hours in rats 

(Rasmussen et ale 1964) and hours in man (Evanson 

1966, Calcagno et ale 1958)' tween the administration of 

parathormone and the occurrence a measurable rise in 

.calcaemia. This may indicate a delay between changes 

in the plasma parathormone concentration and the consequent 

changes in rate of calcium re ase from bone. 

Also, following parathyroidectomy in man, the calcaemia 

often taJ.;:es over a day to reach new, lower steady 

value (Canary et ale 1962). Such a delay is not included 

in the model, but could be simulated by postulating 

that parathormone catalyses the formation of one or more 

intermediates which then release calcium from bone. 

3. 5 Action of 25-hydro:xyc:holecalciferol on Bone. 

The me olically active fonn of vitamin D in human 

plasma is probably 25-hydroxy-cho calciferol (DeLuca 

1969). Nei rvitamin D nor its metabolites appear 

to have a direct effect on bone formation (DeLuca 1967), 

so that no action of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol ion 

the accretion rate is ·postulated. 
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Severe vitamin D deficiency in rats produces 

hypocalcaemia (Carlsson et ala 1955, Rasmussen et ale 1963) 

and large doses of vitamin D raise the calcaemia in 

man (Anning et ale 1948). These actions of vitamin D 

dosage on the calcaemia are largely due to an effect on 

the bone-blood calcium equilibrium rather than on calcium 

absorption from the intestine (Carlsson et ale 1955). In 

the present model it is assumed for simplicity that 

Rdec is linearly related to th~ concentration of 25-hydroxy

cholecalciferol in the plasma, Ch (equation 3.22). , cc 

The effect of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol on bone might be 

better approximated as being proportional to the logarithm 

of the plasma vitamin D activity (Carlsson et ala 1955); 

but a logrithmic function becomes negative if the value 

of the argument is ss than I, which is unphysiological. 

Equation (3.22) also representtheabsolute,deperidence 

of the action of parathormone on the presence of plasma 

vitamin D activity (Rasmussen et al. 1963). The presence' 

of vitamin D activity is not however necessary for the 

hypocalcaemic action of calcitonin (DeLuca 1967)., Not 

represented in the present model ,is a possible delay of some 

hours between the entry of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol into 

the bloodstream and the consequent release of calcium 

from bone (DeLuca 1969). Such a delay might be modelled 
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by assuming the existence of an intermediate, the rate of 

formation of which depended on Ch and the rate of cc 

destruction of which depended on the concentration of 

the intermediate. 

3.6 Renal EXcr'e'tion'of CaTciurn:andTracer Cal um. 

The excretion of calcium and tracer calcium in the 

urine is represented by equations (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25). 

The known factors determining the rate of the renal 

excretion of calcium have been comprehensively reviewed 

by Nordin et al. (1967). An increase of calcaemia above 

normal causes a sharp rise in calciuria, the relationship 

being approximately linear (Copp et al. 1960a, Kleeman 

,et al. 1961), as represented by line bc in figure 3.1 

and by equation (3.24). The effect of hypocalcaemia 

on the rate of the urinary excretion of calcium is not 

as clear, since there does not appear to be any hypo-

calcaemic agent known which does not also affect 

renal function (Nordin et al. 1967 , Hulley et al. '1969) • 

Both calcitonin (section 3.8) and intravenously infused 

phosphate (Hully et al. 1969) 1 probably have a direct , 

action on the. renal handling of. calcium. 

Persons with osteomalacia or hypoparathyroidism 

tend to have an abnormally low calcaemia, but the 



Rate 
of 

urinary 
calcium 

excre on, 
Ru· 

o 1 2 3 

. Plasma calcium concentration, Cl . (m.moles/liter) 

Figure 3.1. Qualitative representation of the modeled 

relationship between the rate of urinary calcium 

excretion and the plasma calcium concent;.ration. 
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calciuria is not greatly below normal; contrary to what 

would 

of 

expected by extrapolation to hypocalcaemia 

re onship between calciuria and hypercalcaemia 

b-c, figure 3.1) (Nordin et . 1967). The relation-

ship between calciuria and hypocalc a can be approximately 

by a straight line of relaiively low slope; 

repres by line a-b in figure 3.1 and by equation (3.23) 

(Nordin et ala 1967). Ctl the d plasma calcium 

concentration above which calciuria ses rapidly I is 

given by equation (3.24a) as the point of intersection 

of functions defined by equations (3.23) and (3.24). 

The ationship between the calcaemia and the calciuria 

used in present model and depicted in figure 3.1 has 

the disadvantage that there is sh threshold close 

to or at normal plasma calcium concentrations. The 

threshold is probably not as sharp facti (Nordin et ala 

1967) but this is a convenient approximation. The response 

of the a to small changes « O.lm.moles/liter) 

l.n the normal calcaemia is very between persons, 

(MacFayden et al. 1965), so that urinary calcium excretion 

as a fun on of small variations in normo-

calcaemia not readily modelled. 
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3.7. Renal AotionofParathormone. 

3.8. 

Parathormone appears to reduoe the re,nal oalcium 

clearance (the rate of urinary calcium excretion 

'di vided by the calcaemia) in man (Kleeman et ale 1961, 

Bernstein et al. 1963 1 Smith et al. 1966) and the rat 
?~,' 

(Talmage 1956). In most persons studi during 

the intravenous infusion of calcium subsequent to parathor-

mohe administration (Kleeman et • 1961, Bernstein 

et ale 1963) the action of parathormone can be 

approximatelyrep~esented as a shifting of the lines in 

figure 3.1.to the right without change of slope. 

This effect is represented .in equations (3.23) and 

(3.24) ,and is assumed to be linear with respect to the 

plasma parathormone concentration, cpo The renal 

action of parathormone on calcium clearance is apparent 

within two hours of its administration (Kleeman et al. 

1961) . 

Act~on of Calcitonin 

Some doubt exists regarding the action of calcitonin 

on the renal handling of calcium. Porcine calcitonin 

is reported to inhibit the renal tubular absorption 

of calcium in man, often resulting in an increas 

rate of calcium excretion (Ardaillou et al.1967, 

Singer et ale 1969, Bijvoet et ale 1968). 



Bu~ porcine calcitonin is reported to have no effec·t 

on the renal handling of calcium in dogs (Clark et 

1969) and is variously reported in rats to reduce the 

rate of urinary calcium excretion (Rasmussen et al. 

1964, Pechet et al. 1967) or to have no e ct on the 

rate of excretion (Milhaud et .1966). Inthe 

present model calcitonin is represented as decreasing 

the c cium clearance (equations (3.23) and (3.24)). 

Vi tamin D and its metabolites appear to have ttle 

e ct on the renal clearance of calcium (Bernstein 

et al. 1963), but only three patients were studied. 

The suggestion of Litvak et al. (1958) that vitamin D 

administration directly decreased the tubular reabsorption 

of calcium does not appear well founded, since their 

patients were hypoparathyroid, which may in any case 

reduce the tubular reansorption of calcium compared 

to normal (see above). 

Equations (3.23) and (3.24) are not the only 

possible representation of the urinary excretion of 

calcium consistent with present knowledge of the renal 

actions of calcium parathormone, calcitonin, and 

'Vitamin D, but no simple alternative formulation 

appears to be clearly superior. 



A ,shortcoming 

if C is su 
p 

negative. 

the present representation is 

ciently high, R 
u 

predicted to be 

3.9. Parathormone Dynamics. 
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The secretion of parathormone into the bloodstream 

and its subsequent truction are represented by 

equations (3.40) I (3.41) and (3.42), which are based on 

the following considerations. In rats the rate of 

disappearance of parathormone from plasma proportional 

to its concentration, C , (Melick et 
p 

• 1965) and 

during the intravenous infusion of EDTA into oows the 

changes plasma concentration of parathormone are 

inversely proportional to the changes the plasma 

concentration of unche calcium (Ramberg et ale 1967). 

From this it is reasonable to assume that changes in 

the rate of secretion of parathormone by the parathyroid 

gland are inversely proportional to changes in· the 

calcaemia(equations 3.40 and 3.41). Equation (3.16) 

states that parathormonemixes immediately within 

volume of distribution; in rats the mixing appears 

to be virtually complete wi thin ten minutes (Melick 

et al. 1965). plasma concentration of parathormone 

is measurably increased about minutes llowing 

the start EDTA infusions (Ramberg et ale 1967) i 

indicating a rapid response. 
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3.10. Calcitonin Dynamics 

The secretion of calcitonin into bloodstream 

and its subsequent disappearance from the blood-

stream is represented by equations (3.43) I (3.44) 

and (3.45) I which are based on the following 

considerations. Perfusion of isolated pig thyroid 

glands with blood containing calcium below a certain 

concentration stimulates no detectable secretion 

calci tonin I . but the rate of secretion of·. calci tonin 

is a linear function of the calcaemia above this 

point (Care et al. 1968). The rate of sappearance 

of calcitonin from the plasma of pigs is approximately 

proportional to the concentration of it in plasma· 

(West et ale 1969). 

3.11. Modelling of the Ga:stro-intestinal Tract. 

stomach is represented as a sing homo-

geneous compartment (compartment 5 in ure (2.1)) I 

the volume of which I V'5 is given by equations 

3.11) and (3.26). This assumption of complete 

mixing seems likely to be valid only liquids. 

nce the rate of emptying of solutions from the 

stomach, R ~ 6 I is gene 
V'J I 

ly better approximated 

as being proportional to the squ~re root of the 

stomach volume (Hopkins 1966) rather than 
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simply proportional to the stomach volume (Hunt 1959), 

the square root relationship is used in the present 

model (equation (3.26)). For simpli ty it has not 

been attempted to represen)c the various factors which 

influence the rate of secretion of gastric juice, 

Rvl ,5 i and the concomitant secretion of calcium, 

Rl ,5 (Moore et al. 1968). Significant quantities 

of calcium do not appear to be absorbed from the stomach 

(Birge 1969), consequently R5 ,l is not included in 

the model. 

3.12.Fluid Dynamics in the Intestine. 

For simplici ty and because of a lack of de fini te 

data the outflow of fluid from an intestinal compart-

ment is assumed to be always equal to the inflow 

and it is assumed that the fluid flow between 

compartments is solely in the caudal direction (equations 

(3.30) . and (3.31)). Fluid flow in the intestine 

is in fact largely caudad (Barreiroet al. 1968). 

Equations (3.32) and (3.33) relating the volume 

of the intestinal compartments to the fluid 

flow through them are of the same form as the 

relation found experimentally by Dillard et al. 

(1965) between the apparent volume of human intestinal 

segments and the rate of fluid perfusion rough them. 
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~hese equations imply that the contents of intestinal 

segments are perfectly mixed, whereas in fact this is 

only true to a good approximation for solutions (Dillard 

et ale 1965). The rate 'of the volumetric absorption 

of solu,tions from the Ith intestinal compartment to 

the plasma is assumed to be a constant fraction, AvI,l' 

of the inflow, Rv(I-l) ,I' into the compartment. 

This is a mathematical device to avoid predicting negative 

compartmen tal volumes at low fluid flow rates. As 

the rate of the secretion of, fluid into the intestine, 

R 'I I' and the fractional absorption of fluid, A I l' v , v , 

do not appear to be determined in any clear manner by 

calcium metabolism, they are assumed to be exogenous 

variables. 

3. 13 Calcium Dynarn.i'cs in the' Intestine. 

Restricting the model to representing the dynamics 

of solutions in the intestine, the flow of calcium from 

one compartment to the next is given by equation (3.34), 

the flow of tracer by equation (3.35) I and the flows of 

calcium and tracer out of the end of the intestinal compart-

ments by equations (3.36) and (3.37). All rates of 

secretion of calcium into the intestine, Rl I' are 
" 

exogenous variables since the rate of flow of ca~cium 
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from plasma to the intestinal lumen in the dog is not 

dependent on the calcaemia (Cramer 1963) or in man on 

L~e intra-luminal calcium concentration (Wensel et 

aL 1969). 

Abso of Calcium from 'the Intestine 

~his is represented by equations (3.38) and 

the absorption of tracer calcium by equation (3.39). 

Perfusion studies of intestinal fistulae in dogs show 

that the flux of calcium ou·t the stula as a 

function of the calcium concentration in the perfusate 

could be closely approximated by the Michaelis-Menten 

type of equation (Cramer 1963)~ 

F = ac/ (b + c) (3.46) 

where F is the flux of calcium out of the fistula, 

c is the perfusate calcium concentration and a and 

b are constants. WheL~er the same type of relation 

is true for humans is not as clear. Wensel et aL (1969) 

perfused segments of the jejuna of human subjects 

with solutions containing calcium in concentrations 

between 0.6 and 4 m.moles/liter. If equation (3.46) 

holds, the ratio 

function of c. 

c - would be expected to be a linear 
F 

However the product-moment correlation 



of c with c as calculated from the data of Wensel 

et ale for normal subjects, while signi cant 

(p < 0.001) I is only 0.57. F was significantly 
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(p <0.001) correlated wi tl1 c. A Michaelis-Menten 

type of relationship between the rate of absorption 

of calcium from the intestinal compartments and the 

intra-luminal calcium concentration is assumed in 

the present model (equation, (3.38)) • 

3.14.Effect of Vitamin D and its Me-tabol the In tes tine. 

The relationship between the dosage of vitamin D 

given to vitamin-D-deficient rats and the resulting 

percentage absorption of dietary calcium in-vivo can 

be approximated by a Michaelis-Mententype equation 

plus a constant (Carlsson et ale 1955). The rate of up

take of calcium by rat duodenal slices in-vitro as a 

function of the prior vitamin D dosage of the rat may 

be similarly represented (Schachter et ale 1961). 

It is assumed in the present model that a Michaelis

Menten type of equation relates the rate of intestinal 

absorption of calcium to the plasma concenbation 

of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol (equation (3.38)). 

There is an induction time of about an hour between 
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fusion of the intestine with 25-hydroxycholecalciferol 

and consequent increase the rate of calcium 

transport (DeLuca 1969). This induction time is not 

included in the present model. 

3.l5.Action of Parathormoneon 

This is represented in equation (3.38). Parathormone 

injections 6 to 24 hours beforehand increase the rate of 

absorption of calcium from intestinal loops in dogs and 

thyroparathyroidectomy reduces the rate (Cramer 1963). 

Similar observations have been made in the rat (Kodicek 

1957, Rasmussen, 1959). 

Studies in man also suggest that parathormone 

acts to increase the intestinal absorption of calcium. 

The net absorption of dietary calcium (Hodgkinson 1963) 

and the true percentage sorption of oral calcium 

(Birge 1969, Milhaud et al. 1964, Miravet et ale 1966, 

Milhaud et al. 1963, Lutwak 1966 1 He et al. 1964) 

are both higher in cases of hyperparathyroidism than 

in normals. The true percentage absorption of 

dietary calcium to be lower than normal 

in cases of hypoparathyroidism (Milhaud et • 1964). 

Removal of parathyroid adenomas from seven persons 

decreased the true percentage absorption of dietary 

calcium in six of them (Miravet et ale 1966). 
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The presence of vitamin D or its metabolites 

is necessary for the action of parathormone on 

calcium absorption (Arnaud et a1. 1967) I and this 

dependence is represented in equation (3.38). 

The quantitive action of parathormone on the intestine 

is not clear, in the present model the rate of absorption 

of calcium is assumed to be a linear function of the 

plasma parathormone concentration, C. There probably 
p 

a time lag of over 5 hours in the action of parathormone 

on the absorption of calcium (Birge 1969) I but such a 

delay is not represented in the present model for 

reasons of simplicity. 

In tiLe next chapter a computer programme will 

be outlined which uses for tiLe computer simulation of 

calcium metabolism the mathematical model described 

in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

Formulation of a ComDuter SinmlaJcion Programme 
& 

sm. 

4.1 A computer simulation programme, called CN~ET, 

has been written which is based on the mathematical 

model described in the previous chapter (equations 

(3.1) to (3.45)). To simulate the dynamics of calcium 

metabolism over a period time following a particular 

state of calcium metabolism l it is necessary to solve 

the differential equations of the model (equations 

(3.1) to (3.17)) over that pe od of time, using the 

initial conditions. 

A digital computer, an IBM 360/44, was used 

for the simulation since no analogue computer of 

sufficient capacity was available. The simulation 

programme was written in Fortran IV as no special 

simulation languag-e was available at . University 

of Canterbury computer centre. A flow chart for the 

programme CAMET, a listing of it, instructions on its 

use and a symbol table for it are given in appendix 3. 
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Numerical ).\Ce 

4.2.Numeri 

The predictor-corrector integration method 

for performing the integrations in the program CAMET 

is as follows, (Ralston 60) • diffe al equation 

y == f(x,y, .•• ) 

represents any of the differential equations of the 

modeL, (equations (3.1) to (3.17)) I and y is the quantity 

of a substance in a compartment of the ,model. The 

symbols ,used in illustration of the method are 

Yi == yeti) I 
== dy 

d't i = 0,1,··· 

t=t. 
J. 

where t. is 
J. 

value of the simulated time of the ith 

step of the integration and The 

equations used sequentially to compute y~+lfrom the 

previously calculated values y 1 and yare as follows. n- n 
Predictor 

Y' = Y + 2hy· n+l n-l n 
(4.1) 

. 
y~+l = f(xn +1 , y~+l' ••• ) ( 4 .2 ) 
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ctor 

. 
1 = Yn + h(Yn+l + Yn )/2 ( 4. 3) 

Vi 
.l n+l initial approximation to Yn+l" 

cted values of the derivatives of each 

quantities on the L.R.S. of the di al 

I equations (3.1) to (3.17) I are 

us equation (4.1), predicted values of all 

s are then calculated using equation (4.2), 

fi ly for each step of the integration, 

corrected values of each of the quanti are calcul-

using equation (4.3). 

Neither equation (4.1) or (4.3) is exact, both 

have truncation errors of the order of h 3 • It is 

readily shown (Milne 1953) that ~1e truncation e~ror 

step, e n+ l , (i.e. the error in the estimation 

of Yn +1' assuming Yn and Yn - l to be exact) 

method may be estimated as 

e - (Y i Y) 15 n+l - n+l - n+l 

provided that the fifth derivative of Y is 

this 

(4.4) 

per step accuracy of the method be 

improved by iterating equations (4.2) and (4.3) 1 

and by using the estimated truncation errors to modify 
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predicted values (Ralston 60) but the 

additional complexity of prograwning was not thought 

justified for the present purposes. This relatively 

simple method of integration is us rather than 

more accurate but more complex methods wi higher 

order truncation errors (Ralston 1960 , Haraming 1962) 

so as to keep the programming simple and since the 

accuracy of the method is sufficient for the present 

purposes (see section 6.1). The use of a higher 

.order method would however probahly increase the 

length of the integration steps which could be taken, 

and thus reduce the time required for a particular 

computer simulation. A Runge-Kutta method of integ~at-

ion (Romanelli 1960) was not us because of the 

relatively greater difficulty of estimating the 

truncation error at each step. 

4.3.Criteria for Change of Integration Step Len9:th. 

To preserve, accuracy in the in teg.ration and to 

minimize computer running time, there is provision in 

CAMET to change the s size, h. The criteria 

for this are as follows. A proportional truncation 

error, e is calculated for each substance in each 
y 

compartment the model from the equation 
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(4.5) 

where Y is the total quantity of the particular 

substance in all the homogeneous compartments of the 

model. 

a par 

If the magnitude of any of the e values for .y 

cular step is greater than a predetermined 

maximum permitted value, the size of h is decreased. 

But if the e y value with the largest magnitUde is less 

.than a predetermined minimum error I the size of h is 

increas The right hand side of equation (4.5) 

is proportional to the estimated per step truncation 

error for a particular quan ty in a particular 

compartment, weighted by the reciprocal of the total 

amount of the particular substance in all the homogeneous 

compartments of the model. Weighting in this manner 

makes the calculated proportional truncation errors 

independent of the units in which the quantities are 

expressed. A possib alternative weighting scheme 

is to calculate e y as 

(4.6) 

This could be advantagous for certain purposes but 

it seems to the presen-t auti1.or that in general it has 

the disadvantage that a large value of e y may be 



obtained for a particular Yn+1 even though it is 

a very small fraction of the total amount of the 

particular substance in all the compartments and 
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although the actual truncation error is correspondingly 

unimportant. Values of e are calculated only eVery 
y 

fifth step of the integration both to save time and 

permit simpler interpolation (section 4.5) than if 

step length changes could occur at every step. 

Size of Ste;eLen.g thCh ange s 

The step length is changed in the programme 

Ch~ET by multiplying or dividing the step length, h, 

by a nuItlber, a, . greater ·than L A value of 

a = 2l/2 is generally used in CAMET as this allows 

the upper and lower l±mits for the largest e y 

to be closer together than if the more conventional 

value of a = 2 were used, thus shortening computer 

running time. 

4.4.Startihg the Integration 

The predictor equation, (4.1) cannot be used 

for the first step of the integration (from n = 0 to 

n = 1) because of the y 1 term, so that instead the n-
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Euler equation 

is used as the predictor. The truncation error of 
. 2 

equation (4.7) is of the order of h (Ralston 1960) 

but this is of little importance since the equation 

is used only once and in practice the step length, h, 

is set initially to a small value. 

4.5.Inter12olation after Changes of Step Length. 

When the integration step length, h, is either 

decreased or increased by a factor other than a whole 

number, a value is required for y 1 in equation (4.1) n-

other than the value of y which has been computed at 

the (n~l)th step. The required value is found in the 

programme CAMET by interpolation using L~e quadratic 

form of Aikens method of linear cross means (Noble 1964). 

To illustrate the method, let hI be the step length 

before the step length change and h2 the new step length 

after the change, and 

,Assuming Yn-l and Yn are known, it is required to 

calculate y~+l using equation (4.1), i~E. 

( 4. 8) 



where 7. 1 is the interpolated value of y. n-
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Yn-l is found from the following sequence of equations. 

(4.9) 

(4.11) 

Pl and P2 have no spe al significance, but are 

used to simplify presentation. 

4.6. Integrations to Obtain Cumulative Excre ons. 

The progra~lie Ch~ET calculates.at each integration 

step the total quantity of tracer calcium excreted 

from the model via the urine and the faeces since the 

start of the simulation, i.e. since t=O. This is 

done by integration over calculated values of Ru 

and using terms of order hand h 2 in the Euler-

Maclaurin integration formula (Hartree 1952). Denoting 

by S the cumulative excre on of tracer calcium 
11 

in either the urine or 

the formula used is 

s = 
n 

faeces between 

where r is the rate of excretion of tracer in either 
n 

the faeces or urine at time t n " 
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rn is evaluated approximately from 

r = r m*jm n n (4. 13) 

where m m* are the quan of calci urn and 

Jche quanti of tracer calcium respectively in either 

compartment 1 in the case of the urinary excretion, 

or compartment N (the most caudad intestinal compart-

ment) in case of the excretion. The 

assumption in using equation (4.13) is that m is 

virtually constant. The t order term neg cted 

by equation (4.12) is 

which is dently very small provided that h 

small. 

4.7.' computational Checks 

If integration step length hi becomes 1 

the computed solutions of the rential equations 

may diverge greatly from the exact solutions (Nob 

1964). As a partial check against large divergences, 

the total amo~~t of tracer calcium in all the compart-

ments of model plus the total excretion of tracer 

from the compartments can be computed during, simulations. 

If this is not in good agreement with the quantity 

of trace.r: d exogenous ly to compartmen ts 
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tltere 1S either a programming error or computed 

values diverge atly from the exact values. On the 

occasions when the total quantity of tracer has 

diverged more than one or two percent from the correct 

value, either a progralnming error has been found 

or limitation of the maximum value of the step length, 

h I reduced the divergence to wi thin one or two 

cent. For examples of this and other numerical 

checks on the accuracy of the numeri methods see 

section 6.1. 

The rest of this chapter is a gene des tion 

of computer simUlation programme CAMET which uses 

the numer1 methods just described. 

4.8.· General DescriEtionofthe Calcium Metabolism Simulat-

~on Progr a:mme CM1ET. 

The card input information required for a simulat-

ion using CAMET-2 is as follows. 

Initi~l Cond~tions to be Specified as Input. 

(a) The quantities of each substance in each 

homogeneous compartment at time t = O. 

These quanti s are MI (1 ~ I ..:s N), 

(b) The initial volume of the stomach, VS" 

(c) The number of the compartments to used 

to represent the intestine (~N-4). 
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This is to save computer running time by ensuring 

Drat more compartments than are necessary are not 

included in the calculations. 

(d) The values of the constants in the rate expressions 

and in the expressions for intestinal volume (equat-

ions (3.18)to (3.45)), Al to A27 , KI/2 to K4 ,3 

and K .c . . ac 

(e) The initial rates of the exogenous or independent 

* * inflows to the compartments I I R., R ., R. fl 
1. V1. .1.n 

R. .c I 
1.n.!. 

RI,I (I =: S,···,N), and Rvl,I (I == S,···/N). 

(f) The upper and lower bounds on the relative per step 

truncation error. 

(g) The values of the simulated time at which output 

is required and the period of time to be simulated. 

(h) Specification of the type of output required. 

(i) Whether or not new parameter values are to be read 

in after a simulation run and a further simulation 

performed. 

(j) The maximum number of integration steps which may 

be performed. This is to prevent the programn~ 

running for an excessive real time • 

. Varia-tionsof Exogenous Parameters During Simulations to be . . 

The rates of the oral ingestion of calcium, Ri' 

* tracer calcium, R., and fluid volume, R .; may be changed 
1. V1. . 

together up to six times during each day simulated by 
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the programme CAMET. This allows for instance, 

the approximate simulation of up to three calcium 

containing meals, separated by zero intakes, during 

each simulated day. The values of the three rates 

after each change and the times of the changes 

are speci d in the initial card input to the com-

puter. Provision is also made for a second pattern 

of intake values and change times to be specified, 

along with the number of days after which the second 

daily intake pattern will replace the rst. 

4.9. OutEutfromthe Simulation. 

Up to twenty different values of simulated 

time at which printed output requi may be 

specified in the i al card input to the computer. 

The model variables which are printed at each of the 

speci times are as follows. 

The simulated time, t. 

The rate of oral intake of calcium and'tracer 

* calcium, R. and R .. 
1 1 

The plasma concentration of calcium, Cl " 

The quantities of both calcium and tracer 

calcium in each of the homogeneous compartments, 

* Mr (1 ~ I ~ N) and Mr (1 "" r ~ N) . 
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Note that if a simulated dose of tracer cal urn 

* is of unit amount, MI (1 ~ I ~ N) are also 

fractions of the dose in respective 

compartments. 

The total rates of calcium and tracer calcium 

absorpi:.ion from * intestine, Rabs and Rabs • 

The rates of the urinary excretion of calcium 

* and tracer calcium, Rand R • 
. u u 

The total rates of secretion into the intestine 

* of calcium and tracer calcium, Rsec and Rsec. 

The rates of the faecal excretion of calcium 

* and tracer calcium, R£ and Rfo 

The rates of calcium and tracer calcium accret-

* * ion r R I R R and R acc -acc, acc -acc 

The rate of calcium decretion, Rdec • 

The plasma concentrations of parathormone r Cp ' 

and calcitonin, Cc ' 

The fluid flow rate from each gastro-intestinal 

compartment to the next r RvI,I+lo 

reciprocal mean transit time for each 

intestinal compartment, R I T+l/VTo v,~ ~ 



The cumulative oral intruces of calcium and 

tracer calcium since t=O. 
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The cumulative excretions of calcium and tracer 

calcium in the urine and faeces since t=O. 

The cumulative accretion of calcium tracer 

since t=O. 

The cumulative .absorpJcion of calcium tracer 

from each intestinal compartmenJc since t=O. 

The cumulative calcium balance since t=O. 

This is calculated from the cumulative ingested 

calcium and e cumulative excretion of calcium in 

the urine and faeces. 

o printed as a check on operation of 

the programme are the integration step length, 

the most recent estimate of the magnitude of the 

largest proportional truncation error, a code to 

identify the compartment and substance for which 

this r occurred, and total quantity of 

tracer calcium in the compartments and excreted from 

them. To obtain some other set of model variab 

as printed output, the WRITE statements of the program 

must be changed. 
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,Subroutines given in appendix 4 enable 

any or all of the following graphs to be plotted 

on the X-Y plotter at the Uni versi ty of Canterbury 

Compu'ter Centre (examples are the graphs in 

chapter 6). 

Graph 1. The plasma calcium concentration, 

Cl ' and the rate of urinary calcium excretion, Ru 

are plotted with respect to time in the lowing 

ranges. 

Cl 1.5 3.5 m.moles/liter 

Ru 0 - 1. 0 m~moles/kg/day 

time 0 1 day 

The graph may be speci fied to begin at any time 

during the simulation. 

Graph 2. The common logarithm of the plasma 

* calcium tracer concentration,C1 ' is plotted 

with re ct to the logarithm of the time, t, in 

the llowing ranges. 

* -5 -1 Cl 10 - 10 (m.moles/liter) 

t 10-3 - 101 . 5 days. 



t is measured from the start of the simulation. 

Graph 3. The cumulative urinary excretion of 

tracer calcium and the cumulative faecal excretion 

of tracer calcium are plotted against time in the 

ranges, 
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cum. urinary tracer excr. 

cum. faecal tracer excr. 

o - 1 

o - 1 

(m.mole/kg/liter) 

(m.moles/kg/lite~ 

This graph has· not been used in this thesis. 

If from one to three successive simulation runs are 

done, from one to three curves respectiveiy will be 

drawn on each graph. These plotting subroutines are 

written specifically for use with the plotting facilities 

at the University of Canterbury Computer Centre and 

are not necessarily of general applicability. 

They use the PLOTAA plotting subroutines (University 

of Canterbury Computer Centre memorandum 70/7). 

Punchin~ OutEut from CA~ET on to Cards. 

The subroutine GPCH in appendix 4 enab les the 

same values of the variables which can be plotted 

(see above), to be punched on to cards. 

Computer Memory Reguirements for CAMET. 

The programme is of only one phase and requires 

about 35k bytes of core storage in its present form, 

not including the plotting and punching subroutines. 
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However a number of arrays n more elements 

than are in the present programme and if necessary 

these eQuId be removed, subs ally reducing 

storage requirement. 

In the next chapter the sources and treatment 

of numerical data are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

Sources and Treatment of ::;rumerical Data. 

Values of model parameters normal adults 

ca d or taken directly Ii terature' are 

in table 5.1 for case re the small 

tine is represented by 6 compartments, i.e. 

N= Extensive quantities, as vo 1 Th'1le s an d 

rates, are expressed per kilogram of whole body 

weight. vJhere experimenters have not reported the 

meru1 body weight of their subjects, a mean weight 

65 kg has been assumed. 

Table 5.1. Model Parameter Values Assuming N;ll. 

Model No. of Mean value 
or range 

Reference 
parameter subjects 

Al Difficult Section 5.4 
to estim-
ate frotn 
present 
data 

A2 
II II II 

A3 
II II II 

A4 
Ii II " 

A' n " 11 

5 

A6 ~O. 04-1. 0 Nordin et 
ters/kg . 1967 
/day 

A7 ~O-2.4 Nordin et 
m.rnoles/kg al. 1967 

/day 



jylodel 
para
meOcer 

" 

to 

No. of 
Subjects 

10 

3 

II 

Mean value ,oJ.:' Standard 
range deviation 

Difficult to 
estimate from 
present data 

Difficlllt "CO 

estimate from 
presen't data 

-1.1 li ters/ 
kg/day , 

2.6 m. moles/ 
kg/day (if 
A

12
=A

13
=0) 

Di cul'c to 
estimate from 
presen't data 

1\ 

6 litersl~2/ 
1/2 kg /day. 

(pure water) 

3 liters l / 2 / 
1/2 kg /day, 

'(0.1 mole/li ter 
CaC1

2 
) 

.... 0.004 liters/kg 

~.0025 liters/kg 

(if available) 

0.2 liters/kg/ 
day 

0.38 m.moles/ 
, kg/day 
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Reference 

Sec'cion 5.4 

Section 5.4 

Copp et aI. 
60a 

n 

Section 5.4 

" 

'Hunt et 
1960 

" 

Section 5.3' 

" 5.3 



Hodel 
. para
meter 

to 

to 

to 

A17 ,ll 

A 
18,6 , 

to 

A18 8 
I 

No. of 
Subjects 

10 

,4 

10 

4 

Mean value or 
range 

NO.14 liters/kg/ 
/day , 

-0.12 liters/kg/ 
day 

Standard 
deviation 

(if available) 
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Re rence 

Se on 5.3 

Section 5.3 

0.19 m.moles/kg/ 
day 

0.04 m.moles/ Section 5.3 
kg/day 

0.11 m.moles/kg/ 
day 

o. m.moles/ 
kg/day 

2.2 m.moles/liter 0.78 m.moles/ 
liter 

5 m.moles/liter 

Difficult to 
estimate from 
present ¢lata. 

10 'm.moles/ 
liter 

" II 

" If 

Section 5.3 

Section 5.4 



Hodel.. 
para
meter 

7 

A v6,l 

A v7,1 

to 

Av11 ,l 

No. of 
S j ects 

10 

248 

Hean value or 
range 

" 

" 

" 

" 

-1 50-100 day . 

Difficult to 
estimate ·from 
present data 

" 

" 

~ - 2.0 to -3.0 

0.45 - 1. 0 

0.07)lmoles/ 
liter 

2. 37m.moles/ 
liter 

2.20-2.60 
m.moles/liter 

(95% confid
ence limi -ts) 

O.l)lffioles/ 
liter 

Ie) 

0.06m.moles/ 
liter 
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Reference 

Section 5.4 

11 II 

1t H 

If U 

Arnaud et 
1967 

Section 5.4 

Section 5.4 

11 

Se on 5.3 

Section 5.4 

Copp et 
1960a. 

Roberts 1967 
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Model NO. of Mean value or Standard 
para-, Subjects range deviation Reference 
meter (if ava~ le) 

1< 10 0.078 li ters/ 0.040 li ters/ Section 5.2 
ace kg/day kg/day 

K 10 0.08 day -1 0.06 day -1 Neer et -ace 
1967 

Kl 2 10 28.9 day -1 1.4 day -1 Sec·tion 5.2 , 

1<2/1 10 25.2 day -1 1.6 day -1 II II 

10 3.10 day -1 0.33 day -1 II " ,3 

1<3 2 10 1. 30 day -1 0.09 -1 II II day , 

K3
1

4 10 0.127 day -1 0.014 day -1 II Ii 

K4 ,3 10 ' 0.18 day -1 0.023 day -1 II II 

Ml 10 0.45 m.mo 0.06 m.moles/kg Neer et a1. 
kg 1967 

M2 10 '0.52 m.m0.1es / Section 5.2 
kg 

M3 10 1. 23 m.mo s/ II II 

kg 

M4 10 0.87 m.moles/ II II 

Di cult to Section 5.4 
estimate from 

to present data 

MIl 

N 11 Section 5.4 
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Model No. of Mean or Standard Re rence 
para- subjecJcs range 
meter 

'R 10 0.18 m.llioies/ 0.07m.moles/kg Neer et aL acc kg/day 1967 

R 10 ,0.20 m. / 0.07m.moles/kg Ii 

dec kg/day day 

R vl / 5 ~O. 0 3 liters/ Section 5.3 
kg/day 

(resting) 

II ~0.14 liters/ 11 

kg/Clay 
(stimulated) 

R 
vl,6 -0.006 to -0.03 Section 5.3 

ters/kg/d 
(resting) 

R vl/7 0- 0.008 liters Section 5.3 
kg/day 

to 

Rvl,ll 

R1 ,5 -0.04 m.moles/kg " , , 
day (resting) 

II • -0.09 m.moles/l<:.g II 

day (stimulated) 

46 ':'0.05 m.moles/kg 11 

,6 day 

Rl 7 ' 46 0.017 m.moles/kg 0.015 m.moles/kg II 

, 
'/day /day 

and 

,8 

Rl ,9 9 0.008 m.moles/kg 0.02 m.moles/kg/ Section 5.3 
Jco /day /day 

Rl,ll 

VI 10 0.18 liters/kg 0.02 liters/kg Section 5.2 

V Dif cul't to Section 5.4 c estimate from 
present data 

V II " 
P 



The da-ta in table 5.1 will be discussed the 

order that it relates to the rate equations of the 

model (Chapter 3). 

5.2. Exch of Calci urn with p 
------~----------------------------

The first order rate constants K12 , K21 , K231 K32 , 

and K can. be calculated from the -time course ace 

of the ci c activity of the plasma and u1e excretion 

of tracer calci urn following i-ts intravenous injection 

. (Neer et al. 1967). For suc..~ a calculation to be valid 

for the present model, the intestin pools of calcium 

must be negligib in amount compared to pools 1, 2, 3 

and 4. This appears to be reasonab in the case of normal 

calci urn in takes (~ 0.3 m.moles/kg/day) since the mean 

small-intestinal transit time for calcium is of the order 

of only two hours (Birge et aI. 1969). The most extensive 

set of published calci urn tracer data for humans is that 

of Neer et al. (1967), covering the period between 

one minute and twenty days following intravenous tracer 

injection. 7heir subjects were healthy males aged from 

21 to 24 years. Heaney et aI.. (1964) have published 

mean calcium tracer data from 13 normal male and 10 

normal female subject.s aged 24 to 78 years I but only 

for times between 5 and 300 hours following intravenous 

injection. 



For reasons that are not clear, the mean plasma c 

acti vi ties found by I-Jeaney et a1. are up to twice as high 

as those found by Neer et al., difference being most 

pronounced at lonqer times Ie 5.2). Patient size, 

the rate of urinary tracer excre on and the rate of cal 

excretion of tracer were simi both groups of subjects. 

The diffe ages or sex ratios of the two groups may 

matter but Heaney et ale (1964) no significant ef ct 

of age or sex wi thin their group of subjec·ts. . 

Table 5.2. Mean Plasma Specific ty Following i.v . 

From Heaney et 
(1964) 

. Inj.e.cti.ons o.£. .T.rac.e.r. Calci.U1U. 
\'1 if 

• Ii From Neer et 11 From Dr.R. 
II • (1967) II Method (b) 

Neer 

j !I Method (a) It· .. ;.----..,----;-1 -_·,---1'1 -l--r-':""'--f1f-
1
, --..---r--,-....----r---.. r -

.! Time I' N Mean +s. d·l, Time I N Mean )I+ s • d. N Mean +s. d. p 
(days) Is .. A. !l~days) i S.A. 1( S.A. 
--~'~. ~1--~!1~1'~~'~~~---r--~-

0.208131°.3090.058110.189100.282 I 
0.416140.261 0.0481°.42010 0. 182jl 
1.04 123 0.204 0.03511.0 10 0.122 
2.08 230.1540.02512.0 1°'10.09891 
3.12 23 0.126 0.021 13.0 10 0.08041 
4.16 123 0.1060.017 1 4.38 1°1.0.0588,. 
6.25 123 0.081

1
°.0 6.38.! 10 0.04.12:16.36 

8. 34 22 O. ° 6 4 o. ° 131 8. 38 10 I 0 . 0 320;1 . 
10.4 1100.0480.006.110.38 1010.02451110.44 
12.5 9 0.039 0.005;\12.38 10 0.0201!1 

I 
I ' 

I 

'0. 0092~.0011 0.03 10 0.0438 

0.30 10 0.0253 ! ! o • 0063 ~.00l. 

The specific activity of plasma calcium is sed as a fract-

ion of the dose per of plasma calcium. 
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Data from Heaney et al. and Dr. H.. Neer T me-thod b Tare 

averages of tile measured speci c activity data. The values 

of Neer et alb ( method a 1 are those calculated by them 

from their average model parameter values. A 5 to 10% 

random scatter was added. The p values are for the 

differences between the mean data of Heaney et al. I and 

Neer et al., method b, and were calculated using Students' 

t test in the standard manner. 

Neer et alb (1967) have calculated on the basis of 

their ten subjects, the average values of the parameters 

of the model in figure 5.1. Using these average parameters 

they have simulated the plasma and urinary specific 

activities and cumulative excretions of calcium tracer 

between 0.0007 and 20 days following an intravenous 

injection. Part of this data is given in table 5.2 as 

method (a), the complete set is given, inAppendix 4. The 

values of the seven first order rate constants in figure 5.2 

have been fitted to the simulated data of Neer et- ala by 

the method of least squares as described in section 5.7. 

The values calculated, wiJch their probable errors I are 

given in table 5.3. 



Figure 5.1. Model of Neer et al. (1967). 

I 
w 
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K -acc 

Kf and Ku are the fract;ional rates of excretion 

of compartment 1 calcium in the ces and urine 

respectively. 



Dose 

K ,3,2 

Figure 5.2. Model fitted to the simulated average 

88 

data of Neer et al. (1967). K - (R + R + R )/£.1 E - u f ace I' 
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Table 5.3. Values parameters for model sented 

in gure 5.2, as calc. from the simulated 

plasma spe c activi data of Neer et al. 

(1967) • 

) 

0.775 0.013 

Kl ,2 28.9 1.4 

K2 ,1 25.2 1.6 

K2 ,3 3.10 0.33 

K3 ,2 1. 30 0.09 

K3 4 0.127 0.014 , 

K4 ,3 0.180 0.023 

K can be acc 

Neer et ale (1967) find Ku -1 = 0.21 day , 

-1 
Kf = 0.13 day and Ml = 0.45 m.moles/kg/day. If 

C1 = 2.5 m.moles/li ter I then Kacc = 0.0783 m.molesjkg/day. 



The coefficient of variation of K must be the same acc 

as that of R since Rand R are equal. There--acc acc -acc 

fore the standard deviation of K is 0.040 m.moles/kg/ acc 

day (Neer et ale 1967). The apparent volume of the 

plasma containing comparbllent is 

If Ml = 0.45 m.moles/kg and Cl ; 2.5 m.moles/liter, 

then VI = 0.18 liters/kg. 

S.3.Gastro-intestinal Tract 

Rl,S and Rvl ,5 are composed of both salivary 

and gastric secretions. The salivary secretion rate of 

humans is estimated t:o be about 0.7 liters/day during 

waking and about 3 liters/day during eating (Scheyer 

et al. 1967). The calcium concentration in both cases 

is about 1.5 m.moles/liter (Long 1961). The nocturnal 

secretion rate of juice in normal persons is about 

1 liter/day and the histamine stimulated rate about 

90 

6 liters/day (Hunt 1959). The average calcium concentrat-

ion in waking gastric juice is about 1.5 m.mole/liter, 

this decreases to about 0.6 m.mole/liter at. high rates 

( ~ 5 liters/day) of stimulated secretion (Moore 

et al. 1968). 
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The leng'th of the human small intestine, which 

must be known if it is to be divided into compartments, 

was 285' + 43 em in ten persons I some of whom may not 

have been normal (Hirsch et al. 1956). The method of 

measurement "'vas in-vivo intubation with a 2.1 rom o.d. 

soft plastic tube. 

From this chap-ter on, in this thesis it will be 

assumed that the small intestine may be represented to 

a good approximation by 6 compartments I i. e. N· = 11. 

This is partly for the convenience of having a definite 

number and partly because Birge et al. (1969) in their 

model (section 1. 4) found that 6 was the minimum number 

necessary to represent small intestinal calcium absorption. 

Dividing the small intestine up equally by length, each 

compartment represents a 48cm segment. 

Little information appears to be available on the 

fluid balance at dif rent levels of the small intestine 

following the entry of solutions from the stomach. 

Borgstrom et a1. (1957) found that a 0.5 liter -test meal 

of corn oil, milk powder, dextrose and a non-absorbable 

marker in water, is diluted about 3 to 5 times by the 

time that it is in tile duodenum. 
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In the middle and lower small intestine the r was 

progressively reconcentrated. The present author knows 

of no studies of a similar nature using meals of simple 

solutions containing say, only a calcium salt. Also 

. of relevance is the observation that persons whom 

the colon has been surgically removed excrete out 

0.5 liters of water per day the end of the small 

intestine when on a normal t. This rate of excretion 

is not significantly in ased by the oral ingestion 

of abnormally large quantities water (Kramer et ale 

1962). To simulate the initi dilution of inges 

:the value of Av6 , 1 (equation (3.31)) must be in 

range -2 to -3. 

The mean rate of the bas secretion of duodenal 

juice in 20 normal persons.was 1.2 liters/day 

(Hansky 1967). To simulate bas conditions when 

combined s vary, gastric and duodenal secretion rate 

is about 3 liters/day, Rvl ,6 must lie approximately 
, 

in the range -0.4 to -2 liters/day, if Av6 ,1 is in 

range -2 to -3. For ti~e simulation of the subsequent 

fluid absorption, AVI,l and Rvl,I (I 7,·"11) may be 

calculated approximately from the ly flow of fluid 

from compartment 6 to 7 as follows. 
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We adopt the following values. The daily fluid intake 

is 1.5 liters, Rvl ,5 equals 6 liters/day for 6 hours 

each day and 1. 7 liter/day for the remaining 18 hours, 

Av6 ,l is -2.5 and Rvl ,6 ,is -1.2 liters per day. 

Then, 

R v6,7 (1.5 + 6*0.25 + 1.7*0.75)*2.5 -1.2 

9.5 liters/day. 

As only about 0.5 liters of fluid s into the colon 

daily from t+1e small intestine, about 9 liters of fluid 

must be absorbed each day in the lovver five intestinal 

compartments. If the compartments 7 to all have the 

same values of AvI ,l and RvI,l' and Rv6 ,7 ::::: 9.5 liters/ 

day, then the Rvl';r must lie in the range 0-0.5 liters/ 

day. From the relationship 

9.5 432 
+ Rv1 ,7 a + Rvl,Sa + Rvl,ga + Rvl/lOa + Rvl,ll 

::::: 0.5 liters/day (5.1) 

where a = (1 - AvI,l) 

it follows that the A T 1 lie within the range 
v~, 

0.45 to 1.0. The data of Borgstrom et a1. (1957) 

demonstrating the increasing concentration of marker 

down the intestine, suggest that the AvI ,1 (I = 7,··· (11), 

if they were all equal, were in the range 0.4 - 0.6 I 

in their experiments. Consequently the R vI,l 
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(I = 7,.·.,11) would be in the range 0 - 0.3 liters/day •. 

Their data however appear to have too great a variability 

to show decisively whether or not the AVI/l and RvI,l 

can properly be taken to have the same values in all 

the lower five intestinal compartments. 

The values of the constants A15 I and A16 I , , 
(I = 6,··· ,II) given in table 5.1 follow in a straight 

forward manner from the intestinal volume-flaw relation-

ships found by Dillard et a1. (1965). The assumptions 

made are that the flows, RvI,I+l represent the intestinal 

flows measured experimentally by Diilard etal., that 

the volume-flow characteristics of compartments 6 17 and 

8 are identical, and that the characteristics of compart-

ments 9,10 and 11 are identical. 

Since ,6 = 4.3 liters/day and Rv6 ,7 = 9.5 liters/ 

day approximately, about 5 liters of fluid per day 

enter the intestine through the walls of the first compart-

mente The concentration of calcium in duodenal juice 

is 0.5 - 0.9 m.mole/liter (Hansky 1967) so that 

Rl ,6 = 3 m.moles/day approximately. mean rate of 

unidirectional secretion of calcium by the intestinal 

wall has been found (Wensel et ale 1969) to be 

1.1 ~ 1.1 m.moles/day/50cm for the duode~ojejunum from 

46 measurements on 10 human subjects and 0 ~ 5 ::t 1. 3 m.moles/ 

day/SOcm for the ileum from 9 measurements on 
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4 subjects. and Rl 8 were calculated from the 
1 

duodeno-jejunal calcium secretion rates and Rl ,9' Rl,io 

and Rl,ll from the ideal rates. 

Using in-vivo perfusion techniques Wensel et ale 

(1969) measured the rate of absorp on of calcium from 

solutions in segments of the human intestine. The solut-

ions perfused contained 0.6 - 4.0 m.moles/liter of calcium 

as calcium gluconate in phosphate buffer and isotonic 

saline. The parameters of 1v1ichaelis-Menten type equations 

have been fitted to the data of Wensel et ale for the 

normal persons studied. The method of parameter estimat-

ion is described in detail in section 5.6. For the 

equation 

(5 •. 2 ) 

where R is the unidirectional rate of absorption of 

calcium from a 50cm segment of intestine and C is the 

concentration of calcium in the perfusing fluid, the 

values found for the parameters P l and P 2 are given, 

with probable errors, in tab 5.4. 
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Tab 5.4. Least Squares Parameters for the Fitting of 

Equation (5.2) to the Data of Wensel et alB 

(1969) • 

II PI IPoe_, P2 r p.e. I Number 1 Number 
II' ]lmoles/min m.1;101es/1 

I per 50cm. II Ilt.er I 
of I of 

measurements I Subjects 

Upper small 
intestine 

11 

Ii 

I 

46 10 II 9. 1 1. 8 2. 2 O. 8 

/1 II Ii Lower small 

,_i_n_t_e_s_t_l_' n_e __ ....;.!J.-I_. _5_._0 __ ....,...... . ..J-1_
7

_. __ 
O

_, -'--_4_._6 __ -'1'-1_0_ .. _2_, ....... ___ 9 ___ ...--1-___ 

4 
___ \ 

The great uncertainty in the parameters for the lower 

small intestine arises from the consideratle variation in 

both the measurements and the subjects. Assuming that 

compartments 6,7 and 8 have identical values of the constants 

and represent the upper small intestine and 9 r lO and 11 

have identical constants and represent the lower intestine, 

the respective A18 ,I equal the P2 in table 5.4. 

, 'I l' 0 h' 1 48 Slml ar y, If A19 = , tie A17 ,I equa ,PI x ~. 

5.4. Other Parameters 

The normal serum vitamin D activity is reported to 

be 118 + 24 I.U./IOOmi (Long 1961). If this is 

comprised entirely of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol with 

a biological activity of l]lg. ; 43 I.U. (DeLuca et ale 

1969), the normal serum molarity is 0.07 + O.Ol~moles/ 

Ii ter~ 
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No values are given for a nmnber of the constants 

in t S.l because the lack of human data from vl~1ich 

to es them makes it difficult to estimate them 

wi use accuracy. Most importantly, normal human 

p concentrations of parathormone and calcitonin 

do not appear to have been reliably measured 

(Fourman et al. 1968, Clark et ale 1969). Also the 

dyn cs of the responses of parathormone and tonin 

secre rates to cilanges in the calcaemia of humans 

has apparently yet ,to be quantified. Regarding 

a 

might 

tract, data from which values of HS to MIl 

reasonably estimated has not been found. 

S.S.Least Ssuares Fitting of Parameters to Data. 

The parameters describing the exchange of plasma 

calcium with body calcium (Kl ,2' K2 ,1' K2 ,3' K3 ,2' K3 ,4' 

K4 3 and K ) and Diose describing the intestin " acc 

absorption of calcium (PI and P2' equation S.2) were 

to the respective numerical data by automatically 

usting the paramet.er values using a digit computer 

until a least squaresfi t to the data was obtained. 

basic programme used is given in appendix,~ and is 

an adaptation of the general least squares tting 

programme ORGLS (Busing and Levy 1962). The theory of 

tting mathematical expressions to data using 
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method of least·squares is given by various authors, 

for instance Berman et al. (1962) and Hamilton (1964). 

Briefly and in simplified form, it is as follows. 

Assume that experimental values of y. and t. 
~ ~ 

are known 1 vvhere 

y. =y(t.), 
.~ ~ 

i 1,2,"',n 

and that given a function 

F. = F (P1 ' . • • ,p . I • • • , p , t . ) 
~ J . m ~ 

it is desired to find the values of the constant 

parameters Pi,P2,.··Pm such that for the expressions 

y. 
~ 

the sum 

= F. + e., 
~ ~ 

i=l,2, .•• n , 

is a minimum. 

If po po ••• po are the initial estimates of the 
l' 2" 'm 

parameter value~ then, neglecting derivatives higher 

than first order 

F<? 
a .0 

y. = + . to. P l + to.P2·oP2 + . . . 
~ ~ aPl 

a.F. 
+ to. Pm 

~ + R. (5.3) 'ap- ~ 
m 

0 0 0 0 0 where == F(Pl,P2'··· 'Pm,ti ) , IIp. = p. - Pi 1 
and 

~ ~ 
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R. e. + (second and higher order terms). 
l l 

Denoting by /',y i the di fferenre between the ohserved 

and calculated values of y., i.e. 
l 

we have 

Minimizing 

aF. 
+ ••• + /',p .~ + R. . m up l 

m 

n 2 
E R. with respect to each of the 

i=l l 

parameters Pl,P2'··· ,Pm we have the m equations 

= 

al.:R~ . l 
= 

.a.F i 
2l.:R. (-" -) = 0 

l uPl 

, .a.F i 
2ER. (-a -) = 0 

. l Pm 

(5. 4) 

(5 .5) 

where the limits of the sums are the same as previously, 

but omitted for convenience. Multiplying out equations 

(5.5) gives, in matrix notation, 



+ • •• + L:, 

,aF .dF. 
L: 1. 1+ ap-

m 

• •• + 

dF. 
1 

dPl 

.J 

x = 

aF. 
1 L:!:,y.o_-

, 1 dp m 

The above system of equations may be solved for the 

correction vector, 

I 
! • 
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(5.6) 

by standard matrix methods (see for instance, Hartree 1952) 

and then the corrected values of the parameters are found 

from 

Pli I !:'Pl 
0 

Pl 
I 

= + (5.7) 

I!:'Pm 
o· 

Pm Pml 

Unless the function F is a linear combination of P1P P2,···,Pm 

it is probable that their corrected values can be further 



improved by using them as new intial values and repeating 

B~e above process until no further improvement is found 

(Berman 1962). As well as carrying out the above fitting 

process, the programme ORGLS allows relative statistical 

weights to be assigned to the data and it calculates 

probable errors of the parameters. The methods of weighting 

and error calculation are those described by Berman et 

al.(1962). Several modifications were made to ORGLS 

in the present work, the principal one, which follows, 

was made in an attempt to increase the rate of convergence 

of the iterative parameter changing process. The correction 

vector is now multiplied by a numerical factor K. 

The sums of squares are first determined for K 
1 = 0 I 2" and 1, 

and then a quadratic curve is fitted through the three 

values of these sums of squares. The value of K at which 

this quadratic curve has a minimum is then calculated 

from the quadratic equation, and the correction vector is 

multiplied by this value of K before addition to the initial 

parameter vector (replacing equation 5.7) (Harnilton 1964). 

K is restricted to lie within the range +2. If the quadratic 

curve either has a maximum instead of a minimum or is a 

straight line, K is set equal to +1 if Hle sum of squares 

for K=l is lower than for K=O, but is set equal to -1 if the 

conrrary is the case. 
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The other significant change made to the programme 

ORGLS was to arrange that the subroutine CALC, which 

computes the values of the F. and their derivatives, 
l 

finds all the F. and all the deri va ti ves after a sing le 
l 

call by the main programme. In the original ORGLS 

programme, CAICwas called once for each individual F. 
l 

and its derivatives. This change was made to enable 

ORGLS to fit parameters of functions calculated by 

numerical integration to the data. 

To calculate the values of the intestinal 

absorption parameters, P l and P2 (equation ~.2) for 

the upper small in-testine, initial estimates derived 

by graphical trial and error as P 1 = 9. O]l'ffioles/min. 

per 50cm and P2 = 2.0 m.moles/liter were refined in 

a straight forward manner to a constant sum of squares 

in four fitting cycles. To calculate the F. and the 
l 

derivatives, the subroutine CALC given in appendix 

4 was used. The data were the 46 measurements by 

Wensel et ale (1969) of the unidir~ctional rate of 

absorption of calcium from solutions flowing through 

50cm of the duodenojejunum, as a function of the calcium 

concentration in the perfusate. 
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All data values were assigned unit relative statistical 

weight. The values of PI and P 2 for the lower intestine 

w.ere similarly calculated from 9 measurements by 

Wensel et ale (1969) of ileal calcium absorption. 

initial values used were PI 4.3~moles/min/50cm 

and P2 = 3.0 m.moles/liter. A comp st of calculated 

observed values is given in appendix 4. 

S.7.For the fitting of the seven parameters of the four 

compartment model (figure 5.2) to simulated data of 

Neer et ale (1967), a subroutine CALC based on the 

nume cal integration sections of programme CAMET· 

was used. This subroutine ,the final version of which 

ven in appendix 4, approximates derivatives, 
3F . 

1 by incrementing the parameters, p., in turn 
J 

and calculating the resulting changes in the F i , from 

which 
flP. 

1 
flp, • 

J 

The simulated plasma specific activity data from 

Neer et ale (1967) are given in appendix 4. 

The initial parameter values used to start the fitting 

process were those of Neer et ale for model in 

figure 5.1, except that the accretion rate constant, 

Kacc ' was set to zero. The observed o,f the 

plasma cific activity were assigned relative 

s cal uncertainties in proportion to their· 
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magnitude. After a number of tting cycles of the 

programme ORGLS, between some of which the programme 

was slightly modified t the parameter values given in 

table 5.3 were found to give a minimum sum of squares 

of the differences between the observed and calculated 

values. A list of the differences between the cal-

culated and observed values of the specific activities 

is given in appendix 4. The fit was judged to be 

good and without systematic deviations t but the possibil-

ity that another set of parameters exists which would 

give a lower sum of squares cannot be ruled out 

(Berman et ale 1962). It was found necessary to put 

an upper limit of 0.01 days on the integration step 

length in subroutine CALC, in order to obtain non-

singular matrices and converging parameter values during 

the least squares fi tting process. The validity of 

the values in table 5.3 may be partially checked 

since it is mathematically necessary that 

Racc = R -acc 

-1 
Neer et ale (1967) give Kacc= 0.08 days ,and 

M4 = 2.50 m.moles/kg, so that Cl :::: 2.5 m.moles/li ter, 

K is predicted to be 0.08 liters~<g/day. acc 



There is good agreement between this value of K acc 

and that found in section 5.2 (0.078 liters~(g/day) 

from the least squares fitted value of KE , which 

suggests that the values of tiLe other parameters 

,(K l 2,K2 l,K2 3,K3 2,K4 3 and K 3 , 4) have been 
1 , I , , 

calculated with satisfactory accuracy. 

Taking Ml = 0.45 m.moles~g (Neer et al. 1967) then 

from the steady state equations 
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M2 ,M3 'and M4 are found to be respectively 0.52 m.moles/kg t 

1. 23, m.moles/kganQ. 0.87 m.moles/kg. 

Described in the following chapter are the 

results of simulationsusing the above parameter values 

in the programme CAMET. 



CHAPTER 6 . 

Validity of the CohtEuteY Mo'delof Ca'lcium Metabolism 

and FUtUre' InVe's't'ig:ations. 

6.1. Accuracy of Numerical Metb,ods. 

Four types of tests of the accuracy of the 
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numeric methods used in the programme CAMET have been 

applied and all suggest that the accuracy is satisfact

ory, i.e. within a few per cent of the exact solutions. 

The detai ls of the 'tests follow. 

Change of integration step lengths • 

The simulation of the intestinal absorption 

of a single dose of calcium and tracer, to be described 

in section 6.2 and re rred to as simulation 1, was 

run with two different sets of upper and lower limits 

on the largest proportional truncation error permitted. 

Certain comparative results are, given in table 6'.1. 
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Tab 6.1. Comparison of effects of step length di'fferences 

Sim-
ul-
at-
ion 
no. 

la 

Ib 

on simulation of oral calcium tracer absorption. 

XCOI-Ul XCOLO I No. of %url.n- % faecal Plasma ·tracer Con- . 
I 

. I 

10-5 

10-6 

r 
I t. 5"10-

6 

1l2 • S;JdO,-7 

integ-ary ex- excret- centration (% dose!! 
ration ~cretion ion of I liter) at: 
steps of in- lingeste~ r ' 
to simu gested Itracer ~.01041 0.125 I 3.00r 

I late 3 Itracer ,( 3 day) II days "days I days~ 
I days d 3 day) I ~! ~ 
I I I I . , f 

1
2 0 6 5 17 • 0 2 Is 7 • 49 10 . 0 3 8 3 ~ 1. S 6 6 8 10. 3 S 41! 

I I· " I I 
16794 16097 157054 1°0038311.56781°0. 48 

Even though one simulation used integration steps 

over three times as long as the other, there is good agree-

ment between them, suggesting that the simulation methods 

are suf ciently accurate for the present purposes (Noble 

1964). Similarly, the simulation of the absorption of 

repeated oral doses of calcium and tracer calcium, to be 

detailed in section 6.2 and referred to as simulation 3, 

was run with two different sets of limits on the largest 

permitted proportional truncation error. A comparison 

of certain simulated values is made in table 6.2. 
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Tab le 6.2 Comparison of 1:he simulation of the absorption of 

repeated oral. doses of calcium at different· integrat-

ion step lengths. 

..2H1 XCOLO 

i . 
lO-512.5xIO-6. 

I 

I 
No. of I 
steps 
to 

I cover 
2 days 1 

1348 

; lO-6!2.SX10-
7 

I 3296 

kg) .of cal-

Plasma Ca 
concn. 
(m.moles/ 
li ter) 
at 

Urinary Faecal 
Ca excr. Ca excr. 
(2day) as a I 
(m.moles/ fractio~l 

I. • 

!ClUm In-I ________ ~------
take II 

I (2 d ) 0.34 1.80 
. ay days. . days I 

0.301 0.685 

0.305 0.696 

2.4427 

12.4438 

I 

2.5541 

12.5558 

The differences in the plasma calcium concentrations between 

the two simulations were of a similar magnitude to those 

in table 6.2 at other times during the simulation. Again, 

the accuracy is sufficient for the present purposes. For 

all the simulations in b~is thesis, la,lb,2,3a,3b, 4.and 5 

maximum and minimum allowed values (DTMAX and DTMIN) of 

the integration s't:.ep length (DT) were 2.5 x 10- 3 and 

1 x 10-5 days. For simulations lb,2,3b,4 and 5 the maximum 

and minimum limits, XCOHI and XCOLO, for the largest 

per step truncation error were 1 x 10-5 and 2.5 x 10-6 

respectively. 
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Performance of a known simulation. 

The programme CAJlmT was used to simulate the plasma, 

urinary and faecal dynamics of tracer calcium following 

an intravenous dose using the model of Neer et al. (1967) 

(figure 5.3) and the mean para~meter values that they 

calculated for it (referred to as simulation 4). The 

parameter and initial variable values used in the programme 

CfuVillT to do this are given in table 6.3. 

Table 6.3. Parameter values used to test the numerical 

accuracy of CAMET by reproducing the simulated 

data of Neer et al. (1967) from their average 

parameters. 

Parame.ter Value Reference or Comment 

All Al s 0 
except ~ 
AlO 0.039 liters/ 

day 

A15 ,16 1 Arbitrary number > 0 

A16 ,6 1 " " > 0 

A18 6 1 
I 

II " > b 

c· 2.5!'1ffioles/ 1 liter 

C hcc 0 

K acc 0 



Parameter 

K -acc 

Kl 2 , 

K2 1 , 

K2 ,3 

K3 2 , 

K3 ,4 

K4 ,3 

Ml 

M2 to M6 

* Ml 

* * M2 to M6 

N 

R vI,S 

R vI,6 

RI ,5 

Value 

0.075 day-l 

29 day 
-1 

25 day-J. 

4.2 day -1 

1.4 day -1 

0.30 day -1 

0.087 day 
-1 

0.45 m.moles/kg 

1 

1 (m.mole/kg) 

0 

2 

0 

1 liter/kg/day 

0 

Reference or Comment 

Neer et al. 1967 

.. 

II 

.. 

II 

" 

\I 

Set constant by 
inserting the state
ment "MECF = 0.45" 
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at an appropriate 
point in the programme 
CAMET. 

Arbitrary value 

An arbitrary value > 0 



v 
c 

v p 

0.0597 m.moles/ 
kg/day 

0.18 liters/kg 
(assuming 
Cl == 2.5 

m.moles/liter) 

1 liter/kg 

0.18 liters/kg 

I 
. . . I . 

1 

Neer et ale 1967 

Neer et a1. 1967 

An arbitrary. value > 0 

An arbitrary value > 0 

The results of the simulation using the model and average 

parameters of Neer et ale . given in table 6.4. 

Table 6.4. Comparison of amounts of plasma calcium tracer 
calculated from the average parameters of 

Time 
(days) 

0.0029 
0.0057 
0.0142 
0.0432 
0.0844 
0.253 
0.5 
1.5 
3.0 
6.0 

12.4 
17.4 
19.4 

Neer et ale (1967) by the programme CN~ET 
and by Neer et ale 

Fraction of dose in compo 1 

Neer et a1. 

0.955 
O. 856 
0.745 
0.512 
0.420 
0.327 
0.226 
0.142 
0.103 
0.0583 
0.0259 
0.0162 
0.0.148 

CAMET 

0.920 
0.854 
0.704 
0.495 
0.412 
0.293 
0.208 
0.129 
0.09 
0.0537 
0.0254 
0.0169 
0 •. 0.145 



The agreement between the values calculated using the 

programrne CAMET and i:hose calculated by Neer et ale 

(1967) is satisfactory in view of the fact that the 

values of Neer et ale have a 5-10% scatter added to 

them. 

Use of partial double precision computation. 

During the development of the programme CAMET, 

an early version which was essentially similar to the 

present version except that the integration step was 
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a predetermined fixed length throughout a simulation, 

was converted to partial double precision integration, 

(Noble 1964). This was done by specifying the 

quantities in the compartments, MIl as double precisionj 

which considerably reduces the round off error associated 

wi th the addi tion to single precision MI of the 

increments of each step~ With parameter values 

similar to those in table 6.7 , the dynamics of the absorpt

ion of an oral dose of calcium tracer were simulated 

using both single and double precision working. 

Comparative results are given in table 6.5. 
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Table 6.5.Comparison of single and partial-double 

precision working for simulation of absorption 

of.a single oral dose of calcium tracer. 

* I Time Ml Cumulative faecal excretion 
(days) (fract. of da.se) . (fraction 0 f dose) 

Single Double ·11 Single Double 
Precis- Precis- Pre s- Precis-

ion ion II ion ion 

I I II 
0.05 10.1082 o • .1044 I - -

I 
I . 

0.5 0.1915 0.1885 - -I 

2. 74 0.00697 0.00684 - -
6.0 0.00341 0.00334 0.183 0.179 

I 

It appears that round 0 errors are for practical 

purposes insignificant in the programrneCAM.ET. 

Calculation of total tracer. 

The quantities of tracer calcium accounted for 

by the simulation programme CA~ET at the .end of each 

of the simulation runs discussed above is given in 
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Table 6.6. Percentage of initially present tracer 

accounted at the end of simulations. 

I • 

Simulation number No. of integration % accounted 
s.teps for 

la 2065 99.695 

lb 6794 99.778 

3b 3296 99.981 

4 8199 99.840 

I 

The closeness of ~le percentage to 100 indicates that 

truncation errors are probably negligib in the numeric-

al methods and that the numerical methods are fairly 

stable. However 0.0629 days after the start of 

,simulation la, the total tracer was 102.62% of the 

initial quantity, which appears to indicate a small 

degree of instability at the larger step lengths. No 

divergences greater than +1% accurred in simulations 

lb and 3b. It is probably necessary to keep the 

integration steps small in order to limit instability. 

6.2 • Physiological Accuracy of Simulations Using the Model. 

The model and data have been quanti"tatively 

tested in several ways. Firstly CAMET has been used 
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to predict the dynamics of the intestinal absorption 

of a single oral dose of calcium and tracer calcium 

and the consequent changes in plasma and urinary 

calcium (simulations 1 and 2). The constant values and 

the initial values of the variables used were those 

judged to be the most probab values in adults, (cof. 

Chapter 5) and are given in table 6.7. 

Table 6~7. Parameter and initial variable values used 
inCh~ET for the simulation of intestinal 
absorption of two different single oral 
doses of calcium solution~ 

,Parameter. Value Commen.t 

Al 0.33 m.moles/kg/ Selected to maintain Cl day close to 2.5 m.moles/liter. 

A2 0 

A3 0 

A4 0 

AS 0 

A6 0.09 liters/kg/ 
day 

A7 0.17 m.moles/kg/ Selected so that R --' 0.1 
day m.moles/kg/day u 

AS 0 

A9 0 

AIO 1.1 liters/kg/ 
day 



Par,ame.te.r. , . , , , , , , , , Value" , 

A15 ,9 
to 

A15 ,ll 

A17 ,9 
to 

A17 ,11 

2.60 m.moles/kg/day 

o 

o 

1/2 1/2 
4.5 liters /kg 

/day 

0.004 li ters/kg 

0.0025 liters/kg 

0.14 liters/kg/ 
day 

0.12 Ii ters/kg/ 
day 

0.19 m.mOles/kg/ 
day 

0.10 m.moles/kg/ 
day 

116 

, , .comment 
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Parameter Value. Gorrunent 

2.2 m.moles/liter 

A18 ,9 5 m.moles/liter 
\ to 

A18 ,11 

A19 0 

A20 0 

A21 1 

A22 0 

A23 0 

A24 0 

A25 0 

A26 0 

A27 0 

A v6,1 --2.5 

A . 
v7,1 0.5 

to 

Avll,l 

Chcc 0 

C 0 
P 

Cc 0 



Parameter 

K acc 

K -ace 

Kl ,2 

K2 ,l 

* M5 

* M6 to 

* Mll 

M6 

Value 

O.OSliters/kg/day 

0 

2 S. 9 day -1 

25.2 day -1 

3.10 day -1 

1. 30 day -1 

0.127 day -1 

0.180 day -1 

0.45 m.moles/kg 

0.52 m.moles/~g 

1. 23 m.moles/.',g 

0.S7 m.moles/kg 

0.12 m.moles/kg 
(high dose) 

0.035 m.moles/kg 

(low dose) 

0.0153 (m.moles/hg) 
(:::1/65) 

o 

S x 10-4 m.moles/kg 
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Comment 

Simulation 1 

Simulation 2 



Parame 

M7 andMa 
M9 to M 

N 

R. 
~ 

R vi 

* R. 
~ 

R. f 
~n 

* R. f 
~n 

R vl,5 

R vl,6 

R v1,7 

to 

R vl,ll 

Rl 5 
I 

Rl ,6 

Rl 7 and , 
Rl 8 , 

l·x 10-3 m.moles/kg 

6 x 10 4 m.moles/kg 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

0.1 liters/kg/day 

0.018 liters/kg/ 
day 

0.0011 ters/kg/ 
day 

0.07 m.moles/kg/ 
day 

0.05 m.mo 
day 

0.02 m.mo 
day 

/kg/ 

/kg/ 
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.comment 



Paramete.r 

to 

Rl 11 , 

Value 

0.01 m.moles/kg/day 

0.18 liters/kg 

0.0026 liters/kg 
(high dose) 

0.00064 li ters/kg 
(low dose) 
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.comment 

v 
c 1 liter/kg ill'\: arb i tr ary 

value > 0 

v 
p 1 liter/kg 

Two runs were made with di 

An arb i tr ary 
value > 0 

rent ini al quan ties of 

calcium in stomach to predict the effects of different sized 

oral doses of calcium. The two dose levels were choosen 

partly because they roughly encompass the quantities of cal-

cium ingested at a normal meal, but mainly because fairly 

complete normal experimental results are available for the 

larger dose from Jaworski et ale (1963) and for the smaller 

dose from Caniggia et ala (1963). The fasting values of 

6,···,11) were found by running Ck~ET 

for a simulated time of one day with parameter values as 

in table 6.1, except that Vs and the Mr were initially 

arbi trary. values. 
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-4 The fasting values were V5 = 5 x 10 liters/kg and 

M6 to Mll were 8 x 10- 4 , 1 x 10- 3 , lx 10- 3 , 8 x 10- 4 , 

7 x 10-4 and 4 x 10- 4 m.moles/kg respectively. The values 

of V5 in table 6.7 were obtained by adding the calculated 

fasting volume to the volumes of water which were 

administered with the experimental doses. 

The values of M5 in table 6.7 are similar to the 

doses used experimentally by Ja\vorski et al. (1963) 

(0.11 ~.moles/kg) and Caniggia et' ale (1963) (0.035 

m.moles/kg). In these studies and in that of Mautalen 

et ale (1969) the majority of ti1e subjects were under 

50 years of age and were fasted overnight before 

administration of the dose and for at least two hours 

afterward. 

The simulated plasma tracer concentrations are 

plotted in figure 6.1 along with the mean normal 

experimental values of Caniggia et ale (1963). The 

simulated values of several variables are compared 

to the experimental values in table 6.8 also. 
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Figure 6.1. Plasma c urn tracer concentrations during simulation 

lb (lower line) and simulation 2 ( r line). The crosses are 

values found experimental by Caniggia et aL (1963) under condi ons 
1 

comparable to e ented simulation (Graph approx. 

computer plotted size.) 
f.. 
1\ 
f.. 
p; 
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Tab 6.8. Simulated and mean experimental data r 

the ingestion of a single dose of calcium 

and tracer calcium. 

I Fae 
f . 

I No. of Dose of excr. Time ru.4:e:cl Jv1 ax . Plasma 
subjects calcium 10f tracer, ;dose of plasma 

(m.molesj1.i\.g) and co ct- imax. tracer concn 
ion ode !plasma (% dose/liter 
(% dose) itracer 

l \concn. 
.. (hours) 

I I I Sir;tul- I \. 

I 

I 
latlon I 

I 
lb 0.12 I 58 (3 day) 2.8 1.6 I 

I I 

I 
' \JaWOrSki 11 0.11 I 62+4 (6 day) 2-3 1. 73+0.26, 

I' I !et a1. 
1(1963) I , 

! ,,,,",,6 
I 

Mautalen 24 0.077 

I 

48+8 day 2-3 2.13+0.13 
et a1. 
(1969 ) 

Simul- 0.035 26 (3 day) 2.1 3.0 I 

ation 
j 

2 

Caniggia 5 0.035 33+4 (3 day) 1.5-2 I 2.41+0.15 

et al. I I ! 

(1963) .. I. I I I .I 
I 

·It is clear from 6 .. 1 that the mode 1, does not 

simulate satis torily the delay of about 10 mins. that 

was found by Caniggia et ale (1963) between the ingestion 

of the dose and its appearance in the plasma. However 

figure 6.1 and table 6.8 indicate that a r tl1.e first 

few minutes agreement between tile simulated and 
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experimental data is quite good, perhaps even surprisingly 

so, in view of the following approximations involved in the 

simulation. 

(a) Jaworski et ale used calcium lactate, and Caniggia 

et al" calcium chloride, whereas the parameter values in 

the model were derived from data on the absorption of buffered 

calcium gluconate. There some evidence that calcium 

lactate, . calcium gluconate and calcilliu chloride are handled 

differently by the i~testine (Mautalen et ale 1969.) 

(b) The experimental subjects in table 6.8 had a 

variety of customary calcium intakes, which would tend to 

produce varying levels of adaptation to calcium intake. 

(Spencer et ale 1969). 

(c) No account has been taken of the likelihood that a 

significant pr:oportion of the calcium in the intestine may 

be complexed or precipitated. Little information appears 

to be available on this possibility.Schedl et al. (1968) 

found that small quantities of calcium are precipitated 

from calcium solutions placed in intestinal segments of dogs. 

Between 25 and 80% of the intestinal calcium of rats 

eating a normal laboratory diet is non-ultrafiltrable 

(Sernka et ale 1969). 
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(d) In the dog, the flow rate of the intestinal 

contents strongly influences th.e rate of intestinal 

absorption of calcium (Cramer et al. 1963), but no 

account is taken of such an effect in the present model. 

(e) The simulated concentrations of calcium in 

the intestine are much higher than those at which vJensel 

et ale (1969) measured intestinal absorption rates. 

From the printed output from CAMET, the concentration 

of calcium in intestinal compartment I has been found as 

CI = (r.m.t.t.) x (q.c.)/(f.f.r.) 

where 

f.f.r. = fluid flow rate from compartment 

I to I + 1 

q.c. = quantity of calcium in compartment I 

r.m.t.t. = reciprocal mean transit time for compartment I. 

In this way simulated values of CI are found to be as 

high as 80 m.moles/liter in the distal ileum during 

simulation. Such values may not be unreasonably high 

since the fluid .from'ileac stomas in persons on a normal 

diet contains 25-50 m.moles/liter of calcium (Brooke 1958) 

whereas in the present case the inges on of calcium salt 

solution only is being ·considered. The rates Of 

intestinal calcium absorption at such concentrations 

in the present simulation rest entirely on the extra

polation of the Michaelis-Menten type function whose 
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parameter values were determined experimentally 

only in the range 0.6 - 4.0 m.moles/liter (section 5.3). 

From table 6.8 it can be seen that the model 

predicts that as the dose of carrier calcium is increased, 

a greater proportion of the dose is excreted unabsorbed 

in the faeces. Experiments with graded doses of carrier 

calcium confirm this (Deller et ale 1965). 

The simulated fractions of the dose absorbed from 

rst three and the last three intestinal compartments 

within 4 hours of ingestion are given in tab 6.9. 

Table 6.9. Fractions of dose of calcium absorbed from 

the first three and the last three intestinal 

compartments within 4 hrs of ingestion. 

" I 

Dose of 
Calcium 
(m.moles/kg) 

Fraction absorbed 
from comps. 6,7 & sI 

I 

Fraction absorbed I 
from· comps. 9 110 & 111 

~ 
I 

I 
.1 

0.22 0.12 0.22 

0.035 0.43 o. 

I 
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rates of absorption of calcium tracer from the intestineJ 

* Rabs l at a series of times following ingestion are given 

in tab le 6. 10 . 

Table 6.10. Rates of absorption of calcium tracer from the 

intestine. 

i 

Time elapsed Rates of tracer absorption (fraction of 'day 

I 

since ingestion ' , . , 

(days) 
0.12 m.mole/kg Ca dose 0.035 m.mole/kg Ca dose 

( simulation Ih)' (Simulation 2 ) 
I 

I 0.0104 4.02 I 9.68 

0.0139 4.50 I 10 .• 6 

0.0174 4.86 1'1.1 

0.0208 5.11 

I 
11.3 

0.0278 5.29 11. 0 

0.0347 5.15 10.4 

0.0417 4. 82 9.50 

0.0625 3.65 6.37 

0.0830 2.61 3.71 

.... .. , , , 

; 

The results of simulations 1 and 2 are in general similar 

to the experimental results of Birge et (1969) I but 

detailed comparison is probably not valid since the tracer 

in their studies was administered in milk only 2.5 hours 

after a calcium supplemented break t, and in addition 

the quantity of carrier calcium they administered with the 

tracer appears uncertain. 

i 

I 
I 
I 

. 

. 

, 
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Secondly the programme CAMET has also been used 

for a simplified simulation of the physiologi e cts 

of ingesting a number of discrete calcium doses over a 

period of 24 hrs. (simUlation 3). CAYiE T ...., as run 

with parameter values as in table 6.7, but with the 

changes or additions given in table 6. 

Table 6.11. Parameter ~~anges and additions to table 6.7, 

Parameter 

TJ (1) 

TJ(2) 

TJ(3) 

TJ(4) 

TJ(5) 

TJ(6) 

YI (1,1) 

YI(1,2) 

YI(1,3) 

YI(1,4) 

YI(1,5) 

YI(lv 6 ) 

YI(1,7) 

used for simulation 3. 

Value 

0.333 days 

0.348 days 

0.541 days 

0.556 days 

0.750 days 

0.765 days 

0.0 

7.7 m.moles 
/kg/day 

0.0 

7.7 m.moles 
/kg/day 

0.0 

7.7 m.moles 
/kg/day 

0.0 

Comments 

Times during each 24 hrs at 

which oral ingestion rates 

change. See CAMET input 

description in appendix 4 for 

details concerning TJ. 

Sucessive 'rates of oral 

ingestion of calcium, Ri • See 

CAMET input information in 

Appendix 4 for further details 

of YI. 



Parameter 

XKFOOD(l,l) 

XKFOOD (l, 2) 

XKFOOD(1,3) 

XKFOOD(1,4) 

XKFOOD(1,5) 

XKFOOD(1,6) 

XKFOOD(1,7) 

V5 

TG 
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Value Comments 

0.0 Successive rates of oral 

ingestion of fiuid volume, 0.153 liters/ 
kg/day 

0.0 

o • 153 li ters / 
kg/day 

0.0 

0.153 liters/ 
kg/day 

0.0 

R ., 
Vl 

-t.. 
5*10 ~liters/. Initial value 

kg 

0.0 

1. 0 days 

0.24 m.moles/ 
kg/day 

1. 0 (m. mole/ 
. kg) 

Initial value 

Time at which graphing is 

to begin. 

The TJ, YI and XKFOOD are program parameters that 

determine :thechanges .inRi and Rvi (appendix 3). 
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The ef ct of parameter values is to simulate 

3 daily oral intakes of calcium, Ri , and fluid, Rvif 

at rates of 7.7 m.moles/kg/day and 0.153 liters/kg/day 

respectively for 0.015 days (twenty two minutes), each 

beginning at 0.333 (8 a.m.) I 0.541 (1 p.m.) and 0.750 

(6 p.m.) each day. simulation begins at midnight). 

An intravenous injection of tracer cium at 

beginning of the simulation is also included. 

is assumed to.be no parathyroid or thyroid C cell, control 

of plasma calcium concentration and Rd is constant. e.c 

The programme was run 2 days (simulated time) 

and some of simulated mean values for the second 

. twenty four hour period are as follows ( simulation 3b) • 

R. = 0.342 m.moles/kg/day 
l 

Rf = 0.239 m.moles/kg/day 

Ru = 0.154 m.moles/kg/day 

-* Rf = 0.0129 (m.molesjkg/day) 

-* (m.moles/kg/day) R = 0.0436 u 

Ca balance = - 0.050 m.mole.s/kg/day 

From these figures the following may be calculated. 

Net percentage absorption of calcium (a) 

= 30. 



The ra-te of endogenous faecal calci urn excretion 

(R) (Heaney et al. 1964) e 

= 0.0456 m.moles/kg/day 
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The ntrue ll percentage absorption of ingested calcium 

(XI) (Heaney et al. 1964) 

(X' = ( CR. 
l 

+ ) /R.) x 100 
l 

;; 43.6% 

An assumption implicit here is that there is -no 

intestinal discrimination tween caicium entering 

the intestine as R. and calcium entering as R • 
l sec 

Heaney et ala (1964) found experimentally in 52 

studies of 33 adult subjects that = 0.056 + 0.020 

m.moles/kg/day and (XI = 37.4 + 20.3 %, which are 

similar to the simulated values. For these persons, 

Ri was. 0.34 + 0.25 m.moles/kg/day, which is the same 

as the value used in the simulation. 

It is of interest to attempt to calculate from the 

simulated excretion data the daily total rate of 

secretion of calcium by the gastrointestinal tract. 

If a. i is independent of the con ceniJation of calcium 

in the intestinal contents, then (Heaney et al. 1964) 

R < e 
< R /(l_(Xi) 

ec e (6. 1) 
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where R is the average daily rate of gastro-sec 

intestinal calcium secretion includes the calcium 

secreted in the gastric Juices, the creatic juice, 

the bile and the secretions of walls of the 

small intestine.. Equation (6.1) states that the 

rate of gastro-intestinal calcium secretion lies 

between that which would be calculated were none of 

the secreted calcium ,absorb ReI and th at whi ch 

would be calculated if secreted calcium were 

absorbed in the same manner as the ingested calcium, 

Re/(l-a ' ). As the absorption differences were 

considered to se because some of secreted 

calcium entered only the lower stine, Heaney et 

ale did not postulate that a ater proportion of 

the secreted calcium might be absorbed than ingested 

calcium~ 

From equation (6.1) and the simulated excretion 

data, 

ec 0.0456 < < 0.0809 m.moles/kg/day 

However from tab 6.1, Rsec = 0.19 m.moles/kg/day, 

which is outside the ran calculated from the excretion 

data. dis crep'ancy ari ses cause a i is not a 

constant, but varies with the calcium content of the 

tine in the model. It can be concluded that 

if, as seems probab , the fraction of calcium 
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absorbed by the intestine is a function of the 

the intestinal content of calcium (Deller et al. 1965), 

then the conunon used method (Heaney et al. 1964) 

for estimating the possible range of intestinal 

secretion rate of calcium may give erroneously low 

values. This conclusion may also indicate why 

estimates of R ,such as made by Heaney et al., from sec 

isotopic studies are usually much lower than estimates 

made from physiological data on gastro-intestinal 

fluid secretion rates and calcium concentrations. 

For' instance Malm (1958) estimated from considerations 

intestinal physiology that R lay in the range sec 

0.14 - 0.40 m.moles/kg/day, but b~e isotopic excretion 

estimates of Heaney et al. (1964-) lie in the range 

0.06 - 0.13 m.moles/kg/day with a mean of 0.084 m.moles/ 

kg/day. 

In the above simulation, R was constant sec 

throughout~he day, whereas in fact it is likely to 

be greater immediately following meals because of the 

increased rate of secretion of the digestive juices. 

This however, would reduce but not remove the discrepancy 

between the actual R 'and that calculated by,the sec 

method of Heaney et ale (1964). 
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6.2 is a plot 

·calcium concentration (C l ) 

the simulated p 

rate of urinary 

excretion (Ru) over a period of 24 hours beginning 1 

day a r the start of the simulation. The maximum 

um 

change in the plasma calcium concentration in the 24 hrs 

was 0.12.m.moles/liter and rate of urinary calcium 

excretion ranged from 0.0 m.moles/kg/day to 0.22 

m.moles/kg/day. Experimentally, an apparently ve 

similar rcadian variation in plasma 'calcium leve 

has been observed (Jubiz et . 1969) where 

the serum calcium concentration was a maximum 

(2.725~.028 m.moles/liter) at 8 p.m. and a minimum 

(2.550+0.010 m.moles/liter) at 4 and 6 a.m. Figure 6.2 

suggests that the urinary excretion rate of calcium 

should be higher during the than at night and 

this 

during 

because the dietary calcium is largely inges 

day. Most, though not all persons eating 

in the normal manner during the day do excrete more 

urinary calcium during b~e day than at night (Briscoe 

et ale 1966, Nordin et ale ~1967). 

to be largely due to the intake 

This effect appears 

, although 

changes in glomerular filtration rate may playa 

part (Nordin et ala 1967, Briscoe et ale 1966, Aschoff, 

1965) • Not only ingestion of c cium but also 
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exercise is capable of sing the serum calcium 

concentration (Rose et • 1969). The stable 

calcium e after the ion of the at 

0.333 days (but before next dose) was 0.08 m.moles/ 

li ter. s rise is about half the mean se found 

experiment by Jaworksi et ale (1963) I which was 

0.180 + 0.02 m.moles/liter. The reason for this 

discrepancy is not clear. It seemed possib that 

the values the renal c cium excretion parameters 

used in the simulation might have been grossly abnormal; 

to check this point, a four hour calcium on 

test (Nordin et ale 1965, Bhandarkar et ale 1962, 

Nordin et • 1954) was simulated (simUlation 5)~ 

All parameters were the same as those for 

simulation (simulation 3), except that R. f In 

previous 

2.25 m.moles/ 

kg/day, beginning at time zero. After running the 

simulation 0.169 days (4.05 hrs.), the relevant 

values were as follows. 

Cl at time zero 2 • .50 m.moles/liter 

Cl r 0.169 days = 3.22 m.moles/liter 

Cumulative urinary calcimu 

excretion after 0.169 days = 0.0836 m.mole1kg. 
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From simulation 3, the 24 hour urinary calcium 

excretion is 0.154 m.moles/kg/day, so that the 4-hour 

calcium retention may be calculated in the manner 

described by Nordin (1965) to be 56.3% of the infused 

dose. The experimen normal range 44-66% 

(Bhandarkar et al. 1962), so that the simulation 

appears to be physiologically acceptable. It is 

interesting to note that the simulated 4-hour rise 

in the plasma calcium concentration, 0.72 D1.moles/liter, 

is close to the mean experimentalvalue of 0.80 + 0.14 

m.mo /liter (Nordin et al. 1954). Why JaworSk.i et 

aIls 6 subjects sustained a mean rise in plasma calcium 

twice as high as the simulated value is not clear in 

the light of avail le data. 

There so little quantitative data available 

for parathormone, calcitonin and 25-hydroxycholecalciferol 

dynamics in humans that the ent author does not 

consider that attempts to run simulations involving 

the dynamics of these substances would be fruitful 

.at present unless techniques of parameter estimat-

ion more advanced than those already applied the 

present work were used. This is on account of the 

considerable number of poorly knO\."n model parameter 

val ues which would have to be es tima ted in order 

to perform such' simulations. 
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6.3 Cone ion 

The ent work has shown that in certain 

simpli d cases it is possible to model the 

dynamics of intestinal absorption and intravenous 

infusion of calcium in a manner which is in accord 

with riment, using independently estimated 

parameter values. This is a significant advance 

in understanding over the calcium absorption 

model of Birge et ale (1969) in which the parameter 

values were derived from the abs tion dynamics 

ng simulated. The success of the simulation of 

intravenous calcium infusion dynamics shows u1at 

the pools determined from calcium kinetics are 

a useful b s for cribing the dynamics of s le 

calcium. The simulated calculation of the 

of the intestinal secretion of calcium indicates 

that the usual methods for estimating this may 

. give erroneously low values. 

The use somewhat different, but at present 

reasonable parameter values would result in somewhat 

fferent simulated results, but additional 

simulations have not been run with ffering 

parameter values because of the fficulty of inter-

preting significance of resulting changes 

in the simulations. 



Comprehensive further evaluation of the model 

requires more and better physiological data than is 

present 

that 

available. The more important human 

red is as fol 
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Plasma concentrations and half-lives of 

tonin, and following from these, quan 

rmone 

and 

of the 

and of 

to fluc 

Data on 

ous physiological responses to the hormones 

responses of Jche hOrmone secreting gl 

ons of the p calcilli~ concentration. 

time-lags involved are important from a 

dynamic point of view. 

knowledge concerning the factors determining 

the concentration of 25-hydroxycholecalci rol 

(25-HCC) . 

Quantitation of the physiological responses to 

plasma '25-HCC.· 

Clearer knowledge of which determine 

the uri calcium excretion rate, particularly at and 

near normal plasma calcium concentrations. 

The rates of stomach emptying solutions of 

various calcium salts. 

Information on the dyna~ics 

ingested calcium solutions through 

tract, such as could be obtained by 

intubation (Borgstrom et ale 1957). 

passage of 

gastrointestinal 

tinal 



Rates of intestinal absorption of various . . 

perfused solutions containing calcill."n, with different 

anions illld in different buf rs in a range of 

concentration up to 100 m.moles/liter. 

Data on the sJca)ce of calcium in e intestine 

such as the ex·tenJc and nature of complexation or 

precipitation. 

Data on the ting quantities of calcium 

in the intestine. 

Data concerning the e cts, if any, of the flow 

rate of intestinal contents on rate of absorption 

of calciwu. 

8 

Of this st, the gastro-intestinal data is probably 

the most readily obtainab 1 since techniques of gastro-

intestinal sampling and perfusion by gastro-intestinal 

intubation are reasonably perfected (Wens et al. 1969, 

Dillard et ala 1965, Borgstrom et ala 57) • 

the actions of the hOImones and 25-HCC could be most 

usefully studied in ting persons, under which conditions 

changes in (R - R ) are likely to dec acc detectable 

as changes in Ru' since Rabs would be small and constant. 

If R is assumed to be relatively constant, then acc 

changes in Rdec can be assumed to be measurable as 

changes in Ru. 
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APPENDIX 1: DEFINITIONS OF SOYlE TERMS USED. 

The accretion rate is used in an operational sense 

to mean the parameter V 0+ or A as measured using a compart

mental model of calcium tracer kinetics such as that of 

Bauer et al. (1957) or of Aubert et al. (1960) (section 

1. 2) • The term accretion in ordinary usage means continued 

growth. 

The hone formation rate means the volumetric growth 

rate of new bone in unmineralized spaces of bone. 

(Lee, Marshall and Sissons w 1965). 

The hone resorption rate is defined as the rate 

of removal of volumes of existing bone matrix (Lee, 

Marshall and Sissons, 1965). 

Bone volume is defined (Frost (1964)) as the volume 

left over after subtracting the volume of the porosi-ties in 

bones: the, marrow space, the Haversian and Volkmans 

canals, the' lacunae, the canaliculi, and the primary 

longitudinal canals. 

Calcaemia is used -to mean the total concentration 

of calcium in the plasma. 

Calcitonin is the name used here for the hypocalcaemic 

hormone secreted by cells in the vicinity of the mammalian 

thyroid. Some writers prefer the name calcitonin, 

(Copp 1969) ,others the name thyrocalcitonin (Hirsch and 

MUll,son 1969). The usage does not appear to be settled. 



A compartment 

The rate of 

a domain, or region. 

of calcium from bone to 

the opposite direction to accretion is cal 
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asma in 

de cretion 

rate in this sis, since no concise name for it appears 

in the literature. This rate is that d by V 0- in 

the model of Aubert et al. (1960) (section 1.2). 

Exchange means the more or less balanced movements 

of a substance between plasma and volumes bone such 

that significant changes in bone volume do not occur. 

FZows and rates in this thesis are unidirectional 

(page 135) I not net, unless otherv.7ise stated. 

A homo ous compartment is one in which the concentrat-

ion of a substance in the compartment uniform throughout 

it aJc all s. 

A pooZ of a substance is a compartment containing a 

quantity of that substance. 

Tracer calcium is radioactive, and so distinguishable, 

but in such ty that there is always too little 

present to rturb a system. 

A unidirectionaZ flow or rate constant is one measured 

for the movement of a substance one compartment to 

another, say I to J, in such a manner that of -the parti 

of the substance arriving in J I only those are counted 

whose most recent compartment of residence before 

arriving in J was compartment I. 
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J 

J 

Figure Al.l. Some possible paths for the movement 

of a particle out of comparbuent I or 

into compartment J. 
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Referring to figure Alol by way of illustration, only 

b~e particles labelled a and b contribute to the uni-

directional flow from r to J. 

An unmixed compartment is one which mixes so slowly 

tl~at in the duration of measurements an insignificant 

fraction of the material entering the compartment 

is found to leave it. 

APPENDIX 2~ GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS USED IN THE 

MATHEM11..TICAL MODEL. 

* A superscripted asterisk ( ) indicates tracer. 

A superscripted dot (0) indicates the first derivative 

with respect to time. 

A superscripted bar (-) indicates the average 

value of a quantity over a period of 24 hours. 

AI are empirical constants. 1, I < 27 

Ar,J are empirical constants in expressions relating 

to compartment J. 

A T 1 is the friction of fluid entering an intestinal 
v~ , 

compartment from the previous in-testinal compartment .. which 

lS absorbed into the bloodstream. 

Cc is the concentration of calcitonin in plasma. 

(nanomoles.liter- l ) . 
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C, 'is the concentration of 2S-hydroxycho calcif-ncc . 

erbl in the plasma. (micromoles .li ter- l ) • 

CI is the concentration of calcium in compartment I. 

(millimoles.liter~l) . 

Cp is the concentration of parathormone 

(nanomoles/liter- l ) . 

K acc is the rate constant relating R acc 

(li ters . day 
-1 -1 

. kg ). 

K -acc is the rate constant relating R -acc 
-1 (day ). 

plasma. 

to Cl · 

to M4 • 

KI,J is the first order rate constant for the flow 

of calcium from compartment I to compartment Ji constant 

only if first order kinetics are obeyed. -1 (day ). 

MI is the qUru1tity of calcium in compartment I. 

-1 
(m.moles.kg ) 

m.mole is an abbreviation for millimole. 

Rabs is the rate of sorption of calcium from 

the intestine and is defined as 
N 

R = r; abs 
I=6 

-1 -1 
RI 1 m.moles.day .kg , 

R 1S the rate of accretion 6f calcium to the acc 

non-exchanging compartment. It is the rate at which calcium 

leaves the excha.'1geable pools minus the rates of urinary 

and faecal calcium excretion. It occurs from compartment 1 

and identical to Vo+ in the model of 

Aubert et al. (1960) (section 1. 2). -1 (m.moles.kg . day ) . 
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.Racc is fined larly to Racc l except that it occurs 

from compartment 4 of the present model (figure 2.1). (m.moles. 

-1 -1 kg . day ). 

Rdc lS rate of removal calcitonin from its volume 

of distribution. (nanomoles. '~l -1 day .kg ). 

c is the rate of decretion of calcium from the non

exchanging compartment. Defined as 

Rdec = R + ace 

is rate of removal para'chormone from its 

volume of distrib on. -1 -1 (nanomoles.day .kg ). 

is the rate of excretion of endogenous fae 

calcium i.e. tl~e rate of flow (indirectly) of calcium from 

compartment 1 in'to the faeces. 

is the rate of excretion of calcium in Jche 

-1 ' -1 
(moles.day .kg ) 

Ri is the rate of oral ingestion of calcium. 

(moles.day-l.kg- l ) 

RT J is the rate of unidirectional flow of 
..l. I 

ces. 

cium 

from compartment I to compartment J. -1 -1 
(moles. day .kg ) 

R. f is In 
rate of intravenous infusion of calcium. 

(moles. -1 kg ) 



R is sc rate of secretion of calcitonin into 

the bloodstream. -1 -1 (nanomoles.day .kg ). 

rate of secretion of calcium into R is sec 

gastrointestinal tract, defined as 

R is sp 

the bloodstream. 

;; 

ec 

N 
-1 -1 

~ Rl ~oles.day .kg 
1;;5 ' 

rate of secretion of parathormone into 

-1 -1 (nanomoles.day .kg ). 

R is the rate of flow of calcium from the blood 
u 

to the urinary b . (m,moles . day -1 . kg ). 

Rvf is the rate of fluid outflow from the last 

intestinal compartment. -1 (liters.day . 

R . is the rate of ingestion 
v~ 

-1 
) . 

d. (liters. 
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-1 -1 .kg ) 

R is vI(J rate of flow of 

ters.day-l.kg- l ) 

from compartment 

I to compartment J. 

V is the volume of distribution of calcitonin. c 
-1 (liters.kg ). 

VI is the volume of compartment I. Not defined 

compartments 2{ 3 and 4. (liters.kg 

V is the volume of distribution of parathormone. . p 
-1 ters. kg ) 
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HHIN-I.OE-15 
00 83 .-1.3 
ITAIII=1 
ITLlII-1 

B3 IPTBIII-O 

READ IN AND WRITE OUT INITIAL PARAMETER vALUES 

READI5,I50 IITITLEIII, I-I,IBI 
WRITEI6,1bOl ITITLEllloI'I,IBI 

REA015,1401 ITlIII,I=lolOI 
WRITElb,BOI 
WRIlEI6,401T1 

READI5ol401 VECF 
REAOl501401 lMECF,lM 
WRITEI6,lOOl 
WRIlEI6,401 VECF,lMECf,lH 

READI5,I401 lMT,l~TECF 
WRITEI6,3601 
WRIlEI6,401 lMT ,l~TECF 

READISol401 TJ 
WRITEI6,4201 
WRITEI6,401 TJ 

REAOI5,140' CPTH,CTCT,CVO 
WRITEI6,460) 
WRITE16,401 CPTH,CTCT,CVu 

READ15,1401 RINF,RTlNF 
WRITEI6,5901 
WRITE16,401 RINF,RTlNF 

REA015,1701 IGRAF,IGEXPO,TG 
WR ITE 16 ,600 I 
WRITe16,5801 IGRAF,IGEXPo,TG 

WRITE16,201 
DO B 1=1,6 
REAOl5,1401 IKII,JI,J=I,BI 

B WRITEI6,401 IKII,JI,J=I,BI 

lLl7 



1 

, 
oU'I' 00 5 J-l,4 
OUII READI5.140' IKCIJ,II,I=I,Z' 
OU9 WR ITE 11>. 50 I 
0120 00 1& 1-1,4 
OUI 16 WRITElI>,40' IKCII,JI,J·I.21 

t 
DUZ READI5,I401 wRTI~ 
DIU WltITUI>,3201 
oU., WRITEI6,40' WRTIH 

C. 
0125 READlst1701 ICO 
OU4 WR nEI Io.2bOI 
aUf WRITElb,5801 ICO 

C 
OUII READ15t140 I XC 0111 , _eOlO,F.Of, DTI'AX, UTM IN 
Oil" WR!JElb.340, 
DUO WRITEI6.401 XCOHI,XCOlO.EOf,OT~AX,OT~IN 

oUI RUDI5.140, VIT 
qU2 WRlfE16,3801 
au) WUU16,40, VIT 

t 
0134 READIS,4301 ICVIII,JI,J-l,1I,1'I,21 
~Ull NR Iff I 1>,90 I 
0116 WRITEII>,4401 IIVIII,JI, Jut. 11,1-1021 

C 
our RfADI5,4301l1 ~KFOODII ,J I,J=! ,71,1-1,21 
OUII WRITEI6,230' 
0139 liR!.'E I 6,4401 I UKFOOOII, JI,J'I, 71,1-1,21 

C 
0140 READ15,I401 X'" 
0(1., wRlJel6,1701 
01~Z WRITElb.401 XII' 

C 
0, .. , RUDI5,lOOl ISEG 
01 .... I<RITElb,210' 
01U IlIU TElb,31011 SEG 

C 
01 .. 6 REAOl5,l401 XRG 
Ol .. f IIIl IfE It> ,220 I 
0'411 WRITElb.401 XRG 

C 
0149 DO 32 1-1,1 
0150 32 RUDls,HO II XKGIJ.11.4·I,lOI 
0151 WRllEI6,Z801 
olta 00 H. 1-1,1 
01'. ]} "A ITE16.40 I I XKGI J.II,4-1,IOI 

C 

OU4 It ~RI JE 16,6101 
DIn REA015.14011 XVIII,I-',IOI 
01" WRITE16,601 
Ollif WRITEI6,401.V 

C , 
C 

0151 REAOH,HOI UMllltl-I,10' 
0119 IIR IfE16,10' 
OliO WR"EI6.40lX~ 

t 
0161 REAOI5,1301 IA.IB,ISENT 
016.2 11 WRlfEI6,llOI 
016) WRI TElb.1201 IA,IB,ISE"T 

C 
C 
C WRITE HEADINGS FOR OUTPUT 
c,' 
C 

OU •• WRIfEI6,1601 I JI TlE II It 1-1,181 
0161 WRIfEI6,lBOI 
OU,,. WRITE16.1901 
I1l6? IIIIIJEI6t5101 0,,, WRITE16,Z401 
016. WRITElb.5201 
OUo WRITEI6,l901 
DIU WRITEI6,4001 
OU, WRITE16.4101 
oln IIRITElb,6201 
0"" WRlTElb.6)01 
01U \oIRITEI6,MOI 
OU6 WRIlEle,0501 

c. 
C 
C PU, SUMMED MOOEl VARIABLES E~UAl TO lERO INITIA~V 
C 
C 

Din T-O.o 
OUII SFECAl-O.o 
on'll STFORMoO.o 
0180 STFECl-O.O 
OUI RlleS-o.o 
01112 RUBS-().O 
OUI SUMftG-O.O 

0". SUHXlT·O.O 
OU~i slmXl.o, ° 
01116 STBEK-O,O 
OUl SSBALaO.O 
OUII STBONE-O.O 



0189 
0190 
0191 
019l 
0193 
0191t 
019S 
0196, 
0191 
0198 

0199 
0200 
0201 
0202 
020] 
020lt 
0205 
0206 

0201 

0208 

0209 
0210 
0211 

0212 
021l 

0211t 
0215 
0216 

0211 
0218 
0219 
0220 
0221 

022Z 
0215 
OU4 
022S 
OZ26 

0221 
0228 
0229 
ono 
OHI 
0232 
on3 
on,," 
02" 
02U 
OU1 
OUI 
ozn 
0240 
0241 

OZ,,"2 

02'U 
OU, 
02"" 
02,,"6 

OZU 
02U 

OZ(,9 
OUo 
onl 
onz 
OU) 
0254 
OU, 
0256 
on? 
ou. 
0259 
0260 

Ozu 
0262 
021» 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

SURINE.O.O 
srU~I"·o.O 
RTFECL=O.O 
RFECAL=O.O 
TA-O.O 
QLOGT=-2.1 
I spr-o 
ILPr-o 
ISEr=o 
ISAVE=O 

INITIAL! lE S~B;CRI PT; 

I X'I 
JI-I 
IC-I 
10-1 
ICOLOR'I 
LTvI 
HT·I 
1=1 

SET VALUES OF INDEPENOENT HODEL VARIABLES FOR TIME T=O 

IFtEDT.LT.l.O) EDT=1.4142 

XIT-YIr III 
XI-YI tloll 
K1 FOOO= )(KFOOD 11 f 1) 

~ECE'IMECF 
HTECF=IMTECF 

DO 6 Jal,) 
14T!JI"MTIJI 

6 MIJI=lHtH 

1)(=1 
IY·ISEGIII 
00 I II'txolv 
VillI-XVIII 
RGIIII=XRGlll 

MTGlll'- XHTlII 
MGIIZI'XMIlI 
00 27 J'I,l 

27 XGIII,JI=XKG1I,JI 
I CONTINUE 

DO 28 J-Z.I0 
IFIISEGtJII23,23,16 

36 CONTiNUE 
IY-I SEGI JI 
1~-ISEGIJ-lI'l 
00 29 !l=U,n 
HTGlllI-XMTlJI 
MGIIII'~MIJ' 
vCIlI=XVIJI 
RGlIl'=MGIJI 
00 :.u l-l,7 

31 KGCIZ,U·XkGIJ,ll 
29 CONHNUE 
ze CONT HlUE 
23 CONTINUE 

GKG-KKGIl,ll 

0045 It-I,IV 
SUMRG·SUHRG+RGC III 
SR TK2" l'-O. 0 

It5 CONTINUE 

00 61 Il-I,l 
1>1 kCRt Ill-CKC 11l,21+KClll'1o 111 

00 68 II-I,2 
DMECF 11l1-O.O 
DlHECFlIll-O.o 
PMECFI Il'-MECE 
PHTECF III'-MTECF 
PMTGOII Z '-0.0 
PVlIll-~llI 
PCPTHCIl"CPTH 
PC TeTC III-CTC T 

00 69 114=1,3 
PHil w,llI-HC I'" 

69 PMTIIW,llI-HTI IWI 

00 11 IW-I,IY 
PHGIIW,III-MGllwl 

11 PMTGC Iw,Il'-HTGClwl 

1 



OZ64 

OZU 

OUb 

0161 
Due 
0269 

ono 
0211 

02JZ 
azn 
02'" 

OZ" 

0216 

oz" 
ozn 

0280 

0281 
0282 

,0283 
. 0284 

OlU 
0211' 
021l 
oZlie 
0289 
0290 
0291 
02'2 
onl 
02'1010 

OZ95 
ozu 
OZ97 

0290 
02'" 
0100 
0101 
0101 
0101 
0100\ 
0105 

0106 

010' 

0108 
0109 

OltO 

Dill 

Ollz 

DIU 

011" 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C , 
C 

c 

C 

, c 
'C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

c 
c 
C 
t 
C 

t 

c: 

C 

c 

C 

c 
C 

C 

c 

68 CONTINUE 

TJI7I·I. 

OT-O.OOOI 

CALC DEPENDENT MODEl VUI ABLES AT TIME laO 

CBA=MECF/VECF 
CS TA-M lEeF IVEer 
SAECF=MnCF IMECE 

R INTEX- SUMRG 
R TI NT X=SUHRG'SAECF 

RFORM-KII.IIOCBA 
RHORM-REORM'SAECF 

RRES=KI4 .11'IKI4, 210KI4 .3101 KI4.41'CPTH '>CVO "II. oKI 4. 51*C TC T I 

CTHRSO'I K 12. 2,011 •• KI Z. 3I>CPTHIIII •• KI2.4'oCTCT I-K 12 .6101 1.'K! 2,11 
I*CPTHIIII.'KI Z .8'>CTCTI"IKI2 .1'-Kll.S'1 

IF IC BA.l T. CTHRSO' RUR INE=K C2 ,IIOCSA-KI2, 21'11. oKI 2, 31'CPTHIIII"K I 
12 .... I.C Tcn 

IF I CBA. GE.C THRSD I RUR INF-. 12. 51*C8A-Kl2. 61011"K Il.lIoCPlH IIII.'K I 
12,810CTCTI ' 

R TUR iN-RUR INF' SAECE 

NRliNII:lNFtUN +1 

•• 00 INTEGRATIONS •• 

00 ... J-IA,IB 

CHANGE THE DAilY PATTERN Of CA AND EOOO INTAKE If REQD 

lFlT.GE.TlllTIl LT=lT+I 
TOoT-A INTITI 
IEITO.lT.TJIlIi GO TO 13 
IfITJIHTI-TOI 9,9,10 

13 Hr-I 
KLfOOO-XKfOOOIL,LI 
XI-YIIL,II 
GO TO LO 
HTaHr+1 
K1FOOOoXKfOOD Il T ,HT I 
XI-VIILT ,HTI 
XU-YITUIlI 
GO TO 92 

10 CONTINUE 

CHECK TRUNCATICN ERROR AND IF NECESSARY CHANGE ST,P lENGTH 

82 

51 

PO TC Z "POllll 
pOllll-OT 

IEIHODIJ,51.GT.OI GO ,TO 93 

SE '-HTECF 
SE~'~ECF 
00 82 I Z=I,3 
SET-SEToMTllll 
SEM- SEM.M I I Z I 
DO 51 lZ-ltlY 
UT-SETH\TGI lZ I 
SEMoSEM+MGllll 

IF IICOll,. GT. 0.0 ICAll CORR IPMECF III+PMECF 121, O~ECE II It CMcCEI Z I, SEH 
I. XCOlll,1001 

If IICOI21.GT. 0.0 ICAll C ORR I PMTECF 1II,P~TECFI2I,DMTfCF Ill, CMTECf 121 
I. SET, XC0121,1.01 

00 14 Hoi,! 
IE IleOI3l.GT.0.01 C~Ll CORRI PP (H. I "PIIIH, 21,OHIH ,II.OHI H, 21, SEM, XC 

UHHtZ I tI.O I 
I ... IEIICOI.I.GT.O.OICAll CORRIPMTIH,ll,PMTIH,2I,OMTIH,II,OHTIH,21.SET 

I,XCf1IH+5I,l.OI 

IFtH.GT.l0J XW.O.l 

IFIICOISI.GT .0.0 I CAL'\. CORRIPMG(H,l'.PMG( H, 21.0MGIH.II,OMGIH. 21, Sf" 
I, XCOIHOSI, ~tll 

150 



0315 

0316 

oua 

03U 
0310 

0121 
OlU 
OlU 
0)24 
ons 
0321> 
012' 
0128 
OU'II 
0310 
OU1 
03)2 
on, 
0314 
oln 
OlJ6 
OUf 
one 
0)19 
OhO 

0'" 

OJ~2 

0'''' OU4 
0141 

0'~6 

O,~, 

oue 
0149 
0310 
0151 
onz 
On, 
on .. 
ons 
on6 

0", 

t 

t 

C 

C 

t 

c 
C 
e 
C 
e 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
e 

c 

15 IFlleOlbltGT .O.OlCAll tORR IPHTGIH,II,PMTGIH,2 hC~TGIH'I" 
lOIHGIH,21.SET, XCOIH.Z"',KliI 

IF IICOI1l. G T. 0 ,0 ICAll ceRA I PCTCTlI I. PCTCl( Z "DTCTlI I. DTe Tl2 I, 
leTCT,xeOI,9',l.0' 

(FlleOISI.GT. 0.0 leAll COIlRI PCPTHII I, pePTHllI, DPT~lll, Dp 1~12" 
ICPTH,XCOI5IH ,1.01 

CAll MAKIXCO,NCO,HCOI 

IFINCD,GT.KeOHI' GO TO 92 
IFINCO.Ll.xtOLO' GO 10 'II 

SAVE PREVIOUS VALUES OF MASSES 

93 PMEeF IlI-PMEeFI2I 
PMECFIZ'~MECF 
PMTECFllIop,nEcFezl 
PHTEeF I 2 I -MT"eF 
PMTGUII'.PMTGOIZ' 
PMTGOIZI·MfGO 
PCPTHIlI·PCPTHIZI 
PCPTHIZI·CPTH 
PC TCTlII-pC n: TI 2 I 
PC TC T IZI.C TC T 
DO 66 Ha1,1V 
PMGIH,II'PMGIH,ZI 
PMGIH,lI- ~GIHI 
PMTGIH,11·P"'TGIH,ZI 

66 PMTGIH,ZI.HTGIHI 
00 64 H-l,J 
PMIH,II'P~IH,ZI 
PMTIH,ll-PMTIH,ZI 
PMIH,ZI·MIHI 
PMTlH,ZI·MTlHI 
GO TO 64 

CHANG£ STEP lENGTH AND INTERPOLATE PREVIIlUS MASSES 

'11 Of-OT.EOT 
IFIOT.GT.Of~AXI Or.OTMAX 
GO TO 94 

92 Dr-OT/EOT 

IFIDT.lT.OIMINI OT-OTMIN 

94 CAll OTWIPMECFIII,PMECFI21,IIECF,IPOT! 
CALL OrCHIPMTECFIII,PMTECFI21,MTECF,IPOTI 
CALL DTCHIPCPTHltl,PCPTHIZl,CPTH,lPOfl 
CALL OTCHIPCTCTll1,PCTCTI21,CTCT,IPOTI 
00 96 Ha l.3 
CA.Ll OTCHIPM IH,II,PM IH. ZI,MIH I ,I POll 

96 CAlL OTCHIPMTlH,lI,PMTlH,2"'''TlHI.IPOTl 
00 91 H-loIV 
CAll OrCHIPIIGIH,ll,PIIGIH,ZI,KGIHl,lPOTI 

97 CALL orCHIPMTGIH,I',PMTGIH,ll,MTGIHI,IPOTI 

M CONTINUE 

SAVE PREVIOUS RATES 

PRfURN'RTURIN 
PRfFRM-RTFORM 

0360 67 CONTINUE 

0)61 

OJ62 

0363 
0'61. 
0)(05 
0'66 
oln 
0168 

OJ69 

C 
C 
C INTEGRATE MASSES BETWEEN TIHES T AND TODT BV EULER-CIUSS ~EIHOD 
C 
C 
C CAlCULATE INCREMENTS 
C 
C 
C CAlC IUM "NO TRACER CALC lUll 
C 
C I 

OHEef 111.1 RRf SORAOS+"'Cll,2 I.MllI.R INf-RUR 'NE-R INTEX-RFQR~-KC' 1,1 I. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

IHEef lO!)T 
OMTeCflll=IRTAflS.KCII,ZIOHTIII+RTINF-RTURIN-RTINTX-RTFORM-KCII,IIO 

lHTECf lOOT 
OHIl,II.IKClI,lIoMECF.KCI2,ZI+IIIZI-KCRII'.HIIIIODT 
014111,11'1 KC II,I'OHTECF+KC Iz,ZI.MTlZI-KCRI 1 I."" \IIOCT 
OM 12,1 '.IKC IZ ,I lOMI1 I<Ke, 3 ,Z'+IIUI-KCRI2 I<MI2' lOCT 
OHTl2 ,II-IKC 12 ,I I .~Tll"KC 13 ,ZIoHrn I-KCRll'<IITlZI '.OT 
OHI30 I 1"1 KC I 3t II.~ 12' <"'Cl4,Z'-KeRI3'.M 13II·OT 
DMlI3,11.1 KC 13,1 ,"HT 121 -KCRIlI-IITI]' lOCT 

PARATHORI4ONE 

ALPHA-KI5,1I 

1 



ono 
OUI 

0372 
OJU 
Olf .. 

ons 
0376 
0371 
one 
0319 
OUO 

0381 

0182 

03B) 
OU4 
all!! 
0386 
0387 
on. 
01189 
0)90 
0391 

0)92 
0393 

0)98 
0)99 
0400 

0401 
0402 

040) 

o~o ... 

0<100' 

0<1006 

0<1001' 

0408 
0409 
0410 
0411 

0<1012 
041) 

au .. 

C 
t 
C 
t 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
t 
t 
C 

C 

C 
C 
t 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

t 
C 

IFICllA.!lf .K15 t 211 ALPHA-O.O 
DPTH I II-I ALPHA> I K I 5. 21-CBA l-t?THO, 15, 31'OOT IVECF 

CAlCITONIN 

AlPHA'K'b,lI 
IFICBA.LT.Klo,211 ALPHA·O.O 
OTCT III-I ALPHA_' CBA-K 10,21 ,-t TC UK 16 ,311*OT IVEtF 

SE T CONSTANTS FOR PREOICTO~ OR CORRECTOR ECUNS 

IFII.EQ.I' GO TO 02 
I(SIII-O.5 
KS.CZ)".O.5 
GO TO "3 

62 KSII'-2.0 
KSI21-0.0 

FOR FIRST STEP USc EULER FOR~ULA 

IFIJ.EQ.IA' I\SII'-1.0 

63 CO"'TlNUE 

CALCULATE PREDICTED OR CORRECTED MASSES 

MEtF -PHEtF II ,.KSIII*OIlECF I I ",SI2,fOHECF 12, 
MTE:F-PMTECFIII.KSII'*OMfECFIII0.SI21*OMTEtfI2' 
IFIMECF.lT.~HINI HECf'HMIN 
IfIMTECF.LT.HHIN.ANO.MTECF.N.,O.OI HTEtF.MMIN 
00 65 H-l.1 
~Ol,-pHIH ,II+KSC II.OMIHoll+KS 12 '.O~IH,21 
Mll H I-PIIlI H,II.K511 UOHT IH,ll+KSC 21*DMT( ~,21 
IFIMCHI.lT.~~INI HCHI'''''IN 

65 IFCMTHI.LT.~MIN.ANO.HT(HI.~E.O.OI MTlHI'~MIN 

00 CALCULATlON5 FOR AlIMETARY CANAL 

KABS·I.'K (3. I 1 .tVO_II.o 1'.13 ,21'CPTH III Kilt 11 -CVO, 
CALL ABSORB 

PRWIC TED OR CORRECTED HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS 

CPTHaPCPTHI 11,1'. Slll*OPTHII 1+1'. S I 21*OPTH121 
qCT'PCTC Til I+KS IlI'OTC TlIIOKSI 21*OTC Tl21 
tFICPTH.LT.M~INI CPTH-HMIN 
tFICTCT.LT.HMI'" CrCT-HMIN 

NEW VALUES FOR OEPENDENT VARIABLES 

CBhHECF/VECf 
CBTA·MTECF/VECF 
SAEtF-MTEtf I!'Etf 

RFORM-KII,l'*CBA 
RUORM-RFORM~SAEtF 

152 

RRES'KI~ ,I',IK 14, 21 +K 14 .3" I K 1<4..41'CPTH ,.tVOIIII"KI4, SI.t TC T' 

ClHRSO-1 K 12.2"11 •• KIZ,lI'CPTHII 11.01'. I 2 ,41'CTCT I-K 12,6 "II"K 12.11 
I.CPTHIII1"K 12 ,6 loCTt Tlill K 12 ,11-1'.12, S" 

IF ICBA.L T .CTHRSO 1 RUR INEaK 12 ,II.CBA-K 12 ,2' '11o.K 12 ,31.CPTH 1111. oK I 
12.<Io'·CTCTI 

IF ICBA. GIi.CTHR SO, RUR INE- I'. I 2 ,5 l-tSA-/<. 12,6'.11. -I'. 12. 710CPTH 1111 •• 1'. I 
12,B'*"CT' 

RTUR Hj.RUR I NEOSAECF 

R INTE~'O. 0 
00 37 Il-I.IY 

31 RINTEXaRINTEXoRGl1l1 
RTINTX-RINTEXOSAECF 

RETURN TO APPLV CORRECTORS OR fiNISH INTEGRATION STEP 

1-1+ 1 
Ifll.EQ.;l' GO TO 67 



0418 
OoU9 

042.0 

0411 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES 

R6EK-MI31·KCI"I. 
RTBEX·MTI31.~Cf',11 
STSEXoSTBEKo RTBEX*OT 

SUHXI-SUHXI'XtoOT 
SUHXIT·SU~XIT'XIT·OT 

SUR I NE-SUR I ~E'RUR I NE-OT 

SSBAL-SUMXI-SURI NE- SfEC AL 

EULER-MACLAURIN INTEGRATION TO OBTAIN STFORM AND STURIN 

OA"'-O.O 
0614·0.0 
IfIP"TECFI~I.NE.O.OI OA"'0~TECFIII/PMTECfI21 
IFIMTECF.NE.O.OI OBMo OMTEtfl21/MTEtF 
S TfORM.STFORMOO. 5>1 R TfORMoPRTFRMloOT+ 1 PRTFRM.OAH-RT fORM_OBM IteA T 
STURIN-STUR I NOC. 5.1 R TUR lNoPRTURN ,oOT 01 PRTURNoOAM-RTUR IN.OBM ,OOA T 

0~211 STeONE-SlOEX_UFOR" 
c 
~ ·INCREMENT TIME 
C 
C· 

0429 T-ToOT 
c 
C 
C 
C SAVE VALUES fOR PLOnlNG 
C 
C 

0430 JGRAF·IGRAFII'tIGRAFI2'OIGRAfI3'.IGRAfI4, 
0431 IFIJGRAF.GT.OI CALL GSAVE 

C 
C 
t PRINT VARIABLES 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

38 IFIT-WRTtllllo" 2,3,3 
3 CBJ-COA 

10-10+1 
WRITElb,HO' 

Wq; ITt (tJ, 2001 T ,C~A. 1t1 ,R.A!\S. RLt<. t";';- J Q.F teAL tR.FORJI, RetX, R 1 ," .. Tf. X ,tH, ES 
wR I Tclh, 210lflECf ,Ii C 1. ,14( 2' ,MtJ) 
o.RllE16.Z10' CPTII,CTCT 
WRITE(h.210' (I"GfH',H=l,IV. 
k~ IT[{ b,4 50 I SI.P.l/<E, SPECAL, su~x I, SS8AL 

WR tTl.: (Of 21 C, C.!H ~ r)( t T, R TABS. RTUR PJ, ~TfECL. ~TFn;H~, R TftcX, R TI'iTX 
"RlTElb,2101 ~T[CF,"T 
""IlEl6,llnt In~IHItH=l.tvl 
w' 1T[{6,21CI STURIN,STFECL,STBp.NE,SUnn 
WRlTtl",210t ISRTK2IHt,lI=ltlVI 
.,.RITEtb,210. (l(':iiH,3',H=1,IV' 
kRlTElb,2101 IGAIHl,H=l.IVI 

C ACCUR~CV CII'CKS 
C 
C 

O~~8 STRACe·SET. S mC~t' S THC l' S TUR I N 
0~~9 o.RIl(16,2~OI DT,~CC.Hcn, STRACF 

C 
C 
C Fr~ISH SIMULATION 
C 
C 

O~~O (FIWRTlMIIOt.EC.O.OR.JD.GT.201 GO TO 26 

0~51 CONT 1/10< 

045~ 4 CO~T INUE 
C 
C 
C WRITE NuM~ER OF I_TtGRATION ST&PS PERFORMED 
C 
C 

045) 26 W.!TElb,SSel 
C 
C 
C SAVE FUR THC LUG GRAPH TIlE LAST VALues COMPUTED 
C 
C 

045. (SAVE=I 
0'55 If IJGRAF.GT.Ot CAU GSAVt 

C 
C 
C 00 A~OTHER RUN 
C 
C 

0456 IFIlSENTl lltllt1 

153 



0451 

0458 

0001 

0002 
COO] 

0004 

0005 

COOo 

0001 

0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
001] 

0014 
0015 
0010 

0011 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 

0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0020 
0021 
0028 
0029 

00]0 
0031 

0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
C03b 
0031 
0038 
0039 

0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 

OOH 
0045 
004b 
0041 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 

0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0051 
0058 
0059 
OObO 
0061 
006l 
006) 

c 
c 
c 
C 
C 

c 

C 
C 

PUNCH PLOTTFR I~PUT 

1 IFIIGEXPU.GT.OI c.LL GEXPQ 

IF IJG~AF.GT.O) CALL GPLOT 

12 CALL EXIT 
E~U 

C •• 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

c 
C 
C 

fMPllCIT nO:AL(fo',,,-:,IU,iNTt:Cf-.R(H' 
DO(;nLE P,ECISTEN SSKhl 

cotJf-Irq/HJfJl !>lG(20't M (j) t 

CPTH. 
!<'ECF, jJTt :H. 
c reT. ')Tl:!lJ 

1 ;.1TECf, ,.'T::;[20', 
CC,v,",O"l/Tllf{J:EI ptol,Cd20,2) t P,"'I(1 f 2'. PM[CFt2l, DHT(1,21, 

rl-tTE(F(2) ,Pt-;TC,CZO,Z), PCPTHIZ., ,PCTCH2h PV 12), 

2 PMTGr: 12' 
cnt.!tION/Fl'LRI UIlG« 20,2 I , ;J'" (3. 2 ~ , e~,[CFtt:)f Cf"T ("3.2), 

l)PTHt 2) f CTCTll), eVIZ! 
2 I)MTECf-f2),Cf·Q(j(20.2), 
cn~~n~/FIVEI ~G(20), "K21201, RAbS, qF-E:CAL. 

1 RTK2{20l, RTAP,$, ~TFECL, Xl, )( I T f 

3 KIFCOD, SfECAl, SHECL, KABS, SAFCF, 

3 KG(2C.1), AU20), ~EI 20 I, GA 120) t OUZO lo 

4 GKG, IV. 
CG~N()'ilS!XI VI20l, 
CO/'<1I~cq/E 1 GHT I ur, 
CO"'lW'l/l(151 SRTK2t2a, 
DIMH1SIO'IO",TGU[21 
RABS.:;O.O 
O''''PlSIO'': DV(d201 

" T~OS'0." 
KA6S .... 1.0 
G:1 TUI1",2,21t1 

STQMACH 

PVIII=PVI2! 

OAt', 
VECF, 

KS( 2" 

6~:i::~!,;: 1,,,,tKlFCDD-GKGOSQRTlVIIII !OOT 
V I lI=r' v I I ItKS I II *OV 111+ KS 12! OOV III 
IFCVIII.LT.MMI~I VIII,MMIN 

IFIMTGIlI.LT.MMitll MT~(II=MM!~ 
IF(I.GT.ll GC IlJ 3 

INTESTINE 

KG I J d 1'1 KG I J-\ ,3 I' fl.-KG I J.l1 ItKG IJ. 411 
6 GAfJl=:KGeJ,I)I*KG(J,H+KG(J.7' 

DBP, 
vn 
I, 

] EP'GAIJI+KGIJ.6IoKADS/IKGIJ.ZIOKG!J,31/GAIJltPGIJII 
DMG! J.I,=!RGI JltHGI J-lloGAIJ-l'-MGIJ 10E? lOOT 

~"'l"l 

DMTCI J ,11=1 RG I JloSMCF HITG I J-IIOGAI J-l'-MIGI J "(? I'[;T 
J=j+l 
TFIJ.LE.IVI ';0 Ttl 4 
J·Z 

7 MGIJI=PMGfJ,! ItKSIIIOOMGIJ.lI+KSf21*OMGIJ.21 
MTG I JI·PMTGI J ,IJHSI 1I00MTGI J.t, .. 51 21 0 DMTGI J. 2' 
IFIMGIJI.LT.~MINI .GIJI~I~~I~ 
IF i f,I TG( iJ.L T ~tJ."'IiI.j .. lHlO.M'fG( J) .NE.O.O) ""ITG( J)::;::Millr./ 

ABSORPT I ml 

RK2 [J)=MGfJ'*KG I J.b'*KAHSI iKG I J, 2)*KGf J, jUGld J J+"\{~( J, J 
"TKl! J 1.'K2!J IO~lfGI J I/MG! J I 
Ifll.FQ.21 S"TK2IJI=SRTK2(JI'RTK2fJIOUT 
RAO$.::.I{ABS+RK2IJJ 
.TABS·QT'DS+.TK2IJI 
J'J'l 
IFiJ.lE.IY) GI) Ie 7 
IF ( I. LT. 21 GC 10 5 

fAECAL E XERE Tl 0\ 

!lM-l",O.O 
DPf,!::O.Q 
IFf PtJTvC IV,2) ./Ii[ .0.0 ~ DAM=DMTGC I Y ,1) /PliTG( IV I 2. 
I F(M T';( I v 1."'.0.01 DB.·[lMTG{ IV ,ZI/.TGIIVI 
DAT::::IllT/l2. 
RfEClL'GA II V 10.& IlYl 
SFECAL=S~EC.LtAFECALoDT 
PTFECl"'~TFECl 
RTFECL=G'IIVIO~TGIIVI 

PAT 

S IF Ee l= S TF ECL ,0.501 PHF C1+ RTF ECl I OCT + 1 PI HCl'Ch"-Rl FtC 1 +e,~ I" 'JA I 
RETURN 
END 



COOL 

OOOl 
0003 
OOO~ 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0008 
00C9 
0010 
0011 
0012 

0001 

0002 
0001 
0004 
0005 
OOO~ 
0001 
C008 
00011 
0010 
0011 
0012 
OOll 
0014 
OOU· 
DOLI> 

0001 

0002 
0003 
000 .. 
0005 
OOOb 
0001· 
0008 

0001 
0002 

00(1') 
000. 

0001 

0002 
0003 

0004 

0005 
C006 

C001 

C006 

C009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
00l? 

0020 
0021 
0022 
C021 
0024 
002'1 
00,0 
d021 
002tl 
002' 
C030 
003·1 
0032 
C013 
0034 

c 
c 
c 
c 
C 

c 
C 
C 

c 

FI"W5 THE LARGEST PRCPLRIICNAL PFR STEP TKUNSArIPtJ fH,,{OK. 

I1-1PLtClT INr::GEROd,REAl("H 
DIt'r~Stf'!·1 xC2{,)OJ 
NCI)::;AP',5( ,;CCll'» 
HCG" I 
un 104::.2.50 
IFIA~>lxcrIHII-NCCI 10,10,5 

5 NCO~AHSIXCOIPII 
HC;].eH 

10 CeNT! 'jUE 
RE TURN 
END 

SUB~OUTI'IE DTCHlA,8,C,IPilTI 

QUADRATIC HIlERPOlATlO'l BV AITKEN'S MetHOD 

COMKON/XI41 POUl I 
COMMON/EIGHTI DT, KSC21, 
Xl -POTlII 
X2-PU Tl21.POT 111 
X-oT 
VO=C 
Vl:llB 
V2=A 
P01·1(*VI-!X-~II*VCI/XI 
P02-CX*V2-lx-X21*vOI/X2 
POI2 o tIX-XI1*P02-!X-X21 0 POII/IX2-XII 
BoC 
A-POI2 
REtURN 
END 

SUHROUTI~~E CnRIl('~f8,CfO.t,F.G' 

IlliIN 

C .. CAlCULHES THb PROPO'lIl)~AL PER STEP TRUNCATION E~RGRS 
C 

C 

IF(E.EQ.O.O' GO Ie 1 
ACO-I A-B+I. S*C-O. S.oIIE 
F=ARSIACOI.G 
GO TO· 2 
F=O.o 
RE TU'H~ 
E~O 

BLOCK OATA 
COMMtJN/F!HJRI Ot-lGt2Q,2t, ufo/IJ,2tt CMECFtZ •• D~T(3,2h 

2 DMTECFC21,oMlGI20,21t OPTHI21, CTCH2" CVI21 
DATA OMECF ,D~ lEcr, C~, DIn, O~lG, D~(l,CPlH, DTeT 11 ee*o .L'I 
END 

C ** STORFS VALUES or Sll'IULATELl vr.YIAP,Lr~ FrH~ lATFK r'lnTrI\;:'; ** 
C 

IMPltCtT INTU;UUhl,QtAllf-l,K) 
CfJIoI"'Qrj/TwC/ IoIG(20)' M(3', 

1 j·QECF, /ro'TG(20), CPTH, 
CfJMMC:OFfVi:1 ~ijI2n'f KK2C;':OI, 

1 1\TI<.2(20) , {{TABS, RTFfel, 
Z KHGni..i, SfECAL, STFECl, 
:3 KG(2C.11, AUZOh '3E(201, 
4 GKG. IV 
CO"'Mr):~/stxJ v("n~, vEeh 
cn"'WJ~IISLVENI eRA, MRT, 

1 1 SAVE t CBTA 
COf'tHr"aELEvt=\'/ GTU:J0r3'.GPUI100t1'. 

1 GClIH1DO,3), (PTHn), ttlt31, 
2GSIUR1H PJO, 31,Gf\M (lOa t 3) ,GX t ( 100 t 31, 
3GSTfCl( lnOt31 t ~.fW".l 

COMfJ\GNY Tf;f L vr: I T ~ f ~L8GT t 
2 ::'LflXlt SUR.I'~rt 
, TG 

IftlGI-I,AF(U.::G.C)) Gf: To zoo 
IfIlPTBI"QUNi.GE.lOOI (;C rc 200 
IFtT.Lt.TG) jf) TG 700 
T8=( f-T::;'*lC 1 

ITB~ln 

IFtl rrj-tPTf\j~dH.'OI 200,700,100 
lOa IPIBI',RU'li"ltH 

G T ( Il [\ , "11' .. , liN' ;::;: f 
GCB Ttl Tt{ ,NRU:II =C!!A 
Gl{L( IT~.'ikutn=RUK1\.;[ 
GXI [Ilufl;RlJN':::~1 

20r: H-lli.JIUiH21.:Q.nl GO TO 30D 
IFllTlfNI\UI-", .. -GT.";:" (;(; T,: 3Qu 
L)L or:. T:::A l!lG 10 (T) 
H(l)AVI::.EW.l) GC TfJ 2')0 
IFHJL(1GT.lT.lnCGn r;e To ,00 

2')0 GLT( !TL('JH.U~~I ,N-lu'\!l=ULOGT 
G"ll=C[,:· fA 
If'lCi..,T.lT.l.CE-5) G~T=1.0f-S 
'Jll<'T t f TL (:';IRlJ!\' ,·'J~ur~ J =AU1GlO {G/o'T I 
ULor, r'GLT II TLI Nku~l. NRU'H +0. II 
I TL t nR,U't';:; 1 Tl t "'iRUf>.;, + 1 

300 IrtIGl.(df-(31.rC.(d (;(1 Tn ~oo 
IFiltAPI'UNI.Gt.l001 GO TC 5[)0 
rriT.Lf.T!I.) Tf) 500 
(JS lUW"/! I Th 'W~UN. f;""RU~ 1.; S fUll I ~; 

MECF t 
C Tel, 
RAbS. 

q. 
KABS, 

G~ 12~ I. 

1·'T« 3) f 
prc: 

RfECAL t 

X [r, 
S.f. t:Cf, 

nEI 20 I, 

Gll( 40, 3} ,CU,Tt4C, 11 , 
lTAl':I, IGRAF(li:I, 

1. 
~TURH;f 



0035 
003b 
0037 
0038 
on39 
0040 
0041 

COOl 

0002-
000) 
1I0Q~ 

OOO~ 

0006 

Ollll.' 
0001 

- OOP" 
0010 
Don 
0012 
oon 
DOlI, 
0015 

0016 
001., 
0011 
0019 
0020 
0021 
OOu 
oon 
01124 
00211 
DOZ. 
0021 
0028 
0029 
OOJO 
Don 
QOIl! 

IOOU 
0034 
oon 
0036 

Don 
00'. 
OOJ9 
0040 
oon 
0042 
0041 
0044 
OOCo' 
004. 
00 • ., 
00 •. ' 
OQCo9 
00'0 
OOt •. 
~Oll/ 
Don 
00'" 
DOSS 
1105. 
0.057 
OO!!II 
00!!9 
0060 
006' 
0012 
00.' 
00..., 
00., 
DOn 
oOU 
0068 
00.9, 
aan 
oon 
OOJ.! 
0011 
001''' 
0'" 00.,. 
GOll 
001'. 
0019 
0080 
0081 

00112 
0081 
OO!!Co 

C 

GSTrCLlITAlN"UNI ~RU\I:STrECL 
ACB~=fSU"'XI-SURI liT 
GDBIJTAf~~UMI.N~UNI·.CD" 
TA=TA+().l"> 
1 T 1\ (11RU~.J. = I T II (:\RLr, H-l 

51)0 Rf TUII.~J 
t~O 

SUBROUTINE GnUT 

C •• PUNCHES tARO INPUT TO THE x-v PLOlTER USING PLaTA SUSPRC' 
C 

IMPqtH INTOOERIIH,REALI~,K' 
COMMllNIlE10 JCOLOR, ItOLOR 
CO~MO~/ElEVEN/ GTfIOO.31.GRUIIOO.3I, GLTC~O.31.GLMT!40. 

1 GenTlloo,3!, IPT6131, IHIl!' IUlllo IGRAFf 
~GSfUMH100,31 ,GBBI100,31,GXI 1100,31. 
3GSTFtLI100,31, NRUN 

COMMON/X III IPOINTIS!, lPOINTI51, HeClORI;I, LeGLORI' 
1 GLTEXPI50,5!, TEXPIIOOIo 
2 GLOEXPIso,sl, OEKPIICOI, 
3 ILPT, \$PT 

GTHPI1DO,51, 
GOHPllOO,51, 

OI"ENSIO~ ISClllll" I $CL21111,ISClllb I, 
IXGRU(\OOI,XGCeTIIOOI,XGXII100I,XGlTI50I,XGLMTI50I, 
2XGS TFlf 100 I,XGSTUN 11001 

1 fORMATI-O"l'l 
2 FORMAT"O'.lZF10,b! 
3 fORMAT"OGCBT" 
4 fl)RMATPOGRU'1 
" fOJlMAlPOGll" 
1 fORMAT('OGlI4T" 
8 FORMATl'oGSTFCl'1 
9 fORHAT POGSTURN'I , 

IGEXI 

DAIA ISCL1"O.O·,'O.l','O.2','O.J','O.4','O.5','O.6·,·O. 
10."'" ,.1.0'1. tSell/'l.5' • -1.1'. '1.9'.' 2.t', '2.3' t' 2. 5·. '2 
i'l.l', , '.1'.' 1.5'/,1 SCL 3/'0.0'.' .005'. t .010'.' .015',' .C2 

IfllGRAFlll,EQ,OI GO TO 1250 
WRITElb.lI 
WRIIElb,21 IfGTIIG,IHI,IG-I,\OOI,IH-I.NRUNI 
WlIlTElb,ll 
IIRITElb,21 IIGCSH IG,IH 1,IG-I,IOOI,IH-I, NRUNI 
WRITEI6,41 
WR ITEI6,ZI II GRUIIG,IHI,IG-I,IOO I,IH-I,NRUN I 
CALL AIMUllbOCI 
tlLL AORIGIO,OI 
C_ll AGRID12 00,70,20,20,SO,50,I,11 
IL'\ 
CO 100 1-110,1110,100 
CALL ILIBII,2S,ISCL111LI,4,2,21 

100 ILoIL" 
Ilel 
DO 200 l.bO,1060,100 
CAlL ALARI110,ftlSCL211LI,4,2,21 

200 ILe'L+l 
VO 400 HA-I,NR~N 
IHC-IPTB IHAI 
DO 100 He-I,IHC 

IfIIHe.lE.11 GO TO 1200 
lOO KGtllflHCI-GC6UHC,HAI 
400 CAll .ALlNEXI200,IO,KGCBT ,IHC,I.16 .. 21 

IL-l 
JCOLOR.Z 
CAll GCOLOR 
PO 5001-60,1060,100 
(ALL A.LA611220,I,ISCLlIILIo",Z,~1 

500 IL-IVI 
DO .,00 HA*I,NRUN 
00600 HC-hIHC 

600 lIGIlUloct·GRUIHC,HU 
JOO ~~~~0=~lNE~1200.\O'XGI\U'IHC'-'01,.11 

CALL GCOLOR 
CUl AStAi U20,bO,O,SOO,O, 1,30 2021 

950 If II SPT.EQ.OI GO TO 1200 
00 1100 !l8-" I $PT 
NPOINT-IPoINlIHIII 
VO 1000 HA-l.NPOINT 
OE.Xp IIIA,-GOEKpIIlA.H81 

1000 TEJlPIHAI-GTEXPIIIA ,HB I 
JtO.LOR.·HCOlORIH81 
CALL GeOl0R 

1100 CAll AlINEITEXP,OEXP,NPOINf,-0.2,-O,Ol.0.1,O.l,21 
lZOO .ICOLOR-. 

CALL GCOLOR 
CAlL AE'I[) 

1250 IfIIGRAfI2,_EQ_OI GO TO 1800 
WIiITEf6.61 
!oIlIfE'b,ll IIGlfllG,llIltlG'l, 40loIH-l.NRUNI 
\<UTEU •• n 
WRIfElt..2' ItGU!lI IG.IHI,IG.I, 4010 IH-I,NRUN I 
CALL· AINIl123001 
CALL. AGIUG'O,O. 
CALL AGRlol.200t150,9,8,200,100. h 11 
CALLA$tAI 8o,140,O,200,.S.l,5,2,21 
CALL AStUUhlIO."OO,O,-hl,5,2,21 
00 1'.00' HAOltNRUN 
II'CnUHAI ... Le.2' GO TO 1400 
IHC-nllHAI-l 
VO UOG He-, .• IIIC 
X.lll JlIIC,=GLtftlJ:,HAI 

1100 XlltHlflltl-GL~TIHC.IIAI 
t.ALL ALiNEI XGl r .• XGlM' ,I HC, -1,5 ,-5.'15,. 2S, 

10_S,lI 
l"OOCONtlNUf; 

IFI U.pfoEQ .• OIGO TO HOD 
00 H,QQ.IIII"ltllPT 



00811 
00810 
00111 

. 0.088 
0.019 
01190 
0091 

0092 
oon 
00'. 
009!! 
00.9/> 
0097 
00911 
00'" 
0100 
01111 
OUIl! 
Ollll 
0104 
01.' 
0106 
01(17 
!ltoll 
0"" oUO 
OUI 
oUZ 0." ou. 
oUIi 
Oil" 
(1111 
011' 
OUII 

oUO 
OUI 
,!'" 
0001 

0002 
11001 
OOO~ 
lIoo, 

0006 
0007 
oooe 
OOQ9 
0010 
001l 
0012 
QOU 
OOU 
0015 
0011> 
COI7 
0018 
0019 
ooaa 
0021 
oou 
0021 
0024 

0001 

0002 
000) 

0004 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0011 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
002" 
0021 

C 

NPO ItU-VOINTlHB I 
DO IfjOOHA-ltNPOfNl 
TE)!"IHU-!;UEXI'IHA ,HB I 

1500 OEXPIHA'~GLO~XPIHA,HBI 
JCOLOR~L~OlORIH8' 
CALL G~DL(1R 

1600 CALL ALINEITEMP,OEKP,NP(1INr.-3.5,-~.75,.25, 
1.5.21 

1100 JCOlOR·I 
CALL GCOlOR 
CALL AE~O 

1800 IFIIGRAFI".EQ.OI GO ro 2100 
WRITEI6.e, 
WR IfE 16,2' 'IGS rfCL IIG,III" IG-I,IOOI,IHol,NRUN I 
WRIHI6,9' 
WRITEI6.Z' IIGSTUR~IIG,IHI,IG·I.IOOI,IH·I.NRU~I 
CALL AINJTllbOOI 
CALL AORIGIO,OI 
CALL AGRIOI200,10,20,20,50.50.1,11 
CALL ASCAI60.60,O,100.O,10.II,2,21 
CALL ASCAII13,2S,100,O,O,I.II.2.2' 
00 2000 HA-l,NRUN 
IFIITAIHA,.LE.2, GO TO 2000 
IHC-ITAIUAj·1 
DO 1900 HC-l.IHC 
XGSTFLIHC/oGSTFCLIHC,HA' 

1900 XGSTUNIHC"GST~RNIHC,HA' 
CALL AlINEXI200,IO,XG~TUN,IHC, •• 01,.I' 
JCOLORo4 
C4LL GCOLOR 
CALL AlINfXI200,IO,KGSTFL,IH,,-.07,.I, 

2000 COI;H "'V. 
JCOLOR·. 
C ALL GCOLCl~ 
CALL Ut;O 

ZloO IFIIG~A'14I,EQ.01 WRITEI6,ZI /lGB8I1G.ltll,lI:;ol. 
110010 IH-I, NRUN I 
CUL GPC'" 
AeJURfj 
(NO 

SUBROUT! ~E GCOLOR 

C •• CHANGES PEN CCLUUR fOR PLOTTING •• 
C 

IMPLICIT INTEGERIHI.REALIN,~I 
COHHONITENI JCOLOR, ICOLOR 
DI'ENS)ON REOls"BLACKI9I,GREENI9I,eLUEI8' 
DATA RED I' CHANGE PEN COLOUR TO REO PLEASE'I, 
IBLAC~/'CHANGE PE~ COLOOR TO BLACK PLEASE'I, 
2GREEN/'CHANGE PE~ COLCOR TO GREEN PLEASE'I, 
38LUE/'CHANGE PEN CCLOUR TO BLUE PLEASE'I 

GO TO 1100,200,300,4001. JCOLOR 
GO TO 500 

100 IfIICOLOK.EQ,11 GC TO 500 
CALL A'VPEIBLAtK,33, 
ICOLOR"1 
GO TO 500 

200 IFIICOLOP.EQ.2, GO ro 500 
CALL AfVPEIRED,31, 
ICOlOR"Z 
GO TO 500 

300 IfIICCLOR.EQ.l' GO TO 500 
CALL ATVPEIGREEN,331 
ICOLOR'3 
GO TO 500 

400 IFIICOLOR.EO.41 GO TO 500 
C4LL ATVPEIBLUE,321 
ICOLORoI, 

500 ReTURN 
END 

SUBROUTI'IE GPCH 

•• PUNCHES PLOTTEn VARIABLES 0' TO CARDS •• 

I~PlICIT INTEGERIHI,REUIH,KI 
CO,~HON/HE VE'" GTC 100,3 I, GI<UIIOO, 31, ell 140, 3' ,GlM T 14 0, ~), 

I GC~TIIOO.3I, IPfBI3I. ITLDI, ITAI3I, IGRMII,,), 
ZGSTURNIIOO .3I,GBBIlOO,ll.G'11100, 3 I. 
lGSTFCLIIOO,31, NRUN 

10 FORMAT! bllOI 
20 FORMATlbCI2,o' 

00 100 HA:I,NRUN 
IHC'IPTBIHAI 
tEIIHC.LT.21 GO TO 80 
NTVPE·I 
wPlTEI1,lOI NT~PE.IHC.HA 
oR !flo! 1.201 II CCO TIl G oIHI ,I Got,lHC I,IH'H •• HA I 
WRITEI1,2QI IIGRUIIGtlHloIC'loIHCI, IH=H',HAI 

80 NTVPE;:f2 
IHC'ITLIIIA,-1 
1Ft IUG.LT.2t r,C TO 90 
WRI TEP, 101 NTVPC,IHC,HA 
WRIHI1,201 IIGLTlIGoIllI,IG=l,IHCI, IHoM.,HAI 
WRITEI1,201 IIGLHTIIG.IHI.IG.I,IIICIo II;.~A,HA' 

90 NTYPE=3 
IHC-' TAIHAI-I 
IFIIHC.LT.21 GC TO 100 
WRITEI1.IOI ~HPE.1HC,HA 
WR HE 11,20 1 IIGS TFeLlIG ,Iii It IG'I, IHC I, IH'HA,HA I 
WRIT En. 20 I 'IGS fLRNllG,lHl,1 Gol. IHC I, I H·HA.I<~ I 

100 CONTlrlUE 
qE TURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
C 
G 
r 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
( 

C 

0001 

0002 
0003 

0004 
COOS 
0006 
0001 
0008 
0009 
oOtO 
0011 
0012 
0013 
OOI~ 
0015 
0016 
0011 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
002~ 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0018 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
003~ 
0035 
00.36 
0031 
0038 

SUURUUT!·.e 
c 
c .* ,E~~D5 IN f)'J("JJ.5 Hi ~E PLOTTeD W.1TH THE CALCUlATl:1l Pl l'iTS ** 
C 

IM?llCIT INTEGHIIl),HLAlIV"KI 
Cn.,"Hj\J/-X11/ IPOINTt51. lPCINl(SJ, iiCCLCH:C51. u:r-lrQt5., 

I GlTEXPI5C,51o TURIIO?I. GIHPIIOO,'I, 
2 GlOEXP!50.,!, reXPlIml. GOEXPIIOO.51. luUPL, 
3 IlPT, [SPT 

1 FURMAfBHOtl EIC. 31 
2 FflRMATIIOE:1.'3' 
3 Fb~MAT('Of.l~~10a3) 

JGExpn-o 
100 REIDIS.II Npnl~T.NIVPE.NCrLCR.G5CllE 

IF~NPOtNT.LT.2:) GC' TO 100 
~R~T[(b.~) G5CAlE 
IFIGSc4lE.EOdl r,SC~lc-\'O 
JF(rJTVPE.GT.0) GO Tn 300 
ISPI-ISPT<.1 
IPOI~JI!~pTI.NpnINT 
HCClO~11 SPJj-NCOlOk 
DO 2CO __ H-=,I,l'WCINT 
ll.EAOI5.2, rI~l',EXPC 
GJEXP(It.1 SPTI=.TlHE 

200 GOE(P{H-.ISPH:EXil.fJ*SCAlF 
GO, TU bO!') 

300 IlPJ=llPHI 
Gl.:. SCAL=AUlG 1 D t GSCh.Lf , 
LCPlIlR11 LPT I=NCOlCA 
H-t 
00 4QO Ht\=l.r,PClt;;T 
~EAD('i.2! T1rE,EXPC 
IFCEXPD*GSC4lE.LT.l.·O~-5J GU TO 400 
IFIT!~E.LT.O.D021 0.0 TO 400 
"~I1016 ,lIll ~E, EXPO 
~LTEXpIH,llPTI·AlCGIOITIMEI 
GLOE XP III, IlPTI =AlOGIO iE XPOI.Cl SC Il 
h-=H,.l 

400 CONfll\iUE 
lPOINli IlPTI=H-l 

bOO JGFXPO=jGExPt~) 
!EIJGEIPn.lr.!GEIPOI GO TO leo 

10e RETU"~ 
END 

<>4'\" SV'-f';il !lJe TJIl"Ji,rIY ffll fHI:: 
~'\l(tUI ~j~T~llJtIS!1 

I'I';lcr,TF~) 4 C~LCOl!\T1{; I lo'HEKMlDfl\TE- lH LtTTlF Oil :i:) 
p'iYSrl)LrGI(.I\L MFt.'HA'G 

Type -:::: 11 r·UI1.4Tf::' THI\T THE PAR.fO·\lTEl1 IS DEFf~a::o IN THf 
I'L\TH[I.;!\IIC,\l ~'IL'f)E:L. 

(' t\;DrC4H~ 11'11\1 TI1E PflQfd.;fTf:~ fS DEFt~:rD flNlY 1\1 fHF 
C'.-ilJpUP->{ f);"·.W;~I\M"IEIJ SflLUT leVi Or TI1'-= M(1(JEl. 

Ij IH,jh~,y,'t~'" t;r,!,Ttl,). ·l,ll .. ·lOWS rR I41PlIEO "lOWS ~E~ITr('i\i'") 
i)'JjDIPfCTJ(\'HL, 'jnT ~ET FlOr.S. 

Tin:; ':Y-'lP1L 
I\·"d '1 Pr:f1j~' 1'-' 

~Y:'\~"~Lt ,;'!-,~ \y TVj~\..t 

li:, TI\ .. 

" 
,. 

nfl", 

" 
* ," 

CP~AQy f\lCllJDfS WilY THe SYi";lOl$ USED H~ Ttjf:
;)UR::;nUT P1E Ar,S'1iH, 

0-

0 

*1 .-
• 
"I 

MOOEl 
S Y,.-nUl 
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c "'r:.TST 
( · S l'*C II) 
CI-
(39 

CV 
• 

1 ~ljl\,i'l 
C 2,!: rH,~ 

t.:Jf",' 
r. , 

4f'[ "1/" j 
( " I "I {,,', 

!,", 

C • 
'1/1 

'I I,?' 
:: ?* 
::3* , !" ~ 

C l*(,'!l 'f ~ , ' ) 

: ) ~~ I 
C 1* 1"~, T 
C • 
C J *D 4T -C I ;,1.'1 

n:".TI:C t--": 
:: "*'t l iT. '" 
r: · C l*ll'"T:, 

C • 
" *f»lT , ' 
C * : 1 *lH'T;i 
f.2* 
C?* PPTd 

1'('r:T 
C27 , 
Cl*rlTC T 
C2* 'JTr r 
~, 3 '" 1)1':, r 
L " C flI'T'1.: X 

:: 1 *I;V 
C,2* 'Pj 

lv 1<1 

:tl[!v; 

l · C 
r · 

1* 
:2* 

C · I ", 
r , 

C A 

r: ~ *!{C '1 
C'O!< 'k .. 
C'h'< lie" 
C",Lt· Hr,; 

1 
1 

'*1 

r ..,..), ~ I 

'* t 2 J 

'In 

",\, J 

"1.'1 

"( 

I 1) 

/,'\ 

" " 
I~,"cl <, · · · · ., , 
·1rP·, 

*f'6 
nIt, · · 
>liP" 

* 
;, 

""H ~ · .' 
< · *"t':'!. 
• 

'" f' ,~. 

~f'c;:. 

r.-t", 

, , 
* • " 

* " 

· , o):l-J" · , 
4i L ,< 

* ," 

· · 
• " *oJ'I' 

• ,"~ 

h!'''' · " 
" 

il"r 

"'"I' .... 

",p'" 

"p ~.;-

" * · " 
;, " » '" 

* " 

" " 
>'<1''', 

* • 
" 

, 

'C!)'ICF'HRATl!JN nF CA IN PtASliA 
* «.::ePA 

*CIYJC~ ;JF PAKATHCRi'o!nijE .II" flLASI<A 
• 
""C .. H)Cl~ OF CI\LCITUNI:'j IN tllASMA 

*cnNCF'JPHT](':N OF VITAMlu fJ 
• ACT! VI TV I~ PLASN~. ASSUMED TO 
* ~l.t: I"j T-H!:: fORM OF 2')-HYOROXV
• C40LfCALClfE"Ol 

'" * 
• • 
~CALCULhTION INTFRMflJIATf FnR FULf~-. 
• hACL~U~I~ I~TEGRATlnNS '" • 
"'SFE PAM 
• .-
J'(t:~CR;Ef.'I:·'iTS OF i~ fOR HHbRAl Of 
• CAtCUlATeD F>lOM PP,DICTOR A~W 
• cnR<rCTIH EQUATlO'lS 

• 
~JI~C~e~E~TS OF MECF FO~ INTERV~l or • 
• CALC HO,: ""EDICTCR AND CORR(Cn" • 
• fau'JS • 
'I~C.E~FNTS OF ~G FD" '~TE.VAL aT 
• tAtCUlAT~~ fROM PNEDICTDk INO • 

CORArCTDR EOUAT!ON~ 

.I~C~F.~~T~ OF NT FON I~TE~VAt OT 
• C~tt FRO· PREDICTOR AND CnARFCTOK • * r t)U~J:. 
• 
"I "Je Rf'r·.jf:'iJT S 
It CALC f"O;"'
*F ... UNS 

• • 
OF ~TFCF fOP INT~RVAL DT
P~EDJCTOR A~D crl~RFCTOR • 

UF HTG fUR INTtRVl1 nT 
PREPICT0" AND CORRECTOR • 

• 

~F CPTH FOR INTERVAL OT 
PREO{CTDR AN~ GORRtCTOk .. 

* *T1MF !'!CRt:~[NT Fro.! PHEGRATlON 
h '; T'FPS 

• *' 'IC~E"ENT;, OF eTO FllA INHRV/,L DT 
* C~LC FROM PREDICTnR A~D cn~RFCTOM 
.. EfJUi'IS · "~.Xlru~ VALUE TH~T GT ~4V Tilt 
* . 

• 

Uf V fOR f~ITfRVAl I;T 
PRED1CTf'~ A~U COR,RFCTOl{ .. 

.-• • 
nv WHIC" n IS ~ULTlPtl[D IiR* 

Tn INCREASF OR DECREASE OT" 

· ~q[~IP~11CAlS Of ~EA~ TRAtJSfT TIMES 
* FeR GUT COMPS 
• 
*1 

• 

• • 
* 

'1"C'ITlFVI'!G NU~,8FR (JE THE 
• 

uUA~n I Tv * 
• FqO~ wHICH THE MAX IMU,", 

',!AG'lITUDF IN THI' A.PAV xU, WAS 
'* [blC 
*" I-1CIl 

• 1 * 2 

* 
? r p ~ 

f; TD ,4 

q rn 2R 
2') fO 4" 

4" 
.I)() 

IS FOLLOwS 
KECf 
"TfCF 
VI 11 TJ ~!31 
~T(l) TO HTI3) 
'we" 1 TO t1G( 2{} I 

" nce II Tn '.jJGI201 
CTCT 
cprH 

*I~HHJ lxI, THE P~EllICTfO MAS"' 
* 1'!C~r-MFNr:; ARE CALC • .,HEH 1"'2, 

· • 

* THE I.CRRLCTEU ~ASS INCREt-\f~TS ARE .. 
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G 1*1/, 
C ?..,~ 1 \ 
r: 3~ I! 
C • 
C 1* 11' 
C 2* I J 
;; 
( /;". 1-': 

'* ,~ 

"r: 'll , *1 C'.' 
G 1~'" tr~" 
C 2'" t ~(I 
r 1* I (.0 

n f'; t:::> *1)1<: 

c • 
*11; 

( . 
C *1,;'::..,0 I '" "p* 
c * *- i,:. 

C .1'JIJ~ •• 

c * 
r. *lp!lr * 4' 

* • " 
C l*I.c;,.,V~ hP* 
C?* t~\~L • * • 
[36 IS~V( • * * 
C4C I~~V= 0 • 
C':i* 15,\yl. -~ 

C * * * 
~ ~IS~'; *1101 *p* 
~ • ~ * 
Cl*lS C (, '~lT'lll *p~, 

r: t' *' I ') L~; ... >!-

C 3* 1 <:.' -; ~ 

:::~~I~l-:'lT *t'.: 
C?* 15-"!; ~ *' ,,< 

• 
nscT 

[ * 
*lw 

[ * 
Glory 
'0* IY 
[ * 
[ *11 
r • 

ClOJ"," 

'" .' 
[;?t< j:}~AF J/.l 

C * 
°Jl 

* C *K ~lh,!OI 

C * 
C *K *1,1 
C *K *2,1 
C • 

*K *2tL 
[ . 
C *K *,:.3 
[ * 
I.: *1\ >;2.4 

[ * 
*K 

[ * 
[ *r, 
[ . 
[ OK 
[ .. 
C *K 
[ . 
C *K 
C 0 

C n 
C * 
C *, 
C * 
C *K 
[ * 
C *K 
[ * 
C *K 
C • 
C OK 
C • 
C 0" 
[ * 
[ *K 
C • 

• 
~ 

[ OK 

C * 
C ,; 

t<:,,! 
• 
'H,2 ~ 

" *J,) 

-'<I, f L 

" *t. f.3 

• • 
*p.;c 

* < 

• CALC • • 
OTHE VALUE IT WHICH THE INTEGRATION 

STEP COU~TER. J, STARTS. NORMAllV • 
'1 o. 

o • 
o MAXIMUM ~UMBER OF INTEGRATION • 

STEPS ALL~WED IASSUMING II-II • 
• o _ 

• 
OSEE "ELI]. 
Ol'lDlCITORS IS TO wHICH UUANTlTlES • 
• 1'1 THE MODH THAT VALUES OF X[O> 
• IRE TO BE [ILC FOR • 
o • 
*SURSCRIPT FOR WRTI~ 
• 
<If O. S!JP~OUTlN[ Gfxpn IS,CALUD 

, .. 
*-• .. 
o 
"IF ISAVE-O SU010UTI~E GSAV! SAVES 

VALUES OF ILQG101SAECFI IT • 
UEGIJLAR J[ME IIHFRVILS, I" lSAVE=I" 
GSAVE SAVES hL(l(11iJ{ SAfCF I WHf\JEVER'" 
[ALL ED 

• 
.SEE ~CLnw * 
• • 
'OR' ["AL NUMBERS OF GUT COMPS • 
• rrrlt~E~ ~H1CH THE COMPS HAVE .. 
* \~UFFRICALLV JUE~TrCAL CO~ISTA;.TS .. 

-'IF O. 'Hl FU~TliER HtJ~S IRE EXECUTED,_ 
- IF 1. MOKE INPUT IS REID AND • 
o'J<~\lI)THER RIJ~ SEGur .. ! *' 

*SIJASCRIPT 
• 
<NuMBER OF COMPA.TMF~T5 USEr TO 
* RfPRES!:NT GUT (tV.LT.2U 
• 
'SUP SC R I PT .. 

• • • • 
*"'-4 • 

*JlWICATES WHETHER SUBROUTINE GSAVl .. 
• IS TO or [ALLED • 

• • • 
• .. 
• • .. 
• .. 
• .. 
• • .. .. 
• .. .. 
o 

• • 
o .. 
o 

.. 
• 

• .. 
• • .. 
• 
• • .. 
• .. 
• • .. 
• • • .. 
• 
• • • • .. 
• .. .. .. .. 
• • .. 
• .. .. .. 
• • • • • • • .. 
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c > 
C *0: 
C • 
C 'KC 
C > 
r bt\C 
C • 
C *.KC 
C * 
(. *K(, 
C • 
C 1 ¢Kr, 
c;.? (>- K,~ 

r: -, '" K'" 

:: l~rJ, 
':.2(1 r::. 
C • 

"", I 1 

*'t.~ 

" " * *_"20. n 

* * *M*' 

* " · , • • 
> • 
> • 

* • 
*kr. *1.3 Tn *h~ 

K:; 
C 3« J<,':; 

• 
l'r'?':0. * (: 

•• . . 
"l,t~ fr otIM* 
J/.?:"" I. (I: ~ 

( . 
Cl'H('j 
C i *"K::' 

C * 
c: i qt." 

C2* ~G 
C • 
C ~KG wl t l Tn 
C2* KG *20 t T 
C • 
CtoKS (2. 
(2* KS 
C3* y. 5. 
C4+ KS 
C:'. KS 
CM K5 
C • 
C *r..1FP;n >; 

c • 
C *L 
C • 
C *LT 
C * 

c • 

c * 
C *~·H", f 
C • 
Cl*~~tF 
C2* ~lE:C~ 

C * 
C e1AG 

C * 
C *w.; 
C * 
C 1 *:-,:; 
C2* "1(, 
C *HP'~'JT 

*' 1 T 1 

• 

*UJI 

· " o ,.. 

* • 
*'·t* 
* ~ 
* • 
* 

* " * * C 'I' * ~, 

Cl*~Mf~ o~~ 

C 2* fI~·H.; 

C " 
C *'Ar tlLq 
c • 
Cl*rT .;: 1 f"1 -\ 

r. 2* '-\ T *' >!'" 

C * * * 
C h,HESF *1/,1. 

C2* HfFCf * 
C • ~ * 

*iJ'l~ '<t?:1) 

*1 
• 
>SEE 8ElllW 
• 
*F I.KST ORDER RATE CONSTANT 
• 
.FIRST DRum CONS TANT 

>F TRSJ flROER RATE CONSUNT 
• 
>FHH O.R.O[R RAH CONSTANT 
» 
• FIRST ORUFR "lATE CONSTAfJT 
> 
oFIRST OROCR RATE CONSTANT 

• 
'FIRST ORDER RATE CONSTANT FOR THE 
o FLOW OF CA FRO~ THE HOST SLOWLY 
• EXCHANG I ilG COMi> TO BON!; 

" 

* • • 
:1(1.2 

:IK,,1 
~J(~ 

:K~ 
:K, ... 
:1( .. ,3 

: ASac:c: 

ORATE OF FLOW OF CA FROM NON- • 
• EXCHANGING BONE TO THE MOST SLOWLV' 
* EXCHANGl~G caMP * 
• 
'SEE BELOW 
o 
• FRACTI0N OF FLUID INFLOW TO AN 
• INTFSTINAL COMP FRO~ THE 
• PRECEDING INTESTINAL COMP WHICH 

• 

IS ARSURRED INTO HIE PLASMA FROI< 
THAT COMP 

'~AH OF flUID FlOW OUT OF DriE 
• GUT CaMP TO THE NEH 

• • • 
: "'vI, • 

" " • 
:"'111" 
:1\., ... , 
* 

• 0 
ORATi'S OF HUIO CFl(l~WpSHOM PLASMA TO". 1t",,1 
" INDIVIDlJhL GUT n 

• • 
*tf1~·IS 1 MHS · . 
'cn'~s TANTS 

o 

" ·CONSTANTS 

• 
:'I"'fI" 
"~t. 

o 
*COF.FFICIE'lfS OF THe PREOICTOR- • 
• cnRRECTOR EXPRESStnNS. ImE" KSIII • 
• =2 A~D K5121=O, THE PREDICTED MASS" 

INCREHENTS ARE CALC, WHn KS!II= 0 
KSI21'D.S.THE CORRECTED MASS 0 

• 1 NCRFME'lT, ARc CALC • 
> • 
ORATE OF ORAL INGEST!t1N OF FLUID : Itvl 
0-

" . 
"SlI%C'<IPT DE T! 
• 
'SEE B[LO" 
• • 
:Q~:~~~~6i~GlJ~I~~ ~~F T~~A~M~OMPS : lot, 
o CONT'I~I~G COMP 

0-

• 
0QUINfITY OF CA IN THE PLASMA 
• [UNTftrNI~G COMP 
• 
*~':E f\ELOW 
o 
"QUANTITY OF CA IN THf STOMACH 

.Q\J~'lTlr!!'S OF CA III THE !~DIVIDUAL 
".INTESTINAL tOHPS .-
" Of HE MPH _UM ALLO,jED VALUE FOR 
* Mh~SFS ,. 1.0£-1~1 

• 
*SCE ~fLnw 
o 
.Ql,A~T IT I ~s OF T.AGEK CA 
* C'IRRESPflNlJING Tn TilE M-S 

• 
" • • • :Mi 

* • 
.QUA~TI rv ilE TR~CE~ CA CORRESP('~Dlr'G'M1 
* TO ~tCF • 
o • 
.SEE flELOw 
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;..,Tl. 
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C,l *;1 Tf; ~'2 P *NP 
(;2* In:"; (l 1:1_ (c 

C • * * Cl*QC'l *P'*l 
::2* Ntl,1 • ,. 
C 3* ,\1::::0 • " 
C4" :-l:'U 
C • • · -*~:~Kr::::J!j • , • * • · *PCPTH *'(2' .p. 

• ~ * t,! 

*pl) r t(;: • · " • • , 
*POT -I *P*i, 

• • * *'PDT "2- *P_ 

• • ,~ 

*PI', * f~·,;' I epo:-

• · * 
*Pt'AEL.f" vI:: I *p~, · · C *PI-lG *' (20, 2 ~ *p* 

c • * <-
C .*PMT *4-l,n *P~ 

c • • <-
[ *p-I-', f(, *(2J,:n '*P';" 

C • • • 
c *PI~rG,) *fn .-. 
[ • • ,. 
ClollPRH;hl " 'P' 
C2' p~ TFR~~' • • 
C .. · • * 
CI.o:P~flH·~ · .p. 
e2* PQ. fURN* • · C • " " *PTF"CL • >ltp*. 
[ • * • · [ 'PV *( 2) ;(fPJ!c; 

C • • · Cl*Hn, *t:,* 
C2' R/.!1S- • " C • • " Cl'RFfCAl • *111-
cz* RFCChl* • , 

e * , • -C 1 *Rf8kl~ *),>,.0:, 
C2* " • • 
0' * " -c • " * 
C *FiG '*(2!)1 · Cl*RQ *l *M*, 
e2- l{":; · · c • • • 
CIO:K:J *2 T,l 20 *M*' 
0- HG * • C * • * 
Cl*RI~F " C2- R INr * 
c • 
Cl-~ IHEX * C2*RINTCJ: · C • • 0 * C *I\K2 *(20) * C • • • 
[ 1*;;>10:,2 ";:. T~ 20 *IH' 
C 2' R~.2 * • • 
C • .. • ~ 
C *Q,~" :?-I'",;'-') *,\;*. 
C • * " C * 

, 
* C *RKf-S 

C • QRU 
C · :~;H:S " C · " • Cll1:1.!\f4!"-S *,,',\0' 

C2_ R T 40 S • · C • '" • 
C1*,{fhEX -:.p* 
U* ,{HlfX · · U> ~TfH:;( • .. * 
C 4* fHlIF)( • • c • • * 
Cl*HFfCL ., *1<* 
(2* t\TfECL* · " C > · • Cl*RTFIJFI.'1 * *I-',? 

r,2' .q TFd;Hl4 • • 
C :_* • * 
Cl*RTl'lf" • *t~* 
C2_ r\ Tf ·"!F • • • 
C • · · C 1 *R Tf"H)( , *r·:'" 
C2' ~TI'ITX* 

• 
*!)U~'lT lTV 
• STOMACH • 
.')I)ArI1'ITIH qF TRACER CA 
• COKRE$pQ1<D.INCi TO nil' MG'S 

• 
*THE MAkl"UIl !'J\4CTI.ONAL TRUNCAHON 
• EQRn'< FOR AN iNTEG,ATION STEP, .. 
• I.E. THE MAklMUM ~AGNIIUQEIN'HE • 
>'J ARRAV ~co -. 
• .-
* OShVEO VALOES OF CPTH 

• 
.SEE ~flnw 

* .MOST RECE~T PRFVIDUS VALUt OF or 
• 
'SECO'lD MOST RECENT VALUE OF DT 
• 
'SAVED VAlUES OF M 

• 
>S~VEO VUUES OF MECF 

• 
*S4V£D VUUES OF MG 

• 
'SAVEQ VALUES [IF MT 

• 
'5.V ED VALUES OF MTG 

• .. 
• .. 
• 

• .. 
'0 

• • • 
~ . 
o • 
'VALUE 0F RTFORM AT PREVIOUS • 
• INTEGRATION STEP • 
• 
*VhLUE OF RTURIN AT THE PREVIOUS • 
• INTFGI<ATION STEP 
• 
'PREVluUS VALuE OF kTFECL 

• 
-SAVED VALUES OF V 
• 

• • .. 
• .. 

.TOTAL ~ATE OF flOW Of CA FROM ALL -; . 
:lte 

T~E:, It, 

* GUTCOMPS TO PLAS~,A .. 
'RATt OF nCRETlO~ OF CALC IUM 1 ~ 
• FAECES IDRAL'ENDOGENOUS' 

• 
_:p ~~~T ~,~ ~l ~~~w cg~p C;o f~g:_~~~H:~~ ~~~ : "ace 
*' H-O'4F * · .. oSEE CELOW 
'RATE OF FLOW 
• STOMACH .. 

OF CA FROM PLASMA TO 

'RATE Of FLOW OF CI FROM PLASMA TO 
o INDIVIDUAL INTESTINAL COMPS 

• 
ORATE UF I,TRAYASeULAR i'lFU510N 
'oF CALCIUM 
• 
.HOTAL RAHOF FLO. uF CA FROM THE 
• PLAS"A INTO ALLGLJT COMPS 

•. StE RELOW 
• 
"ATE OF FLOW OF CA FROM INDIVIDUAL 
• GUT COMPS TO PLAS~A 
• 
'RATES OF CA FLOW eORRESpg~DING TO 
* 1((·5 

• 
ORATE .OF FLOW OF CAFROM NO'I-
• dCHANGlll(; BONE Tn THE PLASMA CA 
• CONTA1N1 JJG tOMP 

.. : It,,, 
• 
~. "'.1 
• 
: Ifinf 
'" ~~ .. 
• .. 
~'\t 
'Ii :" .... 
• : It_ 
.. 

• • 
>FLOW OF TRACER CA .coRRESPONDING TO ,*' If ... 
• R'RS .. 
• • 
ORATE DE LOSS OF TRACER CA FROM THE 0 

• ,,[15T SLOwLV EXCI1ANGI"G CO~,P Tu 0 
• NON-EKotA'lGING BONE. IS URO I~ 
• THE ~OoEL 
• 
:6.R:I\TF Of FLOw nF TRACFR f.A 
• COR~"SPONDING 10 PFECAL 
• 
• ~ATE OF 1RACER tA FLOW 
.. CORRf5POt40ING TO RFORM 

• 
ORITE GF I~T"IVENOU~ INFUSIO~ OF 
• TRACER CA 
• 
.TOTAL RITt ~F FLOW OF CA FROM 
* PLAS~A TU ALL GUT COMPS 

.. .. 
:r4 
• 
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Cl"TI *l 
C2* TI 
u· TI 

T I 
TT 

Co' T! 
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C2* TL<c 
C • * C HG 
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:2* T J 
0' T J 
C • 
C *lJ • 1 
C • • 
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C < * "V *1 

• * CI*Y *, T. , 
C2' Y 
C • , *VF 
C • 
CI_VECF 
C2* VECF 

b 

<0 

* • 
.po 
* • 
* ..:.' 
.I'*". 
* , 
> • 
op. 

• * 
• * · . · . 
*P*. 
* • 
* • · . 
• * "* f" 

• * or_ 
" * · " • • · " " * 
" " >P' 

" • 
• * · . " . · " · . ~qi,~ 

• * OHO 

• • 
> • 

• • • • 
*(I-\* 

" " 

• 
*UAT~ OF FLOW OF CA Tl!ACEl!FROM 
'" INDIV10UAl"UT COMPSTO.PlAS14. 
• 
*RATfDF.EXCREJ 1{I"l Of CA lllTHE 
"UR 'NE 

* >SPlClfIC ACnVITV Of JRACERCA I~ 
'1M- PLASJ-iA 

• 
" >TOTAL C. 1'1· ALL THE HOHuGENEOUS 
... tOMPS Of TilE MoDEL 

* 

.. 
• .. 
="-.. .. 
.. 
• .. 

*TOTALQUA'HlTV Of TRACER CA IN THE' 
'COMPS OF· THE MODEL' PLUS mTAl • 
* EXCRETlO'; OF TRACER CA SINCE TaO 

" -'QUANTITY Of CA EXCRfHO IN THE • 
• fAECES SINCE reO • 
• • 
<SEE DElO. 

• • 
*TOTALS OF CA AfiSDRBED FROM EACH GUT> 
Il! COMI' ,SINCE rIOt;). * 
" . 
*NET CHANGE SINCt: T=1i DF tHE '* 
• QUANTITY OF SOOILY CA OUTSIDE 
• THE HOMMOGENEDDS POOL S 
• • 
,. TOTAL UUAlITITYOF TRACER CA LOST ., 
" FROM MOST SLOWLY EXCHANGING COMP " 
" Tn NO~.E;(C.HAi<G!NG BOtH, S!~CE T:O 

" HOTAL ~~ANTITV OF TRACER CA WIIICH " 
,. ENTERED NON-EXCHANGING 80NE SINce" 
* T·O • 
>roTAl LOSS OF TRACE" CA 
• HOMOGENEOUS CaMPS 
• txtHANGING80,lE.VIA 
• RFO~M 

FROM mE 
TO 'ION
THE FLOW 

• .. 
• .. .. 
> 

> " 
"TOTAL QUANT IT·Y OF TRAceR CA 
• EXCRETED SI~CET.O PLUS THAT • 
• R[~AINING IN THE COMPARTMENTS " 
• • 
*OUA',T ITY OF TRACER CA EXCRETED IN " 
• THE UR INC SINCE T:O. 

• 
-DUM,T I TV OF CA INGFSHD Q.{AlL V 
* SP~C[ T=O. 
> 
>TOTAL CA TRACER INGESTED ORALLY 
* SJ!~Cf T=O 

• 
>QUANTITY OF CA EXCRFTED IN THE 
• URINE SI~CE T-O. 
• 
HI"E ELAPSED SI"lCE START Of 
• S I;'UlA flON • 
>THE E.ACTIONAL PORTIO~ OF THE 
• VAEue OF T 

• 11M" AFTER wHICH THE 
PATTCRN OF' OPAL CA 

.. 
• .. .. 
• 

.. .. .. 

.. 
• .. 
• 

MIO FLUID INTAKIC ~;JTHIN EACH DAY> 
CHA%ES FROM THE FIRST 1 VALUES • 
OF EACH OF VI A~D IKFOOO TO THE " 

• • 
SEcr,~n 1 

'''ARRAV cnNT.INI~G TITLE TO BE 
* ?RIIHED ml OUTPUT 
• 
:TIME AT kHICHGRA.PH 1 IS TO 6EGI~ 

*SEE "f:LOW 
• 
*SUCCESSIVE f~ACT'O~S OF 4 DAY AT 
• WIIICH ORAL I~TAns ARE TO BE 
• CHA~GED 

*,.1. 
• 
*SFF fif:lO~ 

> 
'VOLU"E OF STOMACH 

• 
'VOLUMFS OE INTESTI~AL COMPS 

.• 
>APPARENT VOLUME OF PLASMA 
> CONTAI~INr, COMP 

.. 

J~ 
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-SUCCESSIVE TIMES 
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AT WHICH PRI"" Oil'" .. 
• 
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• PER STEP TRUNCHIO~' ERRORS 
• 
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• PROPDRHo'J.AL TRUNCATION ERROR, 

• • • • • .. 
• NCO, ABOVE WtllCH aT IS DECREASED • .. 

VALUE QF NCO BELOW WHICH OT IS • 
INCREASEO .. 

• • 
.WEIGHTING FACTOR IN CALCULATION OF • 
• "AXI~,U~ "~OPORTIONAl TRUNCATION 
• ERROl{ • · .. .RATE OF ORAL INGESTION Of CA .. 1\ .. .. 
'RATE OF ORAL I~GESTlO'" OF TUCER CA •. ifi 
• • 
.TWO SETS OF , VALUES Of KIFoon pe~ • 
• DAY· • 
• • 
*1)lITIAl VAlues OF ~G.. ASSIGNEO. 
* ACCORDI"'G TO lSEG • 
- .. 
-INITIAL VALUES OF MG .. 
• .. 
.INITIAl VAlues OF tlTG'S .. 
• 
-INITIAl VALUES OF RG 

• 
'''INITIAL VALUES OF V'S 
• .. 
*TWO SETS OF VAlU.ES !,OR XI PER. 
.. DAV • • • 
.SEE PElOW .. 
-• SUCCESS IVE 

• 
VALUES OF UT ~ITHIN • 

• EACH DAY .. 
*IN! TI Al VALUES OF M'S .. 
*-

• • .. 
• • 

c* ~ 0* • 
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computerized X-Y Plotting of CAMET Output. 

In addition to the subroutines listed above which 

are concerned with the plotting of tiLe results of simulat
( 

ions, the module PLOTAA must also be used with Cp~lET 

in order to obtain card input for the X-Y plotting system. 

PLQTAA is a standard module used at the University of 

Canterbury Computer Centre for preparing card output from 

the 360/44 computer which is then used as input to a 
, 

1620/7 X-Y plotting system. Any of the three different 

plots described in section 4.9 can be obtained. The 

necessary input instructions are·given in the next section. 

Form and Order of Data Input for CAlVlET. 

The following order of data input corresponds 

to the listing of CAMET given above. 

Card. Columns. Model Programme Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

Point 

1 1 - 72 TITLE Any valid 
alphameric 

Title 

characters 

2 1 - 7 TI(l) Floating Time at which 
the first 
pattern of 
oral inputs 
is changed 
to the 
second. 

3 1 - 7 VI VECF (I 



Card Columns Model 
Symbol 

4 1 - 7 Ml 

" 8 -14 M2 

II 15-21 M3 

" 22-28 M4 

* 5 1 - 7 M2 

* \I 8 -14 M3 

* .. 15-21 M4 

* II 22-28 Ml 

6 1 - 7 

8 -14 

15-21 

22-28 

29-35 

36-42 

Programme 
Symbol 

ZMECF 

ZM (1) 

ZM (3) 

ZM (4) 

ZMT (1) 

ZMT(2) 

ZMT (3) 

ZMTECF 

TJ(l) 

TJ(2) 

TJ(3) 

TJ (4) 

Tj(5) 

TJ(6) 

Fixed or 
Floating 
Point 

Floating 

II 

II 

,11 

\I 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

11 

11 

1\ 

.ib::; 

Description 

Initial quantities 

of calcium in 

compartments 1 to 

4. Initial 

quantities of 

calcium tracer in 

compartments 

1 to 4. 

Times during the 

day (as fractions 

of a day) at which 

changes in oral 

inputs are to 

occur. (Not more 

than 6 values of 

TJ may be specif-

ied). At fraction 

of a day TJ (1) i 

YIT(l), XKFOOD(LT, 

1) and YI(LT,l) 

change to YIT(2) , 

XKFOOD (LT,2) and 

YI (LT ,2), and so 

on for TJ(2) etc., 

up'to TJ(6). 



Card Columns 

7 1 ...; 7 

II 8 -14 

II 15-21 

8 1 - 7 

II 8 -14. 

9 l' 

9 2 

Model 
Symbol 

Cp 

Cc 

Ch . cc 

R. f 1.n 

* R. 1.ng 

Programme 
Symbol 

CPTH 

CTCT 

CVD 

RINF 

RTINF 

IGRAF (1) 

IGRAF (2) 

Fixed or 
Floating 
Point 

Floating 

II 

II 

Floating 

Floating 

Fixed 

Fixed 

170 

Description 

Ini al plasma 

concentration of 

parathormo~eq 

Ini al plasma 

concentration of 

calcitonin. 

Plasma concentrat-

ion of 25-hydroxy-

cholecalciferol. 

If 1, card output 

for the plotting 

of graph 1 is 

obtained. If 0, 

there is no card 

output for graph l. 

If 1, card output 

for the plotting 

graph 2 is 

obtained. If 0, no 

card output for 

graph 2 . 
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Card Colunms Model Programme d or 
Symbol Symbol Flo ng Description 

Point 

9 3 IGRAF(3) F If 1, card output 

for the plotting 

of graph 3 is 

obtained" If 

0, no card output 

for graph 3. 

9 11:-20 IGEXPO The number of 

sets of data, 

such as experi-

mental points, 

to be read from 

cards and 

plotted directly 

on graphs. 

9 21-30 TG Floating Time at which 

graph 1 is to 

begin. 

10 1 - 7 K 
acc 

K (1 f 1) Floating 

11 1 - 7 A6 K(2,1) " 
II 8-14 A7 K(2,2) II 

n 15-21 A8 K(2,3) 11 

" 22-28 A9 K(2,4) II-
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Card Columns Model Prograrmne Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

Point 

11 29-35 AIO K(2,5) Floating 

11 36-42 All K(2,6) II 

n 43-49 A12 K(2,7) " 

50-56 A13 K(2,8) II 

12 'I - 7 A19 K (3,1) II 

" 8 -14 A20 K(3,2) " 
n 15-21 Ail K(3,3) " 

13 1 - 7 Al K (4,1) 1\ 

" 8 -14 A2 K(4,2) II 

" 15-21 A3 K(4,3) " 
1\ 22-28 A4 K(4,4) 1\ 

" 29-35 A5 K(4,5) 1\ 

14 1 - 7 A22 K(5,1) II 

II 8 -14 A23 K(5,2) " 

" 15-21 A24 K(5,3) " 

15 1 - 7 A25 K(6,l) II 

II 8 -14 A26 K(6,2) Ii 

" 15-21 A27 K(6,3) 11 



Card Columns Model 
Symbol 

16 1 - 7 Kl ,2 
II 8 -14 K2 ,1 

17 1 - 7 K2 ,3 

II 8 -14 K3 ,2 

18 1 - 7 K3 ,4 
II 8 -14 K4 ,3 

19 1 - 7 K 
-acc 

20 1 - 7 

II 8 -14 

II 64-72 

21 1 - 7 

II 8 -14 

II 64-72 

Programme 
Symbol 

KC(l,l) 

KC(1,2) 

KC (2,1) 

KC(2,2) 

KC(3,2) 

KC(3,2) 

KC(4,1) 

WRTIM (1) 

WRTIM(2) 

WRTIM (10) 

WRTIM (11) 

WRTIM (12) 

WRTIM (20) 

Fixed or 
Floating 

Floating 

II 

II 

" 
II 

II 

II 

11 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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Description ' 

Values of time 

time at which 

printed output 

is required. 

Not more than 

20 values may be 

specified. The 

simulation run 

stops either 

when printout 

has occurred at 

20 successive 

times or at the 

rst value of 

time which is 

directly follow-

ed by a zero 

value of WRTIM. 
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Card Columns Model Progranuue Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

21 1 rco (1) Fixed If greater than 

zero, the proport-

ional truncation 

error of Ml (MECF) 

will be one of 

those included in 

the test of whether 

the integration 

increment, h (DT) , 

should be changed 

in magnitude. 

Otherwise it is 

not included. 

2 ICQ (3) II As above, but 

* for Ml " 

3 rCO(3) II As above, but 

for M2 ,M3 and M4 " 



Card Col\lmns 

21 4 

" 5 

II 6 

" 7 

" 8 

22 1 - 7 

It 8 -14 

Model 
Symbol 

Programme 
Symbol 

lCQ. (4) 

lCQ. (5) 

lCQ. (6) 

lCO(7) 

lCQ. (8) 

XCOHl 

XCOLO 

Fixed or 
Floating 

Point 

Fixed 

" 

\I 

" 

II 

Floating 

II 

175 

Description 

As above, hut 

* * for M
2

, M3 and 

* M4• 

As above I but for 

M5 to ~. 

As above I but, for 

* * M5 to ~. 

As above, but for 

C . 
P 

As above I but for· 

Ce · 

Maximum allowed 

value of 

proportional 

truncation error 

per step. 

Minimum allowed 

value of the largest . 

proportional 

truncation error 

per step. 
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Card Colurrms Model Progranune Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

Point 

22 15-21 EDT Floating Factor by which 

the . ingetration 

step size h(DT) 

multiplied 

by to increase 

it, and divided 

by to decrease 

it. 

22 22-28 DTMAX 11 Maximum allowed 

value of the 

integration 

increment h(DT). 

29-35 DTMIN II M;inimum allowed 

value of the 

integration 

increment h(DT). 

* 23 1 - 7 R. 
~ 

YIT(l) II The 6 successive 

8 -14 II YIT(2) 1\ rates oral 

tracer ingestion 

that may occur 

during each 
36-42 " YIT(6) " 

simulated 24hr 

period. The 

pattern is not 
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Card Colunms Model Programme Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol' Floating Description 

Point 

changed at time TI(l) . 

24 1 - 7 R. 
l 

YI(l,l) Floating The 6 successive 

8 -14 \I YI (l, 2) " rates of oral ingest-

ion of calcium that mq{ 

occur during each 24 

36-42 II YI(1,6) " hr. period. The 

pattern changes to 

that on the following 

25 1 7 II· YI(2,1) " 
card at time TI (1) -

8 -14 1\ YI(2,2) II See description of 

previous card. 

36-42 YI(2,6) 11 

26 1 - 7 . Rvi XKFOOD(l,l) II Description as for 

8 -14 II· XKF2QD(1,2) " card 24, but applying 

to oral fluid ingest-

ion. 

3,6-42 II XKFOOD(l,2) II 
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Card Column Model Programme Fixed or 
Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

27 1 - 7 R . 
Vl 

XKF 00 D (2 f 1) Floating Description 

as for card 

25 f but apply-

36-42 II XKFOOD(2,6) II ing to oral 

fluid ingest-

ion. 

28 1 - 7 YMT( 1) It Initial 

quantity 

of tracer 

calcium in 

each of the 

first group 

of in testinal 

compartments 

specified by 

ISEG (1) . 

28 8 -14 YMT(2) II As above f but 

for each of 

the second 

group of 

intestinal 

compartments 

specified by 

ISEG (2) . 



Card Column Model 
Symbol 

29 1 - 7 

29 8 -14 

Programme 
Symbol 

ISEG(l) 

ISEG(2) 

Fixed or 
Floating 

Point 

Fixed 

II 

179 

Description 

And so on for 

ISEG(3) etc. 

Ordinal number of 

last compartment 

in the first group 

of gastro-intestin-

al compartments 

wi th identical 

values of rate con-

stants. MS is 

coun ted as 1 f M6 

as 2 f etc. 

Ordinal number of 

last compartment 

in second group 

of gastro-intestin-

al compartments 

with identical rate 

constants. MS is 

coun ted as 1 f etc. 

Up to 10 values of 

ISEG may be specif-

d, i.e. there may 



Card Column 

30 1 - 7 

8 -14 

31 1 - 7 

8 -14 

32 1 - 7 

Model 
Symbol 

Rl,I 

Programme 
Symbol 

XRG(l) 

XRG (2) 

XKG(l,l) 

XKG (2,1) 

XKG(l,2) 

Fixed or 
Floating 

Point 

F loati'ng 

11 

II 

" 

180 

Description 

be up to 10 

groups of gastro-

intestinal compart-

ments. 

Rates flow of 

calcium from com-

partment 1 to 

each of the rst 

group of intestin-

al compartments, 

to each of the 

second group, etc. , 

up to 10 groups. 

Values of .Avr,l 

for each successive 

group of intestin-

al compartments. 

As above, but for 

values of A18 ,I 



Card Column 

33 1 - 7 

34 1 - 7 

8 -14 

35 1 - 7 

8 -14 

36 1 - 7 

8 -14 

37 1 - 7 

8 -14 

38 1- 7 

39 1 - 7 

8 -14 

Model 
Symbol 

A14 

Vs 

Programme 
Symbol 

XKG (1 ,3) 

XKG (1, 4) , 

XKG(2,4} 

XKG(1,5) 

XKG(3,5} 

XKG(l,6} 

XKG(2,6} 

XKG (1,7) 

XKG (2, 7) 

XV(l} 

XM (l) 

XM(2) 

IClI 

xed or 
Floating Description 

Floating 

II As for card 31, 

U· but values of 

R vl,I 

" As for card 31, 

II but values of 

II As for ca .d 31, 

II but values of 

" As for card 31, 

II. but values of 

II Initial value 

of VS" 

11 As for card 31, 

II but initial 

values of MI" 



Card Column Model 
Symbol 

40 11-20 

21-30 

Programme 
Symbol 

ISENT 

xed or 
Floating 

Point 

Fixed 

Fixed 

1132 

Description 

Maximum allowed 

number of integrat-

ion steps per 

simulation run. 

If zero, more 

cards will be read 

following the 

present simulation 

run and another 

run will begin. If 

greater than zero, 

no more simulations 

will be run after 

, the present one. 

If IGEXPO is greater than zero, the following cards must 

also be used. 
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Card Columns Model Programme Fixed or 
No. Symbol Symbol Floating Description 

Point 

41 1 -10 NPOINT Fixed Number of points in 

set of data to be 

plotted on to 

graph. 

II 11-20 NTYPE Fixed If zero, points will 

be plotted on 

graph 1 .. If great-

er than zero, points· 

will be plotted on 

graph 2. 

21-30 NCOLOR II If 1, points are 

plotted in black; 

if 2, in red; if 3, 

in green and if 4, 

in blue. 

31-40 GSCALE Floating Factor by which 

Y-axis points are 

to be multiplied 

before plotting. 

42 1 - 7 TIME Value of time for 

. first point to be 

plotted. 



Card 
No. 

42 

43 

Columns 

8 -14 

1 - 7 

8 -14 

Model 
Symbol 

Programme 
Symbol 

EXPO 

TIME 

EXPO 

Fixed or 
Floating 
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Description 

Value of 

quanti ty for 

first point to 

be plotted. 

As above, but 

for second 

pointi and so 

on, one quantity 

and time, per 

card for 

NPOINT cards. 

If IGEXPO'is greater than 1, further sets of ~ata, 

equal in number IGEXPQ, must be provided. Each set begins 

as for card 41, card 42, etc. 

Nota For each successive simulation run after the 

first, data card reading is recommenced at statement number 

11 in the above listing of CAMET. The order of the data 

reading statements should be changed for any particular 

series of 'simulations so that only those parameter values 

which are changed from run to run are re-read. 
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TYPICAL PRINTED OUTPUT FROM CAMET (SIMULATION Ib) 

SlHUl.lH01II Of INfESflNAL ABSORPIlO~ 01- SINGLE ORAL CA OOSES 

\lALUES OF Y I 

0.100E.0... 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'MlU£S Of \/ECF.I!ECF.MI1I.~12ItMI3I. 

o.leOE 00 .O."§OE 00 0.5l0E 00 0.IZ3E 01 0.810e 00 

VAlues OF IMY. lHYECF 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

VALUES OF fJ 

0.0 0.0 

0.U3E 00 0.349E 00 O.SHE 00 0.55b~ 00 0.750E 00 0.16SE 00 0.0 

VALUes .OF CPHhCfCy,CVD 

• 0.0 0.0 

VALUES OF UNF Mill, RUNF 

.0.0 0.0 

VALUES IlF IGRAF, lGEXPO AND f~ 

a 0 

URA'I OF It IIA.LUES 

0.180e-Ol 0.0 

0.900E-Ol 0.110E CO 

0.0 0.0 

o.nOE 00 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

ARRA\' OF Kt VAlUE S 

0.289£ 02 0.2521: 02 

O. )lOe ot O.130E 01 

o.lnE 00 0.1II0E 00 

0.0 0.0 

VALUes Of WRnM. 

0 0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.IOOE 01 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0 1 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.110E 01 0.260E 01 0.0 

c.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 c.o 

0.0 

O.c 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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0.104£-01 0.139E-01 O.ll~E-Ol 0.208E-Ol 0.218E-OI 0.3~1E-Ol 0.~t7E-01 O.b25E-01 O.830E-Ol (.125E co 0.161E 00 O.Z'OE 00 

o.SOOE 00 O.looe 01 0.300E 01 0.0 

Ito 

a 0 a 
V_LUES OF XCO"I •• COLO.EDr.DYHAK,DT~I~ 

0.0 

0.100E-05 O.UOE-OII o.HlE 01 0.250S-02 O.IOOE-O~ 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

VALUU QF \,1 

0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 
0.0 

0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

VALUES OF klfOO(l 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

VALUES Of 1111' 

0.1'~1i!,.010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

VALUES Of ISEG 

2 0 

\/ALUn Of UG 

o.rOCE-Ol a.saOE-ot 0.200E-Ol O.IOOE-Ot 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.O 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.o 

0 o 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



IfIlWU OF MKG 

0.0 -0.250E 01 

0.0 0.220E 01 

0 •• 50.£ 01 0.0 

0.100! OO-O.laOE-al 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.,250E 03 

0.190E 00 

0.350£ 02 

\/ALUES,OF XV 

0.2"OE-02 0.0 

VALUES OF X~ 

O.500E 00 O.500E 00 0.0 

0.220t, 01 0.500E 01 0.0 

0.0' 0.0 0.0 

o.UVi"Ol 0.IIOE-02 0.0 

Q.25QE 03 0.400E 03 0.0 

0.1 qOE 00 0.100E 00 0.0 

0.350E 02 0.480E 02 0.0 

0.0 0,,0 0.0 

0.120E 00,0. 800E"03 O.IOOE-O? a.bODE-O) 0.0 

'VALUES OF IA,ls,1 SENT 

10000 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

SIIIULAflON DFINJESTlNUABSORPl\CN OF SINGLE ORAL CA OCSES 

0.0 .0'.0 0.0 

0,. b 1'.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 c.O 

0.0 0.0 C.O 

0.0 0.0 0.(; 

0.0 0.0 C.O 

0.0 o.il 0.0 c.o 

TIME R.U.EXCN R.F.EXCN R.Acelll R.ACCI41 R.G.SEC R.DEe 

QUANTITY OF CA I~' COMP.I, 

Pl.COtiC. PARA THORMONE. CALC I TUN IN 

QUANTITY OF CA I" GASTRO-INTESTlNAL COMPS. 

C.U.EXCA. C.F.EXCR. CDI~GESf C..BALANCE 

PL.CONC.* R.INGES'. R.A8S.* ~.U.E)(CN. R.f.EXCN. R.ACCt 1)* R.ACC(4)*R.G.SEC* 

QUANTITY OF CA. IN COMP.I, tDM?lt 

Q\lANTITY OF CM IN ~ASTRO-I~TEST\NALO COMpS. 

C".tJ.E)(Ctt* C.f.E)(CRl(I: C.ACCUU C.INGES'. 

CUMULATIVE CAO A8S. FROM EACH G.I. CC~P. 

FLUID F~t)W RATES FROM EACH G.I. CO~P 10 THE FOLLOWING tOMP. 

~EC.IPIIOCAL. MEA~ TRA'iSIT TIME FOR HCH G.I. COMPo 

0.104E-ill 0.251E 01 0.0 0.553E 00 O.lbbE 00 O.3blE-Ol ~,lq6E 00 0,0 

0.452581 0.519251 I.Hoaoo O.S&Qg91 

O.OOO~OO 0.000000 

0.042414 0.02R642 0.030335 O. 014646 0.003130 0.001252 O.COOMO 

0.I"'E-02 0.35I>E-'03 0.0 -0.1960-02 

0.OO212~ 0.0 0.Obl932 0.000140 0.000448 O.OOOI~b 0.0 

0 •. 0003.83 0.000043 o .. ccocoo 0.000000 

0 •. 005390 O.003blR 0.OC311>8 0.001114 0.000365 0.000060 O. COOOOB 

!I. 000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.0 

0.0 0.000181 0.000144 o. 00008b 0.000013 0.00C003 o.oeOOOI 

0.111>518 0.6000ll 0.301111 0.151655 0.076928 0.OH564 0.020882 

114.690405185.005402110.2111> 19 12.913818 18.111021 63.825516 56.352153 

0.190[, CO C.330E CO 

O.OCOlf.:l 
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COMPUTATIONAL CHECKS Of = 00125£-04 NCO = 0.4I1E-06 IlCO' 30 TOTH mACER' 0.01,31>6'1.>1 



O.~S3r66 0.H'l239 1.239000 0.969991 

Q.OOOOOO .0.00000.0 

0.028088 0.025861 0.034723 0.021916 0.006153 a.G021n 0.000B07 

-0.2UO-02 

0.Q69261 0.000217 0.001518 0.000246 0.0 

0.000568 0.000085 0.000001 0.000000 

o.conn 0.003249 0.004329 0.0026380.000142 0.000119 0.OOOC2~ 

0.000001 0.Qoo004 0.000001 (J.O 

C.1l 0.000247 O. 000214 0.000150 O. 000032 0.000012 O.00C003 

0.162095 0.549132 0.215166 0.138983 0.010591 0.OH396 0.019298 

124.92/1.J58112.33300R I 03. 941483 6~.145712 760236542 62.558213 ., 5 .11 9131 

COMPUTATIONAL CHECKS NCO. 0.336E-06 ~CO • 

0.643E 00 O.IOOE 00 0.636E-OI 0.191E 00 0.0 

0.4'14969 0.519344 1.230000 0.86'}991 

0.000000 0.000000 

0.011990 ·/).OUll17 0.035645 0.027969 0.010320 0.00361.3 0.00,1153 

-0.3520-0< 

0.0140n 0,000302 0.003816 0.000310 0.0 

0.000161 0.000141 0.000002 V.OOOOOO 

0.002241 0.002729 Q.00'442 0.003401 o.OOlln 0.000359 0.000010 

0.000002 0.000013 0.000002 0.0 

0.0 0.000312 0.000286 0.000219 0.000058 0.000028 0.CCCCC9· 

a.149H2 0.504915 0.251551 0.121879 0.065039 0.033620 0.01 HID 

135.522568161.228638 99.3n291 66.969635 14.015686 61.441830 ;;.163910 
'--

COHPUiU IIlItAL· CHECKS OT' 0.l17E-D4 

0.20DE-Ot 0.25:tE 01 0.0 0.669E 00 0.IS1E 00 0.935E-OI 0.199E 00 0.0 

0.U610D 0.519550 1.230000 O.?69991 

0,000000 0.000000 

tito " 

0.011147 0.0.11814 0.034215 0.032169 0.01l849 0.005536 0.001109 

O.34bE-02 O. 9~5E-03 0.0 

0.005212 0.0 0~1959" 0.000390 0.001513 0.000411 0.0 

0.000949 0.00020R 0.OC0004 0.000000 

0.0.01391 0.00n08 0.004260 0.003938 0.001635 0.000590 0.000131 

0.000003 0.000032 0.000004 0.0 

0.0 0.000312 0.000355 0.000298 0.000081 0.000050 0.000021 

0.U9924 0.468-233 0 .• H5211> 0.118708 0.0604~4 0.031321 0.016164' 

141.,63441152.058162 93.80'011 6".611011 11.191610 60.530792 '4.705399 

Cll"'PUTATlO'lAl CHECKS DT· 0.lnE-04 Nee· 0.400E-06 Heo • 

0.300£ 01 0.Z47E 01 0.0 O.lb9£ 00 O.120E 00 0.207E-Ol O.193E DC e.c 

o.OOOCOC O.O~OOOO 

0.000H6 0.C00827 0.001011 0.001028 0.000153 0.000b22 0.000390 

0.4Q9EOO O.I38E 00 0.0 -0.54]0 00 

0 •. 0035'8 0.0 0.000244 0.000172 0.000030 0.000211 0.0 

0.000639 0.000141 0.C01948 0.000652 

0.000000 0.000001 0.000002 0.000001 0.000001 o.OOCOOI 0.000001 

0.001013 0.0088bl 0.001412 0.0 

0.0 0.OUOR34 0.001320 0.001817 0.001028 0.001295 0.001492 

O.IOOCOO 0.332000 0.161100 0.084650 0.043425 0.022812 0.012506 

202.499939117.999954 76.71494856.162460 65. 36996551.1Z49P 5 53. 00Z481 

COHPUfAT IONAI;> CHECK S DT 0.250£-02 Nee· 0.39BE-C6 Heo = 
~UH8ER OF ITERATIONS ~AS 6194 

187 
j)'19CE co C.;nOEOO 

0.ce0238 

31 TOT Al TRACER 

O.190E 00 C.33CE OC 

O.OC0318 
" 

30 TOTAL TRACER • 0.01536\09 

0.190. CO C.HOE CO 

0.000395 

30 TOTAL TRACER' 0.01535941 

O.CCC271 
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APPENDIX 4: LISTING AND USE OF THE COMPUTER PROGRk~E 

0001 
0002 
0003 

0004 
OOU5 

0006 
0001 

oooa 
ODD? 
0010 
0011 

0012 
0013 

0014 
0015 
0016 
0011 

OOI~ 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 

0026 

DOH 

0028 
002? 

0030 

0031 
0032 
DOH 
0034 
0035 

0036 

0031 
0038 
00)9 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 

ORGLS AND ITS SUBROUTINES. CALCULATED AND 

OBSERVED FITTING 

OF FUNCTIONS TO PLASMA CALCIUM SPECIFIC 

ACTIVITIES AND INTESTINAL CALCIUM ABSORPTION 

RATES. 

C 
C 
C 
C, 

c 
C 
C 
C 

GW£RAL LE~'>f-;QUARES (WITH FORTRAN MATRIX INVERTERI. 

0R GL:>, GENE"AL FORTRAN LEAST SQUARE:> 

CONVHTED TO A SI~~LE SU8~OUTI.~E CALC. CALL PER CYCLE 

CO'IVERT~O TU ESTIMATION OF OPTlf.\U~ MAGNITUDE OF PARAMETER 
CORR~CTICN VECTOR aY T~REE POINT QUAOR4TIC INTERPOLATION. 

DOUHE P"ECI SION AH,VC' 
DIMENSIO~ A"llOOI 
OIMENSID; TITL£12C;1, POLDllul, SIGVOl200l, TLl2 

1001 
UIMENSIO I SQSI~f10" VUOIt Dve 50l,ODIZOOI 
DIMENS10I DIAGI50I,PD(50I,ROWI501 

OIMEtiSION WlllOOI 
COHHOfl/O',E/VC« 200 I, XI" 2u0I,OCIIO, 50 I, PI201 ,OPI 20 10K t IlOI ,NP,~O, SC 

IALL,vOI2'lOI 

FORHAT STATEMENTS 
, l FORMA II 20MI 
52 FORHATllllllH02DMI 
$3 FORHATIBIJI 

ORGLS 
~ 

ORGLS 12 

ORGLS 1 
ORGLS n 

54 FO~HATI3,HONUH~ER OF CYCLES IN THIS JOR ISI2/31HONUM~ER OF PA~AMETORGLS 11 
IERS TO at VARIED ISI3/51HONUHBER Of INDEPENDENT VARIABLES PER DBSEOR<>LS 18 
ZRVATION 15121 OAGlS 19 

5f FO"MATl31HO[)~RIVATlVES PIIOGRAHHED BV USE", OAGlS 20 
5) FORMATl57HONUMEKICAl DERIVATIVES UNLES.S PARAMETE~ INCREMENT IS lERORGLS 21 

lUI ORt>U 12 
61 FORHATl31HOWtlGHTS f(j OE SUPPLI EO BV USER' ORt>LS Z3 
62 FORHA Tl34HOU~ IT ~tJ GHTS TO BE SET av P~OGRAM I ORGL ~ l4 
63 ~J'M"TI3',HOP"RAMf.TER::' TO BE «EAO AS INPUT OATAI ORGlS 25 
_4 FORMATI34HOPARAMETERS TO BE TAKE~ FROM CVCLEI2,IbH OF PREVIOUS JOBORGlS 26 

II ORGLS 11 
b6 FCl!{MATIJlO.E10 .. 3,bOXI RE10.3' 
b1 FORMAT1ZqHONU~DL~ OF PAR~METE~S READ 15131 
bB fORMAT( 11 ,E9 .. 3,bi.10.:H 
b9 FIJKMATl31HONUMBEK OF OBSERVATIONS REA!) 1514' 
10 FO~M~Tl1""' 
7l FOKMAHBt'h31 
n FORMAII4bHOC,\LCULATE~ v "ASE" ON PARAMFHRS BEFORE CVClEll' 
11 FORMATC'(, '!ObSI VICAlCI OBS-CALC SIG10I 

1 cu-Cl/SIGIOI Kllt'l 
18 FOHMATI51HOhC;RELH~T F~CTORS BAsr;o ON PARAMETERS BEFORt CVCLE 121 

Il0HOSUHIY'CO-CI,021 IS EII.3/35HOSQRTFISUMIW*10-C"'21/INO-NVII IS 
2 E12.5) 

ORGlS 29 
Jill 8 
ORGLS 31 
ORGlS 3Z 

&[1 FO~MATl51HOA·'R=EilENT FACTORS BASEO ON PHAMETERS FOR C_CLE 121 ORGLS 38 
l' Tl-I.lhL ',14/ 

120HOSUI-II'"10-CI"21 IS El1.3135HOSQRTFIS0MCW'IO-C"'211INO-~VlI ISGLSK 39; 
2 E12.5' 

19 FDRHATI'0'.1(EIO.3,5X •• 
al t-ORHATCbCrlOESTHiATED A:;REEME~T FACTORS 8ASED ON PARAHEHRS AfTE~ CORGlS 41, 

IvelE 121 )5HOSQRTFISUMI~'IO-CI.·211CNOGLSX 4l' 

B32;~~~!T::Z;/~~~!IX HAS A HRO DIAGO~AL ELEMENT CORReSPONDING TO PA~ORGLS 44 
lAMEHR13,I6K OF THOSE VARIEO" ORGLS 45 

85 FOKMATI4OH SINuULARITV RETURN fROM MATRIX INVERTER' ORGLS 46 
86 FO~MATI31HOP'RAMETERS AFTE~ LEAST SQUARES CVCLElll 
8R FOR'1h. H lel 13.5)(,£:10.4 ,ft.4X,E10.4, 
89 FORHA H' '. J 3 ,5)(.1:10.4, 5)( ,f:: 10.4. 10)(. E lO.4,8K, E 10.4.5)1" E 10 .. 4' 
90 FOKMATlbbHOSuBROUTI~F TEST INDICATES THAT JOB IS TO HE TERMINATED ORGLS 51 

URGL S 5l !FOR REASONIZI 
92 FOMMATll1HOI~POT DATA/40HO PIli KII II OPlllIAlW 53 

11K I 
93 fORHATlIH 13,5X,El0.4,5X,14,3X,ElI.31 
94 FORMATISIHOCnRRECTED PARAHETERS :;OT TO Be SAVED fOR LATE~ USE' 
95 FORMAH51MOCORRECTEO PARAMETERS TO ~E WRITTEN ON p~IVATe TAPEI 
96 FORMTl5HIOCORRECTED PARAMETERS TO BE WRITTEN FOR CARD OUTPUll 
91 FORMATll'IHOCORRELAT!O,,/ MTRIXI 
98 fORMATllKOI3t10f'),411IH 3X,lOF9.411 
99 FOR~ATI'O' ,luIH2.5,2X" 

102 FORMATI'O OLD CDIRECTlO"! CORRECTION MULTIPLI 
IER N,w ERROR'I 

103 fORMITI'OPAR4METER CMANGES BEFORE CVCLE',I), 
I' ~TRIAl'.13t 

ALW KSI 
ALW 54 
ORGLS 55 
OIlGLS 5b 
ClRGLS 51 
ORGlS ,8 
ClRGlS 59 I 



ORGLS1M. 
PRIllS.'''' 
OllGtU46 
ORGLS .... 1 
ORGlUltl; 
ORGLSI"\! 
OI\GL$UO 
.QRGLS_,1 
ORGl.S,Sa 
ORotSU" 
ORGlUSS 



0107 

0lv6 

0109 

0110 

0111 
0112 

0113 
0114 
0115 

0116 

DU1 
0118 

0119 
0120 

0121 

0122 
0123 
UIZ4 

0125 
0126 

0121 
0128 

0129 
llUO 

0131 

0132 
01;13 
0134 

Oil!> 
0136 

OU7 

0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
vH2 
014,3 
01'14 
0145 
0146 
9147 
01-<18 
0149 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
0155 
OISb 

0157 

0158 
0159 
OlbO 
Olbl 

OlbZ 

0163 
0164 

0165 
0lb6 
0lb7 

0168 

C 
2501 

C 
2bOI 

C 
27111 

c 

STlI~ T lOOP THROUGH '10Q8SERVlITiONS 
Or) Sit! lhl.NrI 

OIl.T.AIt>; WEIGHt AN) CAlCuLATE QU4l\iHIIEs; FI\OMV(j)BSI-VICAlCI 
If j III!<Ml.<'lOli2bn 

SQRTW·l.O/SluVOlll 

GO Hl 2·101 

SIGVDI J 1-1.0 
SwRTW£I,O 

OV'VQ!I)-V~tll 
ilOY-$lI~tW.DY 
51",*51 ".liOY'wo'! 

C PUT OUT Vt~cA1:CI ·ANO OWER INfORIIATlO'l fOR ONf OaSERVATION 
Z010 lfl JIi.I;~.H\lRITE(PTR, NIYfJtJl,VCllI,llV,SlGVOII I,WDV,Xll.lI 

c 

C 

8v~pAs;. Of'HVATIVE MID MATRIX SET,.uP Otl fINAL CALC OF V 
IfIIC;""CVI3001,>lOl'SlQl 

IfIW.lH.11 r,O·YLI 5101 

STlJRE 

!F.IK:III(II"'l!H."lOl,3~ill 

ORGLSl62 
Olllll.$b~ 
ORGL$l64 
ORGL$l6.$ 
ORGI. $lt.8 
0llGI.$1b9 
ORI>lHl0 
ORGlSl11 
ORGlUn 

OMLSlH 
ORc;I.U14 
ORGLSll!i 
ORGI.S116 
ORGlSl71 
,IHL 4 . 
ORGLS119 
OItGLSlBO 
ORGLS191 
0llGLS182 

ORGLSl85 
0llGLSl86 
ORGLS181 

Ol\GLSl88 

OIlGL$191 
ORGLSl9l 
JHl 1 
ORGL$19" 

t 
33(l! 
40tll 
41tH 

!lUAU. oelUVilTlVE FROM THOSE I'R(jGRAMIIEO BY 
!WIJ I-SQ~lil.!JtIK.11 

IJSER ORGLSl97 

t 
t 

t 
4:l01 

t 
t 

4401 

C 
4501 

48.01 
C 

5001 
C 

C 
SlOl 

C 
C 
C 
C 

J-J+l 
LOlljfl~UE 

STORE MA1HIX AND .VftTUR 

Ib04 OR GlS STORAGE SCHEME IS RpVERSE OF 7D90 OR GLS 
JK-j 
PO ,001 J-l,NV 

reMP=OVUl 
I FnE,!p'4~Ol.44j/l.45!)1 

8V-P~S~ ·If OfR!VAHVe· (SteRO 
JK:JK+NV+1-J 
GU TO SDOl 

AMIJK'2AMIJK'+TEMP+OVIK, 
JK-./K+I 
CONTINUE 

YIJ"YIJ'+TEMP*WOY 
CUNTINUE 
END LOOP TO STORE MATRIX AND VECTOR 

CONTINUE 
END LOOP THROUGH NO OIiS.I;RVAlION; 

:OMPUTE M,D PUT OUf SUMS OF SQUARES 

SQSIGIIHI' SQRHSIG/HOATlNO-'lV1I 
IFIlIi.EO,1I WRITClb.7S1 IC.SIG,SQSIGIIH' 
JH·CU ..... 1 
IFllti.GT.ll "QITlIb.BO, IC.JH.SIG,SQSIGlIH, 

IFllc.EQ.I.OR.TH.GT.11 GO TO 5150 
IE-le-I 
WRJTl'lb,ilb' IE 
WRITI:lb,I021 
J-t 
00 SIRO 1-1,"1' 
IflK11111 5160.51bO.5110 

5160 WRITEIPTR.S~' hPIII,PIII 
GO TO 51fO 

5110 ~IGP-SQ~ flOJ"GI JII.$Q~IGIIIH 
ilRIT~lb. 891 I ,POLDIII,PDIJI,f'M,PII)' SIIlP 
J=JH 

SI80 CO"ltiNOE 
5150 lFIIIC-NCVI.~Q.OI GO TO a112 

Iflll1.GT.1I GO TO 7400 
C 
C· 

c 
C 

5401 

c 
t 

5bOI 

C 
5101 

,/lOI 
C 
C 
C 

BY-PASS MATRIX INVERSION AND PARAMETeR OUTPUT ON fiNAL CVCLE 
If! lC-NCY 15401,8701,8701 

START LOOP TO TEST FOR ZERO OIAGONAL ELEMENT 
1<&I'IG=u 
!I-I 
II~'NV 
?O 5801 \-I,NV 

11'1 Mill I "5701,5601,5101 

I SING-1 
~RHE (PTR,93H 

11=11+110 
111)= I Ill-I 
CONTINUE 
END LOOP TO TEST FOR ZERO OIAGO~AL ELEMENT 

TE;;MINHE JOB If ZERO UIAGONAL ELEMENT WAS fOIiND 
IFII~J~GI1030hbOOltl0301 

ENHR SUBROUTINE TO REPLACE I1f.T~U WITH INVERse 

OIlGLSZU 
DRGLSZU 
ORGLSZU 

GLS~ 211 
GUX 218 
ORGLS219 
OIlGU220 
GLSl! lZO 
GLSX ZZI 
OIlGLU"l 
URGI.S223 
Gl.SlI 221t 
OI!GLU25 
ORGLS2U 
ORGLS2zf 
IlRGLSZze 
GUK ZZ9 
GLSK no 
IlIlGLSUl 
OllGLSU2 
GLU 2n 
ORGLU31t 
IlRGLU3S 

ORGLSZ36 
ORGLS2H 
ORGLS238 
ORGLS239 

ORGLS243 
ORGLS2lo'l 
ORGLS24' 
ORGLU4I> 
ORGLUH 
ORGLUlt8 
GLSX 2<\9 
ORGlllZ50 
ORGLS15l 
ORGLSUZ 
ORGLSZ51 
IlRGLS2;~ 
OltGLSl55 
ORGL5256 
OIlGLS25f 
GUX 258 
DRGLSZ~9 
ORGLSZ60 
ORGLS261 
ORGLS2ol 
ORGLS263 
DAGLS261t 
ORGlSl65 
DRGlShIJ 

1 



Olb'J 
0110 

6001 

c 

CALLMA U,,"VIAM.NV,IS!NGI 
I ~ II SIN610201>4301.<>201 

r: TERIIINUE JOB If SINGULAR MATR'. ~AS fOUND 
0111 6201, WRPdPTR,851 
01'1 Ma1T~16,A81 ISING ' 
0113 GO TO 10301 

0114 

0115 
011& 
0117 
0118 

0119 
0180 

0181 
OU. 
01,83 

0184 

018; 
0166 

0190 
01'11 

QI92 
0193 
0194 
0195 
01?6 
Ol'H 

01% 
01'9 
0200 
0201 
0202 
0203 
0204 
0205 
0206 
0201 
1)20B 
0209 

0210 

c 
C 

START LOOP fOR ~ATRIX YECTOR MULTIPLICATION FOR 
CORRECTION VECTOR 

blOI 
C 

DO 1201 I-t ,NY 

POI-O.O 
I Jol 
I JU-NV-I 
00 1001 J-L,NV 

P~ I-POI +AHIIJI *VIJ' 
IFIJ-llb70I,680I,b?OI 

C 
6701 IJ-IJ+IJO 

IJO·I JO-I 
~O TO 1001 

c ," 
C 

6801 
C 

6901 
7001 

SAVE 01 MONAL ELEMENTS Of INVERSE MATRIX 
OIJ>GIII-AMIIJ' 

IJ-I J,I 
CONTINUE 

C 
C 
C 
C 

PDIII·POI 
SIG .• SI{'~?OI'VIII 
CONTINUE 
eND LOw? FOR MAT~IK VECTOR MULTIPLICATION 

PUT nUT CAPTION fO~ LIST OF CO~RECTED PAKAHeTE~S 

.. RITElPl",'>21 ITITLEII.! 01-1,201 
Ifllli.I'O •. 3I ~O T.u 8020 

CALC. NEW TRIAL PIRAMETERS FRO~ "LD PARAMETERS 8' ADDING 0.5, 
OR l.ll TIMES THE CJRRECTIO'15 

•• ITEI.0I031 It,lH 
wi'\ I TE l-h,'1 \J2t 
J,. 
DO e~lOl -l-"'lfNP 

HOI 
IflKlIlIl 1bOl,1bOI.HOl 
.PITHPT,\,8BI I,P!l,"P!1I 

C 
C 

GO Ttl 80')1 
1101 GO Tli 17dOO,nO'J'.tH 
7800 POLDII'=/'III 

p t·j "'0. '3 
PI II=POLLJII IHDIJI*0.5 
;;~ Te 19 ..... 0 

1900 PI I I=J'"Ul( I hPOIJI 
PMait" .. 0 

1950 WRI.Htl'Trt,891 I,POLO!II.PDIJ',PM,PIII 
J·J+l 

8001 CONTI'Nf; 
IH=III+. 

RECOMPUTE ~GREEMENT FAClQRS USING HOOlfilO PARAMETERS 
GO Ttl 1'1,0 

C fRoM THE SUI'S OF5QllARB fOUND USING THE TRIAL PARAMETERS 
C EHIMTE THE nPTlMJM MAGNITUOE OF THE CORRECTlO"! VECTOR 
C 
C 

0211 8020 DENOH~ISQSI:;11I~2.0'SQSIGI2I+SQSIGI3I1 
0212 IfIOENOII.l.E.D.O.1 GO TO 8025 
0213 PM:! O. 75* 50SlGIlI ~SQS IG 121+0. 2~*>QS IGI31110ENOM 
OZl4 IfI4BSIPiH.~T.2.01 PH'SIGNI2.0,PMI 

C 
,C ESTlMATE:SUMOFSQUARtS ,fUR NEW PARAMETERS 
C 

1 

021!> t 50S I:;·S lSI:; (L' -114.0 _SQS I GI2'-3.3.$ US I GI1I-5QS IGI 31'''2./18. O.OEN 
10MI 

021b torn eo:. 0 
0211 8025 IfIS~SlGI1I~$Q$IGI311 8021,8027,8028 
0218 8021 PM'·I.O 
0219 E sll:S IG-.,. O'S",SIG 11I-8,O*50S I G!2IH.0'SQS 1 GI31 
0220 :;0 TO 60'0 
0221 8028 PIl=l.O 
0222 ESQSIG-S:lSIGO. 
0223 8050 WRIT[';jpTJ{,8HIC,ES~SIG 

0224 
0225 
OUb 
0227 
0228 
0229 

C 
C CORRECT OLD P~RAMHERS 
C 

C 

J_I 
no ~oa-o 1=-1,'"11' 
IFIKJlIII 8080.8u80,8010 

8070 PI II=POllllII+POI J,.p
J·J+l 

6080 CONTINUE 

C r~NTEj{ OSERS SUSR,OtJTINE Tn 'f):~t h,'" .... n .... ~-.-
ORGlSl 



ouo 
;C 
6112 
C 

ISTOP·O 

C: wRITE CORRECTED PARAMETERS ON AU_IlIARY TAPE IF 

0231 

0232 

0233 
0234 
023~ 
0236 
0231 

023a 

C 

c 
C 

8204 
C 

8205 

9401 

I; 

GO 10 H501 

NPco.e·CCNP-11/8+11 
WRITEIPCH,b6INP,CPIII,I·l,NPCDI 

WR irE! PT R, 90 I! STOP 
GO TO 6701 

CUNTINUE 

DES IRED 

850\ 
C " END lOOP THROUGH NC CYCLES AND FINAL CALC OF V 

0239 

024~ 
024l 
0242 

0243 
0244 

0245 
0246 

0247 

U248 
0249 

0250 

0251 
0252 
0253 

C 
C 

8701 
C 
C 

a801 

9101 
C 

C 

10001 
C 

IEKMINATE JOil 
1Ft NC 110501,1 0501,8801 

CAlCUl4TE AttD PUT ruT CORRelATION MATRIX 
W~!TEIPTR,5211TInEC U,I-I,201 
WRI TE« PTR.971 
o~ 910\ lol,NV 

~lAGClI·l.O/SQRrcDI AGI\ II 
CO'IT! NUE 

I J-I 
DO IOiOI I-I,NV 

:>0 9601 Jot.NV 

ROlHJt~O.O 

CONTI NUE 

on 10001 J·IoNV 

ROWIJI'A~IIJI'OIAGIII'OIAGIJI 
IJal J+l 
CONTlNU" 

0254 WRITEIPT~,9BII.IROWIJI.J'1.NVI 
0255 10201 cO'n I NUE 

C 
0256 10301 CDNrl~UE 

C 

II- SPlCIFIED REPI'AT fITTING FOR A NEW SET OF OATA 

0257 IftIH~P.3T.OI GO TO 200 
C 

0258 10501 STlJP 
025') END 

SUilRouTi 'JF P"F.Ll N 
DOUBLE P,E"C IS Ju', YC 

191a 

0001 
0002 
0003 CO'Ii"wuo,Elvr , 200 I. ~I?, 200 I .DC liD. 50 I. Pl20 I.DPe20 ItK II 20 I,NP,NO, SC 

IALE.vnl2301 
0004 
0005 
OOOb 
0.001 

0001 
0002 
0003 

uO lU(l J:::;l.Nr. 
100 V'JIJ1.V(1IJI.,CAlt 

~E rUR~j 

[~U 

SUBRlJDT!. 1< HA T !'Ive AM, N, NF A III 
UOUBLE P"ECISION AM.TER~.SU~A,DENOM 
DIMENSIOn AHI200' 

* •••• * •• *. SEGf>:fJJT 1 Uf CHOL€SKJ lNVERS IO\i ••••••• *.* 
••••• FACTOR MiTAIX INTO LOWER TRIANGLE x T~'NSPOSE ••••• 

0004 '=1 
0005 IfIN-IIlG,B.O 
OOOb B AMIlI-I.t)/AMIII 
0007 GO 1;) 204 

C ••••• LOOP ~ OF Atl,M' ••••• 
OOOB q btL 1 M=l,hl 
0009 IMAX-Ii~1 

*** •• LOOP OF All,M. * •••• 
0010 DO o· l':rM, I~ 
0011 SU~A'O.O 
0012 KlJ:l 
00 L3 KMI-.~ 

0014 IfIlMAXl23.23,1 
C **.*.SUM oveq J=l,M-l All,lt*ACM,l' * ••• ~ 

DaiS 00 Z Iz!,JMAX 
0.016 SUMhSUM,'+AMI KLlI.A~1 KMI , 
0011 J-N-I 
0016 KlI'KLI+J 
0019 KMI'~MI'J 

•.•••• lERt-j=C(L"H-SUM •• *** 
0020 23 TERM=AMIKI-SUMA 
0021 IF Il~HI3,3.5 • 
002;' IFl TtR~110tlo ... 

••••• A'M,MI~SQRrlrERMI *0* •• 
0023 4 UENo~,·nSiJR TI fERN I 
0024 AM (I(.I =-OEt.i)14 
0025 GO T~) b 
OOZe 10 NfAIL' K 
0027 GU TJ 30) 

••••• AIL,M):TERh/A(M,M' ••••• 
0028 AMIKI:TEilM/OPIOH 
0029 • K-K>I 
0030 1 CONTI NUE 

C 
C •••••••••• S~GMENT 2 OF CHOL~SKI t~vfRSJO~ •••••••••• 
C ..... I'NcRSION Of TRIANGIJlAR MATRiX ..... 

0031 lao MIIlI-I.O/AMIII 
0032 lft;,II-l 



0033 
0034 

0035 

0036 
0031 
0038 
DOH 

(J040 
0041 

0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 

0047 
0046 
004" 
0050 
0051 

0052 
005$ 
0054 

.0055 
005b 
0051 
0058 
~OH 
OObO 
OObl 
00b2 
00b3 
0064 
(lOb5 
OObo 
OObl 
OObS 

* •••• - Sj6~ i ~F b.i.~.·*« ••• 
DO 104 L-2.N 
KDP!.KDM+~-1""L+2 

**.** REC I PRCCAL OF DUOO~AL TERM ..... 
TEIlM - I.O/~MIKf)I-,1 

AMIKD~)=TERM 

KMJ=O 
KlI =L 
IMAX=L-I 
*.,;.,** STE-P M OF IL,H' *iI;t.*. 
DO lu~ H-l.leu 
K=KL I **.+. SUN TE RMS ••. (01):. 

SUHA::ao.o 
on 102 [;ektH~")( 

II=KMI+' 
.UM.-~UM4-AMIKLII •• MIIII 

102 KLI=KLh'I-1 
..... MULT SU!» • RECIP OF DIAGONAL ••••• 
AMIKI=SUI1A*TFRM 
J-N-M 
Kll-K+J 

103 K~I'K~\I.J-
104 CONTINUE 

** •• ****** SEG~ENT 3 Of CliOlESKI JII.I¥'ERSION *.* ••••••• 
••••• P~EMULTIPLY LO~ER rRIA~GLE BY TRANSPOSE ••••• 

200 K-1 
DO 203 M:l,N 

,Kll=K 
DO 202 L=N.N 

.KMI=K 
IMAX::N-L+l 
SUMA-O.O 
00201 !-l.IHAK 
SUM~-SUMA+AMIKLIJ*AMIKMI) 
KLI=KLI+J 

201 KMI-KMI+I 
A~IK)-SUi·IA 

202 K''''1 
203 CONTl'lUE 
204 NFAIL·O 
300 RETU~" 

E~fl 

192 

Listing of the subroutine CALC used in the fitting 

of the intestinal calcium absorption data of Wenselet 

ale (1969) to a Michaelis;....Menten type of equation. 

0001 
0002 
11003 
0004 

0005 
DilDo 
0001 
oooa 
0001 
0010 
0011 
OOIZ 

5UijROUTI~E CALC IIH,I;C' 
IMPLICI T REALI'<I.If'Tf.GERIHI 
oouaLE PRECISION YC 
C OMMOruOiIF lye C zoo I. XC:;. 200 J ,otllO, 50', pel!) •• OPI20l,K If ZOIoNP ,No.se 

lALE, VOl NO. 
DO 100 I-I ,NO 
XI-XU,II 
VCII'=PI1'·X1/IPI21+XII 
DC ll.II-XIIiPIZI.XI' 
DC 12,11'-PI1I*K 1111 PI2J*KIJ •• Z' 

100 CONTI'IUE 
RErU,U: 
ENJ 



Listing of the s,iliroutine CALC used in the fitting 

of the 

of 

values of 

Neer et 

0001 

0002 
00Q3 
0004 
coc~ 

0006 
0007 
0000 
,0Oq 
0010 

0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
001' 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
002~ 

0026 
0027 
ooze 
oon 
U030 
0031 
0032 

0033 
0034 
01)35 
0036 
0031 
0038 
0039 

0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0051) 
0051 
0052 

0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
DOH 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 

the K3 2 , 
and 

parameters Kl ,2' 

KE (section 5.2) 

(1967). 

K2 ,1' 

to the s.imulated 

al, 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 

SUR~OUTI~E caLCIIH,lCCI 

THIS SUBRDUT1¥E OF ORGLS CALCULATES 'HE QUANTITIES OF TRACER, 
YC, I~ CO~PART'ENT 1 OF A FOUR COMPARTMENT MODEL AT SPECifiED 
T,.',ES, x, fCLLOWING ~ SIN~LE DOSE OF TRACER INTO COMPo 1 

AL~O CALCULATED .HE THE FIRST OERIVATIVES, QC, OF 'e ~ITH 
WITH RESPECT TO THE PARA~ETE~S P, AT TIiE SPECIFIED TIMES X 

THE NilTATl'lN h.~O NUIIE'<ICAl IIETHons WITHIN 'HE SU8R(lUTfNE ARE 
SIMILAR Tn TriOSE I~ THE ,RDS.IIIME CA~ET 

SU"~JUTINE5 MAX I~O CORR IS Fn~ CIMET ARE REQUIRED 

IMPLICIT REALI"I,INTEGERIHI 
~EAL KC(4,4"NCO.KS 
;)OUt3LE PR.ECISH'J\4 ?t'l,MT,VC 
Cf)MMO~101' IYC 1200 I ,X 15,200 to DC 110, 50 I,Pl20lo OP 120 I,K Ie 20 I,NP,NO,sC 

.IALE,YOI2001 
COtlF.tLJ:'i/EIGHTI :IT, K$(2)' I, MMIN 
C">w.C'!/X14/ Pilll21 
[IIMENSIO'j )(PllCl ,PPTI4,Z),MTl4hoMTt4,2t,)(COC4t 
FDRMAT(I 'dOEll.lo' 
FOKMAH' ',1;)14) 

l'llTlhllZ, PhRA"ETERS 

Dr. 100 J:l,\lP 
100 ~P(JI-"IJI 

I QC =0 
XCOH1::;.O~'OJOl 
XCOlO=.00C00025 
DTHAX,=C'I. !Jl 

20n CONT I'lUE 
T--O.O 
ICO=O 
IX'I 
IC=O 
1=1 
fVT=XPllI 
.KCCI,21=XPI21 
KG 12 ,lI=XPI3I 
KCI2,3)=XPC4l 
KC(3,2J:'(P(')) 
KCI3.4)-=XP(tJ' 
KCI4,3I-XPI1I 
NtH 1,2 '-=0.0316 
P'lTll,lI=O.O'l6 
Mrll 1-=0. 011tJ 

01 f66 
PMT! J,lI 
PI-lTfJ,;:!).,.O.0 

300 MTiJJ::;;') .. ') 
P['TO 1=0·. 0 
OT=0.0001 

400 CONTI'lUE 

C CHd~GE TIME INCRE'E'lT If REQU. 
C 

POTl21=PDTlII 
POTlIl=OT 
IC-IC+1 
Ir::«MOlH IC,51.GT.OJ GO TO 650 
IfIMTlII.EQ.O.OI MTll!.l.OE-IO 
SfT'NTIII+~T{21+YTI3'+MTI41 
fl'1 4'>0 H=l,4 

450 CALL CORRI PMT{H ,II, PMTI H, 21,DMT IH,l I, OMTlH, 2" SET, XCOIH 1,1.01 
CALL HAXIXCO,NCO,HCDI 
IFINCO.LT.XCOLOI DT-OT*I.414214 
IFINCO.GT.XCO~II OT=OT'0.70110b8 
IFIOT.GT.OTlnXI IlT-OTMH 
IFtDT.tT.O.0001. DT&0.0001 

I'HfRPOlATE !'!-IITH VALUH~1F THE STEP, OT, IS CHANGED 

IFIPUTII'-OTI 630,650,630 
DO MO H-1,4 . 
CALL OTCHIPMTIH,II,PMTIH,2',MTIHI,IPDTI 
';;0 TO 100 
DO 7CO H=1,4 
PMTIH,I'=PMTIH,21 
PMTlH,21=NTlHI 
CONTINUE 
CONTInUE 

19.3 



00b2 
0.00:; 

c 
c 

CQRRECTEDOR PREDIcTeD ~IJANTITIES 

OMTlh!'~ I I<C12,l )."U2' ~I Kell, 21 +f¥T).'!TlllllOllT 
DIHI2,n=IKC Il,21.MTUhKCI3t21.MT 131-IKCI.2.1 HI<.Cl2,311 

1 

0064 
0065 

1.MH2I'·DT . 
OMTll.! '.!Ke!2. 3, •• nI2' 'I<CI4,3 ,.,.,T 14 '-IKeI3. 2"I(C 1 3,411.MTC 31 1*01. 
nIH 14,I'=IKC 13,4'*MTl3'-KC 14, 3-, •. -H4',.OT 

:ALC. "REDIcrED OR CORRECTEO'QUANTITIES Of TRACER 

0066 
'0061 
0068 

0069 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0071 
0018 
0019 
0000 

c 
e 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

IFII.EO.I' ~0 TO 600 
KSU t~("5 
I<SI2'.=D.5 

GfJ TO 110 
bOO KSClls2:.0 

1<512'.0.0 
IFIIC.EUol' KSllI=l.O 

710 CONT INUE 
00 soo 11=1,4 

800 HT IHI=PIHIH,I 1 +K5Il,oOMTlH,II>KSI21*OMTI H,21 
1=)+1 . 
Ifll.E,1.2' (,0 TO 50n 
1=1 
T=T+(iT 
IFIT.LT.XII,JX)J GO TO 400 

or; FIRST INTEGRATlO~ STORE VALUES OE VC, ON SUBSEQUENT 
I~TEGRATION. CALC. DERIVATIVES 

DOAl IF'IDC.GT.O) GO TO qOO 
U082 VCIIX'=MTll' 
0063 lXaIX.! 
0084 IEIIX.GT.NO' GO TO 1000 
006. GO TO 409 
0086 900 DCIIOC ,I X"I~T Il'-VCIIX '1fIPIIOCI9DPIIDC" 
00B1 IF lABS I OC IIOC .Ix II.LT .1.0F-301 DC IIOC, IX I.SlG~ II.OE-30,OCIIDC,IX II 
0088 W~ITtI6,11 oeIlDe.lX) ,DT 
00H9 IX=IX>l 
0090 IFllx.LE.NOI GO TO 4'00 

C RESTORE PARAMETER TO ORIGIN+L VALUE 
Don 1000 IF!loe.:lT.OI XPIlOCI'Pt!DCl 
0092 IEIIH.GT.I' Gn TO 1200 
00'13 1100 IOC-llle'l 
0094 IFIIDC.GT.~P' GO TO 1200 
0095 IfIKIIIDCI.EQ.O' GO TU 1100 

01)96 
01)91 
0098 
0099 

C 
C 
C 
C 

12<)0 

I'ICREMENT "'EXT PA.AMETH BV A FMCTlON QP PREPARATORV TO 
CALCULATING DERIVATIVES OF VO WITH RESPECT TO IT 

XPllLlCl-XPI IDC!oll •• OPIIOCl I 
"n Tn 200 
RETURti 
fND 

ORG 
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Form and Order of Data Input for Modified QRGLS 

. Card Columns 

1 1-80 

2 1 - 3 

4 - 6 

7 - 9 

13-15 

Symbol 

TITLE 

NC 

NV 

NX 

IW 

Fixed or 
Floating 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Description 

Any valid characters may 

be used. This title is 

written along with the 

programme output. 

Number of least squares 

fitting cycles to be 

performed. 

The number of parameters 

to be varied. 

Number of independent 

variables per observation 

If 0, relative parameter 

weights are to be supplied 

as input, if 1, the 

relative parameter weights 

are set to unity by the 

programme. 



Card Columns Symbol Fixed Or 
Floating 
Point 

22-24 I REP Fixed 

3 1-10 NP Fixed 

11-20 SCALE Floating. 

4 1 -10 P (1) Floating 

11-20 P(2) \I 

5 1 . I SENT Fixed 

196 

Description 

If greater than zero, a 

complete new set of input 

is to be read and fitted 

when the fitting of the 

present set is finished. 

Number of parameters to 

be read. 

Factor by which observed 

values are to be multiplied 

before fitting. 

Initial values of up to 

eight parameters. 

If greater than zero, the 

reading of observed values' 

stops. If zero, observed 

values will be read from 

the card. 



Card 

\ 

6 

• 

Columns 

2-10 

11-20 

21-30 

Symbol Fixed or 
Floating 

Point 

Floating 

SIGY~(l) Floating 

X(l,l) 

191 

Description 

Dependent observed 

variable; rate of 

intestinal calcium 

absorption or plasma 

specific activity 

in the present work. 

Statistical weight 

of YO (1) • 

Independent observed 

variable; time or 

perfusate Ca concen-

tration in the 

present work. 

Card 5 is followed 

by as many cards, 

of the same format, 

as there are pairs. 

of observations, 

say n. 



Card Columns 

n+6 1 

2 

n+7 1 - 9 

10-18 

19-27 

Symbol Fixed or 
Floating 

Point 

RI(l) Fixed 

RI(2) " 

II 

DP(l) Floating 

DP(2) II 

DP(3) II 

• 

198 

Description 

If RI (1) = I, P (1) 

is to be varied~ if 

RI (1) = o , P (1) is not 

to be varied. Similarly 

for RI(2) and P (2) , 

RI(3) and P (3) , etc., 

up to the number of para-

meters read as input. 

Fractions by which P (1) , 

P (2) , P (3) etc. 

respectively, are to be 

incremented for the 

numerical calculation of 

the deri vati ves of the 

function being fitted. 

Zero if derivatives 

calculqted analytically. 



199 

Experimental data from Wensel et al. (1969) and 

values calculated from Michaelis-Menten equation and 

fitted parameters as given in section 5.3 and table 

5.4. The Y(OBS) are the rates of calcium absorption 

(~moles/min per 50 em of intestine) and the X(I) are the 

corresponding perfusate concentrations (m .. moles/liter). 
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Experimental ,data from Neer et ale (1967) and the values 

calculated from the model in figure 5.2 and the fitted 

parameters in table 5.3. The Y(OBS) are the experimental 

plasma specific activities (fraction of dose/m.mole of 

calcium) and the X (I) are the corresponding times (days). 

(Over page) • 
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APPENDIX 5: AN EXPERIMENT,AL STUDY OF A METHOD OF DIRECTLY 

COMPARING THE CONCENTRATIONS OF AN ELEMENT 

IN DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS USING ATOMIC ABSORPTION 

SPECTROSCOPY. 

Early in the present work of modelling calcium meta-

bolism, it.was thought that it might be necessary for the 

development and testing of models to be able to measure 

accurately very small changes in the plasma calcium concen-

tration. Atomic absorption spectroscopy was chosen as it 

is a rapid,sensitive and relatively interference free method 

for the determination of the calcium content of biological 

fluids (Savory et ale 1969, Elwell et al. 1966);, 

Briefly, the principle of analysis by atomic absorption 

spectroscopy is as follows. With reference to figure 

AS.l, and using the analysis of Ca as an example, a lamp, a, 

emits radiation at the resonance wavelengths of the calcium 
o 

atom (most strongly at 4227A) which passes through the 

flame, b, through the mon.ochromator, c, and is detected 

by the photomultiplier, d. To carry out an analysis of a 

solution for calcium, the solution is aspirated into the 

flame where a proportion of the calcium it contains is 

converted to calcium atoms. These calcium atoms 
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d 

a b c 

Figure A5.l. Simplified schema of an atomic absorption 

spectrometer. The lamp, a, emits the 

resonance radiation of the element to be 

measured. This radiation passes through 

the flame above the burner, b, through the 

monochromator c, and is detected by the 

photomultiplier, d. The sample solution 

is aspirated into the flame. 
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absorb a part of the light from the lamp and prevent 

it reaching cl1e photomultiplier. The decrease in the 

intensity of the light reaching the photomultiplier 

is then a measure of the quantity of calcium in the flame 

and thus, in the sample. Some of the calcium atoms 

in the flame are however sufficiently excited to emit 

radiation themselves at the resonance wavelengths, 

some of which then reaches the photomultiplier. This 

difficulty is overcome by modulating the resonance 

radiation from the lamp and passing the photomultiplier 

output through a phase sensitive detector. The 

emission from the excited calcium atoms in the flame 

is not modulated, and so is not detected. The normal 

method of precision operation is to aspirate unknowns 

alternating with standards, the length of time of the 

aspiration ranging from a few seconds up to a minute 

depending on the particular analysis. Pure solvent 

is usually aspirated after each sample to prevent contamin

ation of subsequent samples. For this method, the 

coefficient of variation for the estimation of plasma 

calcium is about + 0.7% (Savory et al. 1969). 

In an attempt to increase the accuracy of estimation 

of small differences in plasma calcium concentration by 

atomic absorption spectroscopy, a different method of 

using the atomic absorption spectrophotometer was tried. 



The principle of the alternative method was to inject 

the two samples of differing calcium concentration 

into the flame alternately at a rate of about ten 

of each per second. This would result in a more or 

less sinusoidal variation with time of the absorption 

by the flame of the light from the cold cathode lamp, 
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the magnitude of which would be a measure of the difference 

in calcium concentration of the two samples. 

Ten cycles per second was chosen as a compromise 

between ease of mechanical sample alternation and ease 

of electronic signal amplification. The atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer at hand was a Techtron AA-4 instrument. 

The first attempt to achieve alternating atomization 

was to put a small spinning-disc atomizer inside an AB40 

burner directly below the flame and to squirt the sample 

solutions alternately on to the face of the spinning 

disc. The spinning disc atomizer consisted of a 1 cm 

diameter disc on the end of a shaft which passed out 

through the burner wall and was held in the chuck of a' 

highspeed compressed-air powered drill (Desoutter, model 03). 

Inserted through the opposite side of the burner was an 

alternating squirting device. This latter will not be 

described
j 

since in practice it proved entirely unworkable 

because of leakage and because of blockage of the fine 
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nozzles by Teflon abraded from Teflon seals incorporated 

in it. It was replaced by an entirely different 

mechanism for applying the samples to the rotor because 

the formation of a jet proved cumbersome even when blockage 

was avoided. As the desired rate of sample aspirations 

was in the normally used range of from 1-10 ml/min; very 

small ( < O.lmm) nozzles which were easily blocked were 

necessary, and a moderate positive pressure had to be 

applied to the sample,s in order to form jets. 

In the course of experimentation it was found that 

if the .end of a 21 gauge (o.d. O .. 8mm, i.d. O.Smm) or 

similar sized tube were placed about O.Smm or less from the 

face of the spinning disc, as in figure AS.2, water 

would flow smoothly from the tube to the spinning. disc 

with much less hydrostatic pressure applied. This 

arrangement, with only one tube, was used in all sub

sequent experiments. The flow from the tube to the disc 

appeared to be smooth down to rates of about lml/min, 

below which there was a tendency for the flow to occur 

intermittently. Lower flow rates were possible if a 

smaller diameter tube were used and the end placed 

closer to the spinning disc. 



shaft to compressed 
air drill 

feed tube 

20.7 

gravi ty feed 
from . 
reservoir. 

Figure A5.2. Cross-section of rotor and feed tube used for 

nebulization experiments. Scale approx. 

1 inch::::: 1 em. 
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Initial experiments showed that the absorbance 

of the flame was much less than would be expected if all 

the injected sample passed into the flame from the spinning-

disc atomizer. Consequently the nebulization process 

was studied in greater detail. 

Spinning-disc nebulization. 

Spinning-disc nebulization has been studied by 

Walton et.al. (1949) and May (1949), but the smallest 

discs used were of 2 cm diameter. Their most relevant 

finding was that while small droplets were produced, they 

were projected a considerable distance from the rotor, 

coming to rest in a series of concentric rings. The 

highest rotor speed used was 1440 rev./sec, and when dibutyl 

phatate was sprayed on to a 3cm diameter rotor spinning 

at this speed, the main ring of droplets was about 4cm 

from the rotor edge. These droplets were about 16 microns 

in diameter. At lower speeds the droplets were larger 

and projected further. 

Similar results were found with the present system. 

A ground glass disc was cemented to the face of the metal 

rotor to improve the wettability, as suggested by 

May (1949). Typical results found using the arrangement 

in figure AS.2 are given in table AS.I. .The angular 

velocity of the rotor was 1100-1150 revolutions/second. 



Table AS.l 

liquid 

Distance of travel of drop ts from 

spinning disc nebulizer. 

satellite droplets 
ring dist. from rotor 

(cm. ) 

1.2 - 1.8 

0.4 - 1.0 

main droplets ring 
dist. from rotor 

(em. ) 

6 - 7 

2.8 - 3.2cm. 

The positions of the rings were not markedly 

~U9 

influenced by the fluid flow rate in the range 1-10 ml/min, 

the distance of the end of the tube from the rotor (as 

long as the liquid reached the rotor), the position of 

the end of the tube with respect to the axis of the rotor, 

or the smoothness of the. edge on the glass disc. 

It is evident from the inside dimensions of the AB40 

burner that the greater part of the nebuli zed liquid will 

be lost by impaction on the inside of the burner, 

instead of being entrained in the gas flow to the flame. 

Only the smaller satellite droplets would be expected 

to enter the flame in any number. However by position-

ing the face of the rotor directly below the burner 

slot, some of the main droplets flung off the rotor 

in that direction at least could be made to enter the flame. 
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The burner slot width was 0.5mm. 

Atomic absorption eXEeriments: non-pulsed nebulization. 

The rotor, in jection tube and burner were set up 

as in figure A5.3. The rotor was run at the maximum 

speed of the drill of about 1100-1150 revs/sec. and the 

flame used was a normal C2H2 /N20 flame ("Interim instruct

ion manual for the Techron model AA-4 atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer lt
) appendix 1. Calcium containing 

solutions were gravity fed to the injection tube.' 

It was readily seen when operating the system 

that the majority of tre droplets entering the base 

of the flame from the spinning disc passed through the 

lower part of the flame more or less intact and were 

vapourized only in a band at about 4 cm above the burner. 

This was abOut the same distance from the spinning 

disc that they were halted by air resistance in the 

absence of a flame. 

However, some absorption of the resonance radiation 

from the lamp by the flame could be detected. 

Results for a 5 part per million aqueous calcium 

chloride solution are given in table A5.2 and compared 

to that for the standard pneum~tic atomizer •. Flame 

conditions and burner height were adjusted to give 

maximum absorbance. 



samp 
feed tube 

r s 

loose fitting hole 

rotor 
(supported in chuck 
of compressed r drill) 

direction of gas flovl 

Figure AS.3. Simplified section through Techtron AB40 burner tted 

with spinning disc nebulizer. Approximately actual size. 

M 
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Table AS.2 • Comparison of disc and pneumatic nebulization. 

Nebulization Solution flow rate Absorbance 
method (ml/min) of flame 

Spinning disc 0.9 0.11 

.. 2.0 0.27 

.. 3.3 0.33 

.. 4.6 0.26 
" 

Pneumatic 5.5 0.30 
(Spinning disc 
nebulizer in place, 
but not operating) • 

The efficiency of the spinning disc nebulizer was about 

the same as that of the standard pneumatic nebulizer, 

but the former gave a rather more fluctuating absorbance. 

The degree of fluctuation varied from experiment to 

experiment for no ascertainable reason, but was generally 

within the range + 10% for aqueous calcium solutions. 

Use of methanol or ethanol/water mixtures as solvents 

reduced the degree of fluctuation significantly and 

enhanced the absorbance of the flame for a given calcium 

concentration in the sample solution. But because 

of their lower surface tension, difficulty was found 

in maintaining a flow of these solutions from the 

injection tube to the needle. They tended to wet the 

tube and drip off the end, rather than to flow on to the 

spinning disc. 
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The reduction in the fluctuation in absorbance 

by low surface tension solvents may be related to the 

observation that solvents of lower surface tension 

produce a greater number of smaller droplets than 

aqueous solutions when nebulized (May 1949). 

Atomic absorption experiments: pulsed nebulization. 

Several different devices for pulsing the flow 

to the spinning disc nebulizer were constructed; the 

most successful consisted of a syringe connected to 

the sample feed tube with the plunger oscillated by 

a rotating cam (figure A5.4). 

The cam was rotated at 10 rev/sec. by a geared-

down electric motor. An oscilloscope or high-speed 

chart recorder was connected to the output of the phase 

sensitiVe detector portion of the Techtron AA-4 indicator 

. unit in order to observe the pulsed absorption. 

For ill' Hal experiments, the cold cathode lamp 

was operated ata current of 6 m.a., but at this current, 

the absorption of the resonance radiation by calcium 

in the flame was masked by transients induced in the 

electronics of the amplifier and the phase sensitive 

detector by the pUlsing absorption. 



sample to nebulizer 

\~ and flame 
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Indeed, under certain conditions, the pulsed addition 

of calcium to the flame appeared to increase its 

transmission of the resonance radiation to greater than 

100%. It was eventually found that increasing the lamp 

current to 20 m.a. increased the intensity of the resonance 

radiation 'sufficiently to render the transients negligible 

in magnitude, and the expected pulsed absorption could 

be observed. 

Pulsing the sample flow was found to make Ii ttle 

difference to the averaged absorbance of the flame 

compared to unpulsed flow for the same calcium concentrat

ion and flow rate. Typical of the best performances 

obtained are the high speed chart records reproduced in 

figure AS.S, and showing sequences of individual 

absorption peaks. In these cases the pulser barrel 

contained an air bubble of about O.lml; a 40 em length 

of lmm i.d. soft plastic tube connected the pulser to 

. the injector tube, and a 50 em length to the gravity 

feed reservoir. The calcium solution (Sppm) flowed 

at lml/min; at lower flow rates the absorption peaks 

sharpened and at higher rates, broadened. The most 

significant feature of figure AS.S l the relatively 

poor reproducibility of the peaks. The areas under the 

absorption peaks in figure AS.S have a coefficient of 

variation in. the range 5-10% • 

. . 
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Figure AS.S. Absorb a nce of flame during p ulsed neDuliz-

ation as recorded b y a Honeywell 1 706 

Visicorde r conne cted to the AA4 amplifier 

unit. Timing marks are 0. 1 sec apart. 
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An estimate of -the performance of the complete 

system, alternately nebulizing two different samples, 

can be obtained in the following manner from the pulsed 

one-sample results in figure A5.5 v if it is assumed 

that the area under each peak is independent of the area 

under the preceeding peak. 

Consider a series of absorption peaks, alternately 

of sample 1 and sample 2, with a coefficient of peak 

area variation of V% for both samples. Denote the mean 

area of n peaks of sample 1 or sample 2 as Mnl and Mn2 

respecti "ely. 

The coefficient of variation of these means is 

Assuming M 1 and M 2 to be normally distributed, n n -

Student's t test can be applied to the difference between 

Thus 

t = (Ml - M2 )In/V Ml n n n n 

If the probability that the difference between the mean 

peak areas for sample 1 and sample 2 is due to chance 

is to be less than 0.05, table AS.3 may be drawn up using 

standard tables for the signi ficance of values of 

Students' t. 
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Table A5.3. (Mnl-Mn2)/Mnl as a functionof n and V for p~ 0.05. 

I (M 1 - M 2) /M 1 
n 1 t n (%) n n 

V = 10% V = 5% V = 1% 

10 2.23 7.0 3.5 0.7 

100 1. 99 2.0 1.0 0.2 

1,000 1.97 0.6 0.3 0.06 

10,000 1.96 0.2 0.1 0.02 

From table A5.3 it can be seen that about 1000 absorption 

peaks of each sample must be averaged to reliably detect 

a difference between the mean areas of about 0.5%. At 

ten peaks per second, this would tal<.e 100 seconds, which 

is comparable in both accuracy and time required for standard 

methods of atomic absorption spectroscopy. To significantly 

improve the precision to detect differences of 0.1%; over 

10,000 pulses must be averaged if V is greater than 5%. 

This would represent over 17 minutes running time at 10 

pulses/second, and the consumption of about 17 mls· of 

sample. By this analysis improving precision by this 

method of atomic absorption spectroscopy appears feasible. 



However certain practical difficulties remain, 

such as controlling the average flow rates of the 

two samples to better than + 0.1% and allowing for 

differences in viscosity and surface tension of the 

samples being compared. In view of the difficulties 
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and because theoretical aspects of the modelling of calcium 

metabolism appeared to be more immediately important, 

this investigation was not proceeded with further. 
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